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INTERVIEW\ »

« --
-j:. Bernard Chidzero,

Zimbabwean Minister of Finance, 

Economic Pianning, and Deveiopment^HI

fiMsr'
K
Pf ;

■ . ■

.INTERVIEWED BY ANTHONY J..HUGHES AND MARGARETA. NOVICKI

percent with them. So there is a give-and-take relationshipAFRICA REPORT: Mr. Minister, how would you 
characterize Zimbabwe's relations with the United States 
under the Reagan administration?
CHIDZERO; 1 don't think that our relations with the 
United States have changed dramatically with the new ad
ministration. We are a nonaligned country and we keep 
lines open for cooperation with any country that rdspects our 
hard-won independence and (wr sovereignty, and, equally, 
we don't inte'rfefe.'ln the intetnal affairs of other states. We 
are aware of some new directions in the policy of the United 
Slates, whether one is thinking in terms of Reaganomics or 
in terms of relations with South Africa, and, to some extent,, 
regarding Namibia. But these : re questions that we must 
leave to the Americans to decide. We will negotiafe^c- 

..cordingly. ,
On the economic front, we continue to cooperate fairly 

effectively with the United States. At the Zimbabwe Con
ference on Reconstruction and Development (ZIMCORD) 
last year, the United States made one of the biggest pledges 
for assistance to Zimbabwe. There have been no real 
hitches, although it has taken time to negotiate tjie instrui* 
ments for the disbursement of the funds. We are now sign
ing one of the agreements which will provide that some $50 
million, which will come as a grant, will be made available 
to Zimbabwe under the Commodity Import programs. The 
United States has been very imaginative towards the efforts 
we have deployed for the reconstruction program (the re
construction of schools, dip tanks, clinics, and so on), and 
quick disbursement is taking place.

We are looking for trading opportunities with the United 
States and there is already some growth in trade. We have a 
number of large American companies operating in Zim
babwe, particularly in the mining sector, and that relation
ship grows. We 'have found the United States fairly syjjt 
pathetic to our development policies, even though they may 
not agree 1(X) percent with us, just as we don't agree 100

that must rule the situation. We believe the United 
has a great deal to benefit from farsighted policies in ter^s
of investment in Zifnbabwe. in terms of trade relationships. 
We don't believe that our socialist policies should be an ob
stacle to effective cooperation.

But on the political front, 1 am least qualified to discuss 
the issues. We trust that on Namibia, the United States will 
not influence things in a contrary direction, i.e., against Se
curity Council Resolution 435. We hope that the United 
States realizes that its long-term interests lie not so much 
with South Africa as with the independent sovereign ' 
states—that is, black states—in Africa. Change there must 
be in-Sduth Africa eventually and we hope that the United 
States is farsighted enough. Equally, we hope that the 
United States will not be influenced by ideological postures 
that are cast in rather academic terms—that soSialism means 
communism, or that South Africa is the only bastion of U.S. 
security, and of the things that the Americans believe in. 
We believe that is not so. We would hope that the United 
States can stand squarely on the side of freedom, democ
racy. and human dignity.

AFRICA REPORT: Mr. Minister, you mentioned your 
socinlist policies. But how do you see the role of foreign 
private investment in Zimbabwe's development and espe
cially' American investment? What is your opinion of the 
Reagan approach favoring private investment in developing 
countries apparently at the expense of official development 
assistance?
CHIDZERO: We have made it quite clear in our economic 
policy statement, "Growth and Equity," and the points 
have been made clearer still in our three-year transitional 
development plan, that while it is our prerogative to define 
our policy objectives and the direction of development, we 
nevertheless welcome the cooperation of the international

AFHICA REPORT • M«y-June 1982■ 4
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community in various directions—private investment, for 
instance, which is an important element in the process of 
development. There is room for private investment in Zim
babwe. there is room for .the private sector to operate in 
Zimbabwe, but this must be in accordance with government 
policy directives.

Now what are thes^||olic1es'that we are talking about? 
We are talking about transforming the economy of Zim
babwe from an enclave that benefits a minority of the 
population to one that benefits every citizen of Zimbabwe. 
This does not mean that we art going to distribute a di
minishing cake; our redistributive policies are not based on 
equity alone, but they are based on growth. In other words, 
we have to expand economic activities and we have to in
vest in various sectors of the economy. For this to be done, 
a great deal of saving has to be entertained by government 
itself, and also by the private sector. Equally, we would 
hope that foreign investment would be forthcoming so that 
we can have a more rapid and sustained rate of growth.

The fact that we are adopting a socialist policy doesn't 
neces-sarily mean that we intend to eliminate the private 
sector. On the contrary, we believe that the private sector 
has a role to fulfill. Our socialist policies, which imply more 
socialized means of production and distribution—that is, 
democratization of the production and distribution pro
cesses—do not necessarily mean that there is no room for 
private initiative and private capital. But we would want to 
see a situation in which economic and industrial activities 
are riot 6ased solely on the profit motive in terms of 
maximization of profit. We recognize that Jhere must be a 
fair return on investment. We recognize that there must be 
security of investment. We also recognize that there must be 
remittability of earnings, and these things we honor and re
spect. Indeed, under our constitution we are obliged to do so 
and we accept that constitution. But we also recognize that 
there are many areas of the economy that are not attractive 
to private investment, either because the risks are too high 
or because the returns are long term. That is particularly the. 
case with regard to investment in the rural areas where most 
of our people live. Government has to take a hand in 
pioneering development in those areas. We also recognize 
that, to the extent that we are experimenting with new forms 
of government, there must be^estion marks on the pan of 
investors, particularly foreign investors, concerning the di
rection we are taking. We can.assure them that we have 
nothing up oUr sleeves. We are just as plain a people as you 
can imagine. • i

We have made it quite clear that it is not government 
policy to nationalize tbe private sector, though it is^learly 
govemmerit policy to participate with industry in the private 
sector. This necessarily means that we would welcome Joint 
ventures. We recognize that the government has to be in- 
vofVfed in the private sector, either by way of Joint venture 
or by buying shares of one kind or another, which we have 
done. But let me say that in our national desfelopment plan, 
we expect the public sector to invest more than the private 

'' sector. About 55 percent^of the investment will come from 
the public sector, mainly in infrastructure development—

roads, railways, power, and alsti rural development. But we 
have provided room for the private sector to invest as much 
as 45 percent of a total of $6 billion of investment over the 
next three years. That's an indication of the role that the pri
vate sector has to play.
AFRICA REPORT: Critics point out that Zimbabwe does 
have a socialist ideology, its political structure is split along 
regional/ethnic lines, and its economic future is hostage to a 
hostile neighbor to the south. Why should a prudent 
capitalist invest in Zimbabwe? 

.«||jm||||aa^^|||H|||||^hought prudent
eapiul^^BWWIPBBBBiWf he doesn’t invest in Zim
babwe. someone else will invest. And if the private sector is 
afraid to invest in Zimbabwe, then that private sector has re
ally no right to exist in Zimbabwe. It is really a parasite if it 
doesn't contribute. If it is to contribute, then it must take the 
necessary risks. We are aware that we have a big brother to 
the south, but we are not captive to that siruth. We have 
trading relations, economic relations, with South Africa, 
which we have inherited and which are the consequence of 
our geographical contiguity and the economic realities. We 
have no political contacts or relations with South Africa, nor 
diplomatic relations with South Africa, but the economic 
reality is there. We are conscious of our very high degree of 
dependency on South Africa—rail connections in particular. 
But we are doing everything we can to disengage as con
structively as we can by cultivating closer ties with 
neighboring countries within the Southern African Devel
opment Coordination Conference (SADCO. For this, we 
have mobilized resources, which amounted to about $600 
million pledged at the November 1980 conference in

ZIMBABWE

liisakaSI
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which we are trying to reconcile, which we are trying to re- 
moye? And we are succeeding. >
AFRICA REPORT: Are you then satisfied with the level 
of foreign private investment to date?
CHIDZERO: \y,e are not satisfied with the level of foreign 
private investment to date, because people have been slow 
in coming. We are satisfied with the level of public support 
that we have reteived. At the Zimbabwe Conference on Re
construction and Development, for instance, nearly $2 bil
lion was pledged. Of this, some $400 million is already 
Mmmitted and we hope that at the end of our plan period, 
Wf 1985, we will have used all the money that was pledged 
at ZIMCORD. We have had tremendous support from gov
ernments and international organizations. The private sector 
has been slow in coming, that is, the foreign private sector. 
Our own private sector has not been that slow, they’ve been 
very active in the opening of new projects, expanding their 
activities. They’ve shown more confidence in the future of 
Zimbabwe than foreigners. And for us, that’s much more 
important. We would hope, however, that foreign investors 
will be imaginative enough to come and join hands >vith us. 
AFRICA REPORT: Prime Minister Mugabe has named 
1982 iie year of national transformation, aimed at putting 
Zimbabwe further on the socialist path. Can you tell us 
some of the concrete steps to be taken in that direction? 
CHIDZERO: The year of transformation, which can only 
be the beginning, marks the watershed in this process. You 
don’t transform overnight; you have a process of transfor
mation. What are some of the things we Pre doing to trans
form our society? To understand what I am going to say,- 
you must bear in mind the history of Zjinbabwe, the major 
characteristics of the econom^^, ancl^ the imperative for 
change. Take land for instance. We Have launched a mas
sive program of resettlement of our people. It will necessi
tate the resettlement of at least 162:000 families which, 
multiplied by an average of about five people per family, 
will give you some 800,000 people who have to be resettled 
on land that hitherto has been reserved exclusively for white 
Settlement. That program will transform the livps of these 
people by giving them new challenges, new possibilities for 
development. It will transform the society by relieving pres- 

the so-called communal lands, formerly known as

Maputo. Some $270 to $300 million of this has already been 
committed or used on transport communications to improve 
contacts between the different countries, and we hope this 
relationship opens up new possibilities for investment, not 
only infrastructure development but industrial development, 
energy development, industrial rationalization, food pro
duction, and so on.

As to ethnic and geographical divisions, these are passing 
phenomena. They are not as deep and stubborn as people 
make them out to be. We are one people in Zimbabwe. 
True, we have our own regional differences, our own ethnic 
differences, but who tells me they don’t have those prob-

Bernard Chidzero: “The United States has a great deal to 
benefit from far-sighted investment policies toward 
Zimbabwe"

sure on
tribal trust lands, where there is over-population on poor 
soil, so that there will be new opportunities for development ^ 
in those areas. That’s transformation in the productive

lems? The United States doesn’t have those regional prob
lems? The United States doesn’t have ethnic problems?
They are there, and yet you still have Americans talking and 
speaking and acting as Americans. A Georgian is not the 
same as a New Yorker. They are completely different peo
ple. A black American doesn’t think the same way as a 
white American. And yet they comprise one nation, one 
ethos, and they work together. So are we trying to evolve 
one nation in Zimbabwe that transcends color consid
erations. The white people of Zmbabwe are welcome to 
stay in Zimbabwe and contribute decisively to its future, 
and there is no persecution of the while community. The 
different subgroups among the black population, whether
they are Shonas or Ndebeles or they come from the north or . ■ • •
the east—we are forging new lines of cooperation as one terribly important for us—education and training. We are

also taking development into the rural areas. Under our

sense.
We have also decided that education shall receive, the 

largest share of development capital. Indeed, under the pre
sent arrangements, nearly 19 percent of total government 
expenditure is on schooling, which is very high by any stan
dard. This is because we need to educate our people at all 
levels. Similarly, we have made education free at the pri
mary school level and we hope to move to the secondary 
level as soon as we can. We believe that people who are 
equipped intellectually with skills, and productive skills in 
particular, can transform their own societies. And that'is

'.nation, but why should people exaggerate realities of life
AFRICA REPORT • May-June 19626



CHIDZERO: We are aware of those fear* but I think peo
ple don't understand the realities of our situation. First and 
foremost, we have a constilution that guarantees property 
rights. It is as watertight as any constitution you can ever 
imagine. We cannot therefore expropriate or nationalize 
without compensation, and, if we do, it requires changing 
the constitution and it is not very easy to change the con
stitution. We have accepted that constitution and we live by 

• it. Therefore, we respect property rights.
Second, while the public sector is going to grow as I have 

indicated, and it must grow, it is not going to grow neces
sarily at the expense of the private sector. There are many 
things that are not being done by the private Sector that have 
to be done by the public sector.

Thirdly, there is growing up a sort of partnership between 
the private and public sectors. Thus, for instance, we have 
moved into banking, we ha\e acquired majority shares in 
the former Rhobank, which we call Zimbank (the Zim-

three-year development plan, priorities were to be given to 
extension of railway connections, of roads, of telecommu
nications into the rural areas to open up the whole area so 
that our people can become integrated into society rather 
than remain, as hitfierto, outside the pale of the develop
ment process. That’s terribly important. We are going to in
volve our people more fully in the development process, in 
the decision-making process. This will be done partly

■ through community development projects, but also in 
bringing them into a state of consciousness about their pro
ductive ability and the role they play in industry and mining. 
Therefore, their participation in industry through workers' 
committees, for instance, and possibly various schemes in 
which they can prollt or benefit from the returns of their 
production—this we are not forcing, we are leaving the pri
vate sector to cooperate with us to find ways in which the

■ population can be integrated into the productive process-, 
particularly at the level of decision-making and manage-

'■ ment, and so on.
We have embarked on a scheme of narrowing the income 

gap between the poor and the rich by various devices that 
•are misunderstood outside. Thus, we have increased the ' 
minimum wage. The lowest-paid worker in Zimbabwe now 
cannot earn less than $65 a month. This is a revolutionary 
process in'tarms of inctltw. We hope’that this will be ac
companied by increased productivity, which means we have 

. ^ to train and educate our people that the more they receive, 
the more they have to produce. At the same time, we have 
put a' temporary freeze on higher wages, on 
comes—temporarily—we will review it r
view to narrowing the gap. We are conscious ufflT^yan t 
put the freeze or restraint on \ao long because it would lead 

, to a loss of skills. But nevertheless, we want to create an 
egalitarian scK'icty and weSiave to take the necessary mea- 
sures. ^

So trifhsformation canite understood in terms of changing 
the strqytures of government or economy through realloca
tion of resource^ Priorities have to be determined. It should 
be understood in terms of the decision-makthg process that 
the people are involved in .determining their own lives. It 
must be understood in terms of the degree to which people 
share fully- in the benefits that shall accrue to our common 
efforts. Transformation also, means the establishment of 
new institutions to assist in the process. We are going to es
tablish a^Zimbabwe Development Corporation, which will 
spearhead governmenl^evelopmcnt efforts. We are estab
lishing a Zimbabwe Development Bank that will mobilize 

for development pur|>oses. These are some of the 
‘changes we expecl to launch. But transformation is not a 
discreet, once-for-all effort. It is a dynamic process that we 
have launched and I9K2 sees the intensification of that ef
fort. which will spread over a period of time.
AFRICA REPORT: What is the government’s policy on 
public ownership of your major economic resources—agri
culture. minerals, and industry? Criiics allege that you will 
alienate international business and deter future investment 
by imposing government controls such as the Mineral Mar
keting Board.

babwe Banking Corporation). But we have not touched the 
other banks that exist in Zimbabwe that are completely pri
vate-owned—Barclays Bank.' Standard Bank. Grindlays. 
and so on. We have moved into another banking enterprise 
with the Bank of Commerce and Credit of Zimbabwe 
(BCCZ), in whic^we own a minority share. We "are 

Jmlity of acquiring a minority share in a 
iilli|fcny, a company that is one of the big

negotiating, the po: 
pharmaceutical co
gest in thq country. And that is the sort of relationship we 
have, where the private and public sectors operate together. 

There will be areas in which the public .sector will own

-lA

resources

Education Is receiving the largest share of Zlmbabeie’*
development capital

r*
4
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Railway'bridge linking Zimbabwe and Zambia: “We are cultivating closer ties with our neignoors

to the private sector, because that is what the administration 
wanted. But they must leave tp us,the decision how we use 
that mgney. how we allocate-Tt. So we have decided we will 
allocate American aid. Commodity Import programs, for 
purchasing spare parts that are much needed m the private 

'sector, replacement of Equipment in the private sector.,, 
re-importation of raw materials that are required by private 
.sector industries (fertilizers, for instance), which the whole 
•economy requires (Snd that strengthens the ecopomic ac- 
.tivi'ties of the country and. incidentally or directly, 
strengthens the private sector. But it is to the nati^al good, 
and we have determined the priorities. It vvill be*iuite one 
thing if they came to interfere directly with our priorities. 
To the ext^t therefore that there is a meeting of the minds

100 percent, and this is already a reality.,We didn't invent 
those things or bring them into reality ourselves. Air Zim-

foupd itbabwe is 100 percent owned by government—we 
already there.'Zimbabwe National Railways is owned ^"thc 
govemnjeat. Post and Telecommunications ist)wni^^ the 
govemmen? Zimbabwe Steel Corporation is 49’flercent 

ned by the government. The Willowvale Motor Factory, 
which was a Ford factory, was nationalized by the previous 
regime and we are maintaining its 100 percent ownership by 
the government. In other words, there are areas where gov
ernment already has a majority ownership and, in.others, it 
is in partnership. And the process' will grow because there js 
a dialectical relationship betweeS-ftie public and the private 
sector. And in lj)e dialectical process, we shall see who is ■ 

i more imaginative, who is stronger, who is lairer. and who is 
in tune with the realities of the new Zimbabwe. So 1

ow
»

oh this, we foresee no real problems.
AFRICA REPORT: Returning to your relations with 
South Africa. it> a fact that over half of your trade is .with 
or via South Africa. What are you doing either individually ■ 
or through the SADCC to reduce that dependence? 
CHIDZERO: It is true that South Africa is our biggSsi^ 
single trading partner in terms of exports and imports. It is 
also true that about 60-70 percent of our total traffic, in 
terms of exports and imports beyond South Africa, goes 
through'South African ports, which is a reversal of the situ
ation thavexisted up to 1974. that is. before the closure of

more
do not therefore believe that there is any real fear on the part 
of the private sector.

Now 1 will go back to a point made earlier concerning the 
Reagan administration's fireference for promoting the pri
vate sector. We realize the American system prefers the pri
vate sector. Fine, that is their policy and we don'tohallenge 
them. If they want to use their aid to promote tbe^vate 
sector, fine, we will use it in.Zimbabwe. In fact, we are 
using some of the American aid to allocate foreign exchange

/

. V
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the border/w4th Mozambique, when about 70 percent or ' 

f slightly njOre, of pur traffic was4hfough Mozambican har
bors. It is now the reverse. We are aware of that. So what 
are we doing?

First, our own national efforts—reconstructing the rail 
, connections to Mozambique and taking deliberate measures 

; to convince our traders and business people that it is more 
economical to use Mozambican harbors. Distances are 
shorter, and so on. This is a psychological issue as well as a 
political issue. Psychologically, in the sense that most of 
our traders and importers and exporters still have to be ad
justed to the new regime in Mozambique.. They have their 
own suspicions, so we are disabusing them of the.se suspi
cions. It is political in the sen.se that some of our traders, 
importers, and exporters may have their own political pre
ferences. But again we hope they won't be determined to 

■ maintain those preferences.
Then we are cooperating with Mozambique within the 

SADCC framework to iihprove the port facilities, both in 
Maputo and Beira. Therefore, there are studies now within 
the SADCC framework for,the dredging, widening, and ex
panding of the harbor facilities at Beira. just as there are ■ 
efforts going on now to improve the handling facilities in 
Maputo within the SADCC framework. The Southern Afri
can Transportation and Telecommunications Commission is 
based in Maputo in which we participate fully in the 
schemes to improve the facilities through Maputo. And that, 
we hope, should lead us over a period of time to returning to . 
the previous,grisition where most of our trade routes were 
through Maputo and Beira. So that'5,as far as communica
tions and transportation goes. ,

' Trade is a little bit more difficult to clnlnge suddenly be- 
causcTto the extent that there are markets in South Africa, 
you can’t create artificial markets in neighboring countries. 
People export where they can export and we are not inter
fering with the process of exportation. South Africa gave 
notice last year to terminate the present preferential trade 
agreement with us. We did not say anything. We didn’t 
conclude that agreement, we found it in existence. We saw 
no reason for terminating it. but if South Africa wants to 
terminate it what can we do? It’s within their right. But we 
hope that gwd sense will preva'il, that you can be com
pletely diametrically opposed, ideologically or politically, 
and yet still cooperate economically. 1 suspect that there is a 
great deal of cooperation between the United States and a 
number of countries who hold completely different political 
views or ideologies. These are the realities of life. It’s not 
total isolation, it is selective isolation or cooperation, if you 
want to put it more positively. That’s what we are doing.

Beyond our neighbors, we are looking lot markets 
elsewhere. We have ticceded to the Lome Convention, and 
the European Economic Community, and there arc market 
possibilities that we are now exploring in the EEC countries 
themselves, for some of our raw materials but also, in par
ticular some of our manufactured products. There are real 
possibilities there that we will be able to make a break
through. We are going beyond, we are exploring pos
sibilities for exports under the Generalized System of Pre

ferences with the United Stales and with the other OECD 
[Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development! 
countries, with Canada foi' instance. And it will surprise you 
perhaps that our. second largest irnporting partner at present 
is West Germany. After South Africa, the West Germans 
are taking most of our products. Now that’s a new break
through, and we hope this process will continue.

, AFRICA REPORT: Can -you assess the government’s 
progress on the rural development«plans and the obstacles 
involved in proceeding with the program?
CHIDZERO: On the rural development program, we can 
categorize the activities and the reconstruction and re
habilitation efforts and the actual development projects. On 
reconstruction, we have rebuilt virtually all the schools that 
w'cre destroyed during the war. It has been done largely with 
the support of a number of countries that have brought in a 
great deaf of assistance, including the United States, the 
EEC countries, and some of the developing countries. We 
have rebuilt the schools, the clinics, and the roads—it has 
been a gigantic effort with international support. We have 
also rebuilt-the dip tanks for animals for disease control. 
That is orie thing on rural development, that life is returning 
to normal! We have resettled the refugees with the efforts of

;
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Zimbabwean* are being raaatttad from th* former 
"Tribal Truat Landa" where there wa* 
overpopulation on poor aolla
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ess is going on. We have a Minisl^ of Community Devel
opment and Women’s Affairs that is very active in that 
field, as is our Ministry of Sports and Recreation, in which 
young people are being mobilized and traiped to move to the 
rural areas.

So, in summary, there is, now an integration effort to 
bring the two agricultural systems together—commercial 
farmers, who were predominantly white, and communal 
lands, which were exclusively black—integrating the ser
vices and the supplies. And the development projects, such 
as the resettlement of people, which is taking place. The 
marketing, the pricing system, is now uniform and there is 
no distinction between producers.
AFRICA REPORT: Is there anything we have not cov
ered in our questions, or you in your responses, that jfou 
think you'd like to say with regard to-igimbabwe’s econ
omy, as far as an American audience is concerned? 
CHIDZERO: Yes. there are three things that I would like 
to say that are subject to considerable misunderstanding.
There seems to be a feeling in this country and in other parts 
of the world that the government of Zimbabwe is spending 
too much money—such as government expenditures on 
health and education—and that there is no investment, no 
development. That is not true, we are making up for the op
portunities that were lost in the past, so we are spending 
more on education and health because that is the way we can 
build a strong nation—healthy, intellectually alert, and 
trained. At the same time we are investing. In the national 
transitional plan that will be published in July, we expect to 
spend in the neighborhood.of $6 billion on development . 
projects—power and railways, as well as actual productive 
projects, like irrigation and so on. When we issued the pol
icy statement, "Growth with Equity," the very title was 
pregnant with meaning. It was growth, but with equity. The 
errtphasis is on growth, with equity as thp accompanying 
factor. It is not equity and then growth as a Sideline—that is 
irhportant.

The second point \hat is very greatly misunderstood is the 
question of inflatiol^that we have hiked all wages, that we 
have frozen prices, and the whole thing is blowing up in in-, 
flationary flames. We are conscious of the fact that we have 
an inftation problem, but we have going about it as realisti
cally as we can. We estimate that during the plan period, 
inflation might rise to 15 percent. But it is within manage
able proportions. Any growing economy such as ours is 
bound to run into inflationary problems. After all, in 1980, 
the economy grew by 14 percent in real terms. Now this 
means a lot of money in the hands of people; it means con
siderable activity has been geneiiited.,Last year, the econ
omy grew by about 8 percent. Demand for imports, for con- 
surqer goods, for capiljl goods—that whole thing has been 

, generated. But we have taken measures to reckon with this; 
oft money supply, we are controlling it; on consumer de- '*• 

• mand.:by raising interest ratp, we are taking measures; on 
the proactive side, to see that there are no shortages, we 
are increasing producer prices to provide incentives for pro
duction, particularly of consume^ goods, foodstuffs, and so 

I on. So we are taking realistic|measures.

WRICA

the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, with 
the support from the international community.

Then you .have the development sidei 
from restoring what was there before—building new struc- 

and development projects. What '^e have done here 
first is to integrate the institutional framework. Previously 
we had the Ministry of Agriculture in Zimbabwe, which 
was for all practical purposes a ministry for white commer
cial farmers. Today the Ministry of Agriculture, through its 
"Agritex" unit, provides extension services, marketing 
facilities, and credit facilities for all farmers, without dis
crimination. That's a major point many people don't 
realize, that we now have one national ministry that deals 
with the problems of agriculture overall. Then we have the 
Ministry of Lands. Resetdement, and Development that is 
acquiring new land in areas where theiy is'unutilized or un
derutilized land, in the formerly all-white areas. We have 
resettled to date some 7,000 families in those areas and it is 
not just taking .people and dumping them, it means opening 
up access roads. It means putting up new water wells, it 
means

which is distinct

tures

putting up schools. So there is a wtole development 
taking place that is an achievement in its own. We have 
projects that have been supported largely by European 
countries—the Norwegians, the Danes, the Dutch—for 
construction of rural water supplies in villages so they can 
■get clean water. That’s been done, a tremendous project.

r talked earlier about primary school education being 
free, but it really has largely benefited the rural areas be
cause in the urban areas, this was ntore or less a fact, where 
people could afford it, but in the rufal areas, this was not so. 
There is a tremendous burst of activity at the educational 

, level in that respect. That’s the sort of thing that’s going on 
in the rural areas.

But beyond that there is the conscientization of the people 
. to engage in self-help schemes, in building their own 

schools, in combining to buijd roads and so on. That proc-

<

.';t Chldzerp with Richard Patton from the American company 
' H.J. Heinz, at a New York meeting on Investment in 

Zimbabwe
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Zimbabweans are encouraged to participate in self-help schemes

tr V
ready arrived, which means we can export more, whereas 

railways system wasn't able tqcope with tlie problems. 
So in terms of volume, we i^i^'t able^to export as much. 
Given the fact that the worW was depressed and th^re were 
lower prices, it meant we couldn't make up for prices with 
volume. .

The fact that the world economic situation is depressed 
and commodity markets are fetching very low prices, par
ticularly on the minerals side, is not our responsibility, it's a 
world phenomenon. So we are exporting, but getting less 
for what we export. A typical example is that in 1980. gold 

fetching some $700 an ounce, where today it is about 
$390. Who can help that? And gold is a big foreign ex
change earner for us.

So there is this roisundSrslimding that we are mishandling 
the economy,.we are bungling everything. The tact ot the 
matter is that the economy is in ferment, we are moving 
■forward, it is thrustful. And in that sort of situation, there 
are bound to be imbalances. But 1 believe that disequilibria 
are the very force and basis for progress. Where there is 
tranquility, there is no change, there is no growth. □

Then there is the notion that Zimbabwe is importing more 
than it is exporting, and that this is really a decline in the 
economy because, even during the Smith regime, there was 
always, on the visible trade, a positive balance. Yes, there 
was a

our

positive balance, the'-economy wasn't growing! Be- 
1974 and 1979i it was declining sharply. Bn| thetween

economy is growing now, as I hage Indicated. Theretore. 
there is a greater demand for capital goods. Our imports 
grew in 1980 by nearly 50 percent. Our exports went up by < 
35 percent. But there are other factors that are militating 
against us. We had had transportation problems that we 
didn't create! Our railway system was going down because 
there were no spare parts, no locomotives, etc. But we have 

in imaginatively, fhd World Bank has given us $42

was

. come
million to rehabilitate our railway system, to train artisans, 
etc. We have recruited temporarily some 200 Indian artisans 
to assist us while we are training our own people to take 

We have, through various schemes, Kuwait, theover.
United States and Canada, purcha.sed some 60 new diesel 
locomotives that are going to provide the necessary motive 
power and shorter turnaround periods; 25 of them have al-
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armed forces, commandeered' the 
Recce tank tfeops. ushering in the era 
of the Provisional National Defense 
Council (PNDC). In an early address to 
the nation, Rawlings asserted that he 
had not led a military coup as such, but 
an "action", that would create "an 
opening for real democracy, govern- 
ipent of the people, by the people, for 
the people.”

ECONOMIC RUIN AND THE GAME 
OVKALEBULE '

Prior to the revolution, the shortage 
of foreign exchange and the govern
ment's consequent inability to import 
many necessities encouraged smug
gling. The official exchange rate had 
stood at 2.75 cedis to the dollar for a

^ Declared”: the head,
lines in Accra's dailies pro

claim. the second coming of Flight 
Lieutenant Jerry Rawlings. When he 
led the June 4 revolution in 1979, 
Rawlings beguiled the population with 
his populism. Buring his brief stint as 
head of state, he worked to institute 
changes that would resuscitate a bank
rupt economy. When he voluntarily 
relinquished power to Dr. .Hilla

Tama

.Caps Coast
Takotadi Atlantic OceanIII |;''i'ii!!i'i

Limann, he warned the newly elected 
president of the Third Republic that he 
would return if Limann did not lead the 
country with honesty and help guide 
Ghana out of economic chaos.

Dissatisfaction with Limann's ad
ministration spawned a series of at
tempted coups duringi November and 
December of 1981. On December 31. 
following a New Year's party at Burma 
Camiffthe military barracks), Rawl
ings. technically retired from the

The author ol this newsletter, an American 
living in Ghana ^nd with many years of ex
perience in the country, has requested 
anonymity.
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because canned milk. fish. meat, sugar, 
bath and laundry soap, and bread have 
become so scarce. Every day., queues 
form around the city as people hear of 
the sale of one item or another. 
Ghanaian women are snazzy dressers 
who love to display the colors of Dutch 
Wax cloth; now that its price has becij 
reduced from a high of 1200 cedis t^ 
250 cedis, there is none in the market.. 
The shortages affeet everyone; a chief 
justice cannot buy soap, a PNDC sec
retary has no toilet paper. The PNDC 
has begun house-to-house searches for 
hoarded goods. A Hausa woman wor- 
rie* that soldiers will come to her com
pound and confiscate as hoarded the . 
cloth she has laid away for her^rrand- 
daughter's dowry. There^re tales of 
women dumping* bag?"^ Hour in the 
bush to avoid selling thertfesit a Iftss. 
When such gewds are uncovered, they 
are turned over to accredited stores, out . 
of the reach of the market women.

The government is demanding com- 
munalism. During cleanup days, if vol
unteers are insufficient, passers-by are 
drafted. A group of people queing up 
for fresh meat in central Accra were 
a.sked to move inside of the gates at the 
side of the building. Then the gates 
were locked and the prospective buyers 
taken off in waiting buses to unload 
cocoa.

Thus, daily routines are regularly 
disrupted. During the 50 cedi exercise, 
everyone had to abandon normaj ac
tivities to stand in long bank lines. De
void of pedestrian and car traffic. Accra 
had the air of a dead city. Each new 
rumor carries with it more dislocation. 
The day before Ghana's.Silver Jubilee 
celebration, when it was known that • 
Rawlings would speak to the nation, the 
market women refused to accept 20 
cedi notes, having “heard" that they 
were to be withdrawn.

One of the more obvious inconvenir 
ences is the curfew — dusk to davML 
during the first five days of the revolu*' *• 
lion. 8 PM till 5 AM forthe next thirteen, 
and since January 20. 10 pm till 5 AM. 
Although Accra’s nightlife has jiot 
ceased, it has been dramatically cur
tailed. Discos are operative only on the 
weekends, opening at .1 PM and closing 
at 9 PM. While Ghanaians may make 
light of the curfew, all are indoors when

On February 5. the PNDC announced 
the withdrawal of the 50 cedi note from 
circulation. Everyone had one week to 
turn in said currency to any bank, in ex
change for which they would receive a 
receipt marked "50 cedi." The day 
before the exercise was announced, 
when the Family Planning organization 
withdrew its payroll of 19.000 cedis, 
the bank paid it out in 50 cedi notes. 
("You see." say many, "the govern
ment and the banks are out to cheat the 
people.")

Early in March.jn accordance with a 
"clean up Accra" ultimatum, store 
owners were busily painting their 
storefronts and roadside mechanics 
walling in their businesses and carting 
off jalopies, to beat the three-day dead
line.

number of years. During the autumn of 
.1981, the black market rate rose to 50 
cedis to the dollac.. Goods were pur
chased outside Ghana at the unofficial 

. rate and then pricedaccordinglyforsale 
in infernal markets. Workers could 
barely afford to feed their families. 

Kalehute means quite simply a lot of 
“ money chasing few goods, resulting in 

inflated prices. Denounced as evil, 
kalebiile was practiced not out of wick
edness but as a means of survival. 
Everyone traded on the side. A story 
current in Accra tells of a tin of sardines 
that passed through seven different 
sellers before it was opened for supper. 
The sardines were rotten, but when the 
disgruntled buyer went back to the 
woman who sold them to film, she 
exclaimed, "Hey, they’re not for eat
ing, they’re for trading!"

High-level ,(!titpuption was legion. 
Hundreds of thousands of.cedis meant 
for public expenditure were syphoned 
off and deposited into private accounts; 
cases of foixlstuffs, building materials! 
and household items targeted for public 
consumption were appropriated for 
personal use. As former officials admit 
their wrong-doing, the reaction of 
working people in Accnfci.ti>is been 
unanimous; "You see how our leaders 
chop our money?"

SIGNS OF THF, "REVO"

The thrust of the new government is 
couched in revolutionary rhetoric. 
Ghana must throw off the yoke of im
perialism that has blocked its progress. 
The domination by exploiters must be 
stopped. In the fight for the common 
man. leadership is sought among the 
masses through grass-roots organizing.

There are "exercises" in which citi
zens are encouraged to participate. 
Seven Saturdays have been dubbed 
"volu" cleanup days. Town criers 
come through the night’ before; 
"Everybody, everybody, a message 
from the PNDC." Neighborhood resi
dents are it^^ to pool their labor and 

- clean out gutters, clear away garbage, 
remove refuse. Classes at the univer
sities have been recessed, so that stu
dents can join task forces to evacuate 
the thousands of bags of cocoa rotting 
in the bush.

Other exercises are not vt^untary.

•,S

The news media provide a platform 
for propaganda and revolutionary zeal. 
Stories report that policies will lessen 
the burden of the common man, with
out indicating what those policies are. 
Articles extoll the workers’ appropria
tion of leadership roles. Lists published 
daily enumi^ate who must-appear be
fore investigating committees and the 
fate of those who already have. The 
virtual news blackout has led to the* 
propagation of rumors. While the 
media have offered no explanations for 
the 50 cedi exercise, at least four are 
mentioned around town; virtually no 50 
cedi notes came into the bank during the 
past year; too many were printed during 
the Limann administration; many were 
counterfeit; out of a nine billion cedi 
money supply, only three billion was in 
current accounts.

While the military pitsetfce in Accra 
is not marked, soldiers do oversee the 
sale of control-priced commodities and 
patrol the streets in anticipation of trou
ble. Sometimes tensipns are translated 
into action. A carload of soldiers fol
lowed a driver into the parking lot of the 
International Schixrl and in front of a 
crowd of gaping students beat Him.'bs- 
tensibly because he had passed them on 
the road.

Another signpost of change is the in
stitutionalization of price controls. 
Prior to the coup, people were distres
sed because they could not afford basic 
commodities. Now that the prices have 
been slashed, the distress continues.

/
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marily sttiSents, ware enthusiastic; 
others were dismayed. But even those 
who condemned the takeover admit that 
the economic c^aos was so great that 
something had to be done.. Hi 
the jubilation that accompanied the 
June 4 revolution is absent. Ai 
even workers ask: “Can Rawlings suc
ceed? That is the question."

There are traces of tribalism and 
xenophobia. Those hostile to Rawlings 
tlaifh that he is loading his government 
with fellow Ewe. Others worry that 
;;;northemer.s" (many of whom are 
money changers) are being singled out 
for harassment. A Zabrama asks how it 
is that he and his brothers, drafted for 
the West African Frontier Force during 
World War II. could have fought so 
valiantly then as Gold Coast reemits 
and be regarded now as enemies.

Classism is rampant. Anyone' who 
exhibits signs of material success is as- 
•sumed to4)e a criminal. One senses that

a professional should have nothing to 
sh^ for 20 years of gainful employ
ment. Furthermore, in a country that 
has long revered the power of educa
tion, the word educated is now be
smirched. Workers with neither educa-,- 
tional nor managerial training are en
trusted with policymaking roles. Those 
who have suffered penury and unem
ployment now feel they have their 
chance. When a University of Ghana 
lecturer entered the university branch of 
Ghana National Trading Coloration 
(GNTC), he was told to.leave, because 
“this is now a peoples' store."

Many feel insecure wi(h the PNDC at 
the helm, because there is so Mttle in
formation and everything is so unpre
dictable. Anyone with property fears he 
or she will be called before the Citizens’

<e Jhe siren sounds. In fact, owing to 
scarce nighttime transport,,the streets 
are generally empty b5f'9 P.M. People 
have become accustomed to the restric
tion. Some women say they now see 
more of their husbands; others say they 
no longer fear thieves in the middle of 
the night. But many also complain of 
cabin fever and sleepless nights.

There is no question that certain 
positive steps have b^ taken by the 
fledgling government, and these do 
provide a^nse of progress. The badly 

' gutted roMS, within and outside cities, 
are^Tieing repaired for the first time in 

, years. Street lights installed five years 
agoW finally fitted with bulbs. Blatant 

\ examples of tax evasion and business 
malpractice are being rectified. Public 
transportation is more affordable.

RESPONSES TO THE COUP

At first, the^ predominant reaction 
r was one of ambivalence. Some, jjri-

'ever.

now.

Vetting Committee, found guilty of ^ 
some impropriety, and levied a stiff 
fine. - .

Among those for whom the civilian 
government carried great hope, there is 
now despair and resignation. “Will we 
never be allowed to change govemi^fcnt 
through the democratic process?" they 
ask. Others are vociferous in their
anger. Busine.ssmen grumble that 
Rawlings has “spoiled the country.” 
Many of them are idle, because the 
goods they normally deal in have van
ished or because their assets have been 
frozen. Many, as -a consequence, are 
clamoring to leave, following in the 
footsteps of those who fled immedi
ately following the coup.

There are demonstrations of support. 
Late in January, following news ac
counts of planned invasion by the 
United States, Britain, Nigeria, and 
other “imperialist" countries, students 
took to the streets. Busloads and 
truckloads of Student Task Forces sang 
and chanted on their way through town. 
The Ministry of Information is busy 
printing posters: “Get Involved,” 
“Power to the People.” An official.in 
the mffiistry’s publications’ department 
explains that these and others will show 
foreigners that support for the govern
ment is genuine, not elicited from be
hind the barrel of a gun.

4
M

FLAVOR OF THE PNDC

As during the June 4 revolution, part 
of RSwIings’s pgwer base lies withinMarket In Accra: Kalabula maana a lot of monay chasing taw goods

f
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the National Union of Ghana Students 
(NUGS). Initially the most vocal sup
porters of the PNDC, they were also the 
most radical. They have since been 
joined by workers. Each of these two 
sectors.of the population has its speeial . 
input.

On January 21, the PNDC .-an
nounced the appointment of 17 
ministerial heads, no longer to be 
known as ministers but as PNDC sec
retaries. Four of the men, for years ac
tive in opposition party politics, were 
branded "bourgeois reactionaries" by 

_ 1^ radical wing of NUGS. They in
sisted that problems would result from 
introducing the controversial four since 
thej were not of the same mind as the 
otWers, having been indoctrinated over 
the years'At'ith ciifiitalist ideas. Chair
man Rawlings sai^ "Give them a 
chance." and the slu'Jents backed off.

The People's Defense Committees 
(PDCs), based in localities and work
places. are organizing centers for the. 
revolution. They are watchdogs of the 

' PNDC. which expects them to maintain 
a check on existing structures, such as 
mtde unions, district councils, and vil- 
ferge development committees. Top 
levels of management are expressedly 
barred from PDC membership. Some 
workers who have joined get carried 
away -periodically, abusing officials, 
beating them, demanding their ouster. 
Some have joined only to avoid being 
labeled "enemies of the people." 
Some have refused to join because they 
view the PDCs as "Big Brother" or
ganizations that use empty and absu-act 

^ rhetoric inappropriate to the Ghanaian 
context. Some have not joined byt 
watch from the sidelines to avoid the 
disapproval of members.

An earlier currency-changing exercise: The PNDC removed the 50 cedi note from 
circulation

say that even today. Rawlings is 
guarded by members of Libya's mili
tary.-Following exchange visits by offi
cials of both countries. Libya agreed to 
.send Ghana oil. There is also some 
hope for foodstuffs. But how, muses a 
local economist, can a country of three 
million living in the desert provide food 
to a country of 14 million living in the 
forest zone?

A kind of nostalgia for the past is 
now present. In the villages, elders re
member the 1950s as the golden age of 
Ghana. They wonder if life might not 
improve if the country were returned to 
white rule. It is just this attitude that >
Rawlings wants to eradicate. He wants 
to take his country back in time, but 
prior to the days of colonialism: he 
wants to rekindle the pride of its Afri
can heritage.

Many people have left, but many too 
have stayed. The characteristic pati
ence that has facilitated the siKial and 
economic disintegration of the country 
has also enabled the Ghanaian to sur- 

. vive. Individuals have resurrected old 
networks to aid one another. And as a 
newly appointed ministerial secretary 
sadly noted, "How dtin I leave? I have 
no other country."

military countercoiip had been attemp
ted and the guilty six summarily exe
cuted.

Rawlings’s popularity with other 
governments, as with his own citizenry, 
is mixed. People here say that in the 
context of West Africa, Ghana’s gov
ernmental turns are infectious. If it has 
a coup, others will as well. If it ehooses 
d^ocracy, others will follow suit.

delations with Nigeria are strained. 
On the one hand. Ghana accuses Lagos 
of plotting to overthrow the PNDC. On 
the other hand, Ghana is dependent on 
Nigeria for oil. Towards the latter part 
of February, Accra took on the look of a 
city beset by a gas crisis. Saturday 
morning lineups at individual gas sta
tions contained as many as 85 cars. 
While it is true that Ghana owes Nigeria 
about $100 milliun, close to its credit 
ceiling, some wonder whether the 
credit period cutback, which translates 
into a cutback in oil, has an economic or 
political justification, for the same cut
back iKcurred after Rawling's first 
coup.

It is primarily from Libya that 
Rawlings has sought ideological advice 
and financial aid. Some say that Qad- 
dafy was behind the holy war. Others

CHANCES FOR SUCCESS

Rawlings has become an invisible 
leader. Ig. 1979. after the June 4 coup, 
he was seen everywhere, addressing 
various constituencies. Now, he is 
raMdjU-photograplie'' 'outside of his 
Burma Camp headquarters. People 
wonder if he is really in charge- and 
pr>int to the curfew as evidence of an as 
yet fluid politkal environment. T()e 
first week of March, a rumor circulated 
in several different social milieus that a
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South Africa exports 87 percent of Its manganese, but extensive reserves are found In deep sea nodules

ing Frank R. Barnett in Optima 
magazine. Optima, of Johannesburg, 
South Africa, is distributed free to the 
shareholders of Anglo-American, 
which mines South African platinum, 
manganese, and vanadium.

The key phrase in the advertisement 
is "vital importance." South Africa is

-■•n March of this year, the South Afri- 
1. can Embassy ran advertisements in 
15 leading newspapers across the 
Unjted States. "South Africa's strate
gic position alone, quite apart from its 
mineral resources, makes it of vital im
portance to the United States ahd the 
West," the advertisements read, quot-

«
Susan Gilpin is an American freelance 
writer who formerly worked in Africa for six 
years. She Is currently in Washington, 
D.C., specializing in economic and devel
opment Issues.
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important to the United States and the 
West. Whether South Africa is vital — 
indispensable, essential to the con
tinuance of life — is debatable. Also at 
issue is whether continuance of a white 
minority regime in Pretoria is a neces
sary requirement for ensuring uninter
rupted supplies. Conversely, wt^ld the 
present South African governmenroold 
back supplies if the United States 
backed away from the apartheid re
gime?

South Africa’s mineral exports to the 
United States arouse considerable 
interest because of the policies those 
minerals can be used to justify. This ar
ticle examines U.S. reliance — short
term and long-term — on African non
fuel minerals, separating South African 
minerals from southern African and 

. other African minerals. It does not deal 
with gold, which plays an important 
role in the world economy, because 
U.S. domestic production is sufficient 
for industrial needs. Nor does it con
sider industrial diamonds, which are 
not regarded as of critical importance 
by the U.S. Bureau of Mi#®. ■ ■
. Interpretations of mineral supply and 
demand affect a broad range of, 
policies. In foreign policy, reliance on 
mineral imports affects the U.S. ap
proach to mining<fl{e deep sea and di
versifying suppjter^as well as sup
posing suppliers in A'lWa. especially 

V southern_ Africa. Domestically, ensur-' 
ing adeqoate mineral resources affects 
stockpiling, subsidizing marginal 
mines and processors, exploiting re
serves in national forests and other 
protected areas, and encouraging 
technologies to conserve valuable min
erals and recover them after u.se.

The U.S. Bureau of Mines defines 27 
minerals as critical. The United States 
relies on imports for 75 percent or more 
of its supply of 8 of the 27. Africa 
supplies over half of U.S. consumption 

• ^of four of the eight. They are chromite,
cobalt, manganese, and the platinum 
group minerals, led by platinurtt and 
palladium.

The group Barnett has presided over 
for 20 years, the National Strategy In
formation Center, has as its purpose 
“lb encourage civilian military partner
ship." What worries the group, and 
many industrialists and naval strate

gists. is this: What if mineral imports 
from Africa, especially South Africa, 
are cut off. or supplies drop and the ' 
price goes up. as happened with oil? 
Can U.S. industry maintain produc
tion?

Quoting Barnett, the South African 
advertising campaign uses U.S. re
liance on imported minerals to argue for 
UrS. support of the present South Afri
can government. But South Africa is , 
only one of several African countries 
that supply the United States with criti- 

"Cal minerals.

ganese; and chromium. Zaire is the 
t^or source of cobalt, and Gabon is 
tfle major source of manganese.

Examination of mineral reserves — 
identified resources that have a rea.son- 
able potential for becoming econom
ically available — as shown in the chart 
reveal that in the long run. .several al
ternatives to South African suppliers 
exist. Zimbabwe could supply all U.S. 
needs for ferrochrome. J.W. Rawlings 
of Union Carbide in New York .said in 
1981. Australia. Gabon, and Brazil 
have hundreds of years' supplies of 
manganese.

As the box on individual minerals 
shows, substantial recycling and sub
stitution possibilities exist for chrome 
and platinum, the minerals for which 
South African sources are most im
portant. Domestic sources exist for 
chrome, cobalt, and platinum, whereas 
manganese and cobalt are concentrated 
in deep-sea nodules.

South Africa emerges as an impor
tant mineral supplier in the short run. 
along with several other African coun
tries. In the long run. alternatives to • 
continuing reliance on South African 

'minerals are plentiful. "Policymakers 
must take both time frames into consid
eration.

POLICY

Howard Wolpe (D-Mich.). chairman 
of the House Subcommittee on Africa, 
put the question of African mineral 
supplies in a nutshell when he asked. 
"What can the U.S. do in pursuing its 
southern Africa ptrlicy to reduce the 
chance of a damaging denial of strate
gic minerals or extreme price manipu
lations?"

Bankers, professors, industrialists, 
naval strategists, diplomats, and inter
est groups have all proposed alternative 
policies. Proponents of the theory of re
source war hold that the Soviet Union 
intends to impede U.S. access to strate
gic minerals in southern Africa for one 
of two reasons: either because the 
Soviets need to seize them for them
selves by military means or because 
they intend to prevent African govern
ments from Supplying minerals to the 
West.' Securing southern African, es-

t
South African mine workers: "Is 
continuance of the white minority in 
Pretoria necessary for uninterrupted 
mineral suppliea?"

AFRICAN MINERAL SUPPLIERS

Charts accbbpanying this article 
show that South Africa is the major 
U.S. supplier of platinum, ferroman-
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strategic Minerals Imports Recycling & Stockpiles (U.S., 1980)
FeiromanganeM

650.000 s.tons 
(govt, stock; 440,000 

s.tons elemental 
manganese)

Manganese
825.000 s.tons 

(govt, stock: 1.3 mil. 
'S.tons elemental 

manganese)

Chromite 
990.000 s.tons 

(govt, stock: 2 mil s.tons)

Cobatt 
8,000 s.tons

(govt, stock; 20,000 s.tons)

Platinum Group*
3 mil. troy ounces 

(govt, stock: 1.7 mil. 
troy ounces)

100%100%100%100%
other 10%

K13%Other 19% /Other
South
Africa

23%. Other 9% 33%Other

12%UK
Aus
tralia

10%Turkey 13%
Finland 6%

Philip
pines

7%13% JapanZambia 15%USSR 22%

24%Brazil

22%Belgium/
Luxembourg

France16%
USSR 16%

■

South
Africa 53%

44%Gabon South
Africa

42%Zaire South
Africa

36%40%

16%
9%6%

NO RECYCLINGT.NO RECYCLINGRECYCLING 
AS A % OF 

CONSUMPTION
RECYCLING 
AS A % OF 

CONSUMPTION
RECYCLING 
AS A % OF 

CONSUMPTION

■An additional 1 mil. troy ounces is continually being recycled and does not appear in any other statistics here. 
Source: Bureau of Mines, Mineral Commodity Summary, 1981.

X

must have a resource-oriented foreign 
policy,” he agreed at the conference. 

One conference panel drew a dis
tinction between what it called “strate
gic” and “reactive” dependency. 
Reactive mineral dependency relies on 
stockpiles «nd substitution and was un
acceptable tS^the panel. Strategic de
pendency includes a national mineral 
policy, a resource-oriented foreign 
policy, and diplomatic and military 
capabilities to secure the U.S, “world 
share” of resources. Specific applica
tions follow;

to our economic system and current 
lifestyles,” Herbert Meyer, conference 
rapporteur and an associate editor of 
Fortune, envisioned disaster: “Unless 
we can assure continued access to stra
tegic minerals, both abroad and here at 
home, our civilization in its present 
form may not be able to survive,” A 
conference pang 1 suggested that to pre
vent the scenario’s realization “South 
Africa must be viewed from a geo
political perspective, with raw mate
rials a central consideration,”

Jim Santini (D-Nev,), chairman of 
the House Subcommittee on Mines and 
Mining and a conference participant, 
has been trying to publicize strategic 
minerals dependency for years. “We

pecially South African, resources must 
be the primary aim of U,S, Africa pol
icy, resource warriors maintain.

The worst-case scenario envisioned 
by speakers at the 1980 World Affairs 
Council Forum in Pittsburgh was a 
“super cartel,” As reported in council 
proceedings published asThe Resource 
War in 3-D. “the U,S,S,R, and a dis
affected, denatured, and dominated 
South Africa would control world re-
serves and production of chromium and 
platinum and significant shares of man
ganese, gold, and diamonds,” R, 
Daniel McMichael, president of the 
council, viewed a super cartel with 
alarm: “Were we to lose access to these 
minerals, it coilld mean massive shocks

1. A tri-oceanic alliance,
2, Special relations with Saudi Arabia 

and^South Africa,
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WHEftE DO THE MINERALS]^

8,0M toiJa i« 
1981 (note new 

. scale) -

Platinum 
3,000 troy ounces 

in 1981

• Chromite 
1.000 tons 

in 1981

r^-\
1.000 tons 

in 1981
. 7"

1
150'
Years ’■e

2.000
Years New Scale. 

Cobalt Only
•■ii
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J100
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1,000,
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:

ZamMa USA Phih Central 
50 Years 44 Years Ippines Economy 

25 Years Counlriee 
56 Years

ZaireSouth USSR USSR South Aue-
Ahice 200 2.400 Africa rails

970 Years Years 2,200 330
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South Zimbab- 
Africa
2,500 1,500
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■Reserve base: In-place demonstrated resource with reasonable potential lor becoming economically available. 
Source: Bureau of Mines, Mineral Commodity Summary, 1981.
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too chaotic, too unsystematic to suggest 
an ambition as purposeful as resource 
denial.”

Robert M. Price, professor of politi
cal science at the University of Califor
nia at Berkeley, told the subcommittee 
that resource war is unlikely because 
African states are as dependent on ex
porting minerals as the U.S. is on im
porting them; “In the real world we 
find that states of southern Africa. 
Marxist and conservative alike, striving 
to attract Western investment and tech
nology so as to expt^ the export of 
minerals to the only jmtomers that 
exist for them — the tP’l.,
Europe, and Japan. Any government in 
South Africa, whatever its ideological

its allies include the following mea
sures to reduce import dependency: 
"(1) revitalized U.S. leadership within 
NATO.... (2) stepped-up exploration 
and development of domestic de
posits .... (3) accelerated efforts in 
conservation and substitution.... (4) 
updated stockpiles....”

The House Africa Subcommittee 
held a special hearing to examine the 
resource war theory. Professor Robert 
Legvold of Columbia University told 
the subcommittee that the term is pre
mature: “There is little evidence that 
the Soviets have developed a coherent, 
explicit, high-priority resource denial 
strategy.... The Soviet interventions 
in Africa have been too discontinuous.

3. A Presidential Resource Advisory 
Board.

4. U.S. naval and military presence in 
the Indian Ocean and nearby base 
rights.

5. Increased defense spending.
6. The Rapid Deployment Force.
7. A resource security mission for 

U.S. armed forces including mine 
and plant protection and operation.

Secretary of State Alexander M. 
Haig. Jr., testifying before the House 
Subcommittee on Mines in 1980, stated 
that “the era of ‘resource- war’ has 
begun." Haig recommended that a 
nonfuel mineral policy for the U.S. and

Western
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their econornic growth. Any govern
ment that comes to power in South Af
rica will find orderly marketing of min
erals to the world in its own interest."

Ideology is not an impediment to 
business, David Rockefeller, retired 
chairman of the Chase Manhattan 
Bank, told reporters in Zimbabwe on 
March 2. “We have found we can deal 
with just about any kind of government, 
provided it is orderly and responsible. 
The more I’ve seen of countries which 
are allegedly Marxist in Africa, the 
more 1 have a feeling it is more labels 
and trappings than reality."
ADMINISTRATION ACTIONS

With the range of policy alternatives 
above, actions and statements of the 
U.S. government can be evaluated for 
their impact on supply and demand of 
chrome, cobalt, manganese, -and 
platinum. There is no indication of ad
ministration preparedness for any min
eral supply and demand situation apart 
from the current one. Without prepara
tions that- have yet to take place, the 
U.S. government has no'policy llexi- 
bility, no alternative to supporting cur
rent suppliers, including the South Af
rican government. y\ll the eggs are-in 
the military basket, projecting power to 
preserve the status quo. /

Stockpiles are not a priority. Of the 
$100 million available ih fiscal 1981 for 
buying stockpile minerals, $78 million 
was spent to purchase 2,500 tons of 
electrolytic cobalt, the purest category, 
suitable for jet engines. The purchase 
made up only 10 percent of the shortfall 
in cobalt stockpile levels.

One bright spot is that conservation 
and recycnrig technologies do exist and 
are the subject of re.search by the 
Bireau of Mine»,»iMangunese and 
cobalt reseirch are'directed to exploit
ing deep-sea nodules: chrome and 
platinum research emphasizes recycl
ing; and chrome, cobalt, and platinum 
conservation technologies are also 
being developed.

Domestic mining is perceived as an 
environmental or budgetary issue rather 
than as part of an overall mineral supply 
policy. A recent decision by budget di
rector David Stockman highlights ad
ministration reliance on the market

place. In 1981, the Federal Emef:- 
gency Management Administration 
asked the Reagan administration to 
resume subsidies for mining cobalt and 
three other minerals. Subsidies to 
domestic mining companies are avail
able under Section 111 of the Defense 
Production Act, which Congress pas
sed in 1950 during the Korean War.
Under that act, the Madison mine in 
Missouri and the Blackbird mine in 
Idaho produced cobalt. In response to 
an inquiry from Senator William Prox- 
mire (D-Wis.), Stockman wrote, “We 
do not plan td make use of Title 111 au
thorities to subsidize domestic indus
try. Instead, the administration intends 
to rely on tHe marketplace to improve 
the competitiveness of our industries 
and help reduce our dependence on 
foreign sources of critical materials.”

Military initiatives to secure im
ported mingr^are underway. They in
clude increa.sing U.S. military spend- * 
ing, pressuring NATO members and 
Japan to follow suit, negotiating 
facilities agreements around the Persian 
Gulf, sending more ships to the Indian 
Ocean, and training and equipping the 
Rapid Deployment Force, as seen in the 
Bright Star exercises in Nonh Africa.

Recent developments in relations 
with African mineral suppliers ate con
troversial and sometimes difficult to 
evaluate. Morocco, whose cobalt out
put may increase, is one of the few Af
rican countries slated to receive in
creased assistance in the administration 
budget for fi.scal 1983. Morocco has re
cently agreed to allow U.S. forces ac
cess to its military facilities, although 
no formal agreement has been signed.
So far Moroccan cobalt “hasn't played 
a high-level role" in U.S. policy for
mation, a State Department source told 
Africa Report.

Because of its cobalt production.^ 
Zaire continues to receive substantial Ti. 
U.S. assistance despite congressional ^ 
awareness of th? Mobutu regime’s 
shortcomings. The House Interior 
Committee reported in July 1980 as 
follows: ’.’fhe West, vitally dependent 
on Zaire’s cobalt (roughly 609(- of 
world production) has no identifiable 
alternative to Mobutu’s regime in 
Zaire. ... The U.S. should refrain from

coloration, would be locked into selling 
its industrial materials to the West, just 
as the West is locked into buying them. 
Ironically, this would be especially true 
for a radical African regime, which 
would, one must assume, attempt to 
satisfy the social welfare demands of 
the population."

South Africa does depend on export 
markets for its minerals: 100(5- of 
platinum group minerals are exported, 
939i- of ferrochrome, 87(5 of man
ganese. and 519c of chromite.

Many. observers believe that long
term planning for mineral supplies must 
take into account the development, be it 
smooth or chaotic, of majority rule in 
South Africa. In its book South Africa: 
Time Running Out. the U.S. Study 
Commission on South Africa takes this 
approach: "Whatever the government 
of South Africa does to perpetuate the 
status quo. in the long term black forces 
inside the country will alter it. This 
judgment is central to our analysis." 
The study commission recommends 
stockpiling, substitution, and devel
oping alternate suppliers for minerals 
imported from South Africa to 
minimize potential for supply disrup- 
tions'and price increases. The disrup
tions it envisions would be partial and 
temporary, resulting from civil war if 
reformist trends in South Africa do not 
prevail.

Like the study commission. Trans-, 
Africa, a black lobby organization Tor 
the Caribbean and Africa, - takes a- 
long-term view. It recommends that the 
United States not be seen to support. 
apartheid." Such support would jeopar
dize national mineral interests. "As the 
conllict escalates in southern Africa, 
there is th$ danger that other African 
countries might impose their own oil 
and mineral embargoes against the 
U.S. if the U.S. policy is perceived as 
.supporting white rule," TransAfrica 
spokesman Sala Rahim tQ\d Africa Re
port. "By emphasizing South Africa’s 
strategic importance to the West as a 
basis for friendship," he continued, 
“the U.S. ignores its own interests fn 
the long term, when majority rule is 
achieved.- The experience of other 
newly independent countries in south
ern Africa is clear: mineral exports fuel

1
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The Minerals

eliminating it. Jet engines with less cobalt are already being , 
produced.

...CHROME

Chromium is used to produce stainless steel and to plate 
metals.

Ferrochromlum is a refined form of chromite ore. Two and 
a half tons of ore produce one ton of ferrochrome.

Import dependence for chromium is 91%: recycling pro
duces 9%.

Government stockpiles hold four years’ supply of chrome, 
with industry holding another two years’ supply. I

U.S. Reserves not being exploited include an estimated 8' 
million tons of chromite ore in Stillwater, Montana, and 
along the Pacific Coast. The Bureau of Mines has developed - 
technology for using domestic ore, but production and trans
portation cost out at three times the current world price, im- 
cessing chromite ore into ferrochrome, the form in which it is 
used to make stainless steel, is an obstacle to domestic pro
duction because processing furnaces are closing down.

Alternative Sources to South African chrome are led by 
Zimbabwe, which supplies an increasing proportion of U.S. 
chrome, up from 9% in 1980 to 14% in 1981. With sufficient 
investment and transport through South Africa or Mozam
bique, production could continue to increase.

Recycling possibilities are excellent, aiid alternative 
technologies already exist. The National Minerals Advisory 
Board reported in 1978 that 30% of chromium usage can be 
saved by substitutes currently available and that within 10 
years, research could reduce consumption another 35%. The 
remaining 35% of consumption is irreplaceable.

MANGANESE

Manganese is used to make batteries, chemicals, and, in 
the form of ferromanganese, to harden steel.

Import dependence for manganese is 97%
Government stockpiles hold over a year’s supply of man

ganese ore and eight months’ supply of ferromanganese, with 
private.ipventories at eight months’ supply of manganeae ore , 
and three months’ supply of ferroalloys.

U.S. reserves are all under 20% manganese, and the 
minimum content of imported manganese is 35%. The two 
deposits best suited to production are in Aroostook County, 
Me., and the Guyana Range, Minn., but the National Miner
als Advisory Board concluded in 1976 that they “should not 
be developed except in a dire emergency." At least three 
years lead time would be necessary, the Bureau of Mines re
ports.

Alternative sources to South African manganese include 
Brazil, where production is expected to expand as iron ore 
deposits in East Brazil are developed: and Australia, where 
deposits “are particularly suited to rapid expansion and 
large-scale operation," according to the U.S. Study Commis
sion on South Africa. Namibia is the source of 10% of South 
African manganese, according to British investigators Bar
bara Rogers and Brian Bolton. Deposits of manganese in the 
deep sea are extensive. ..

Recycling of manganese is only incidental to reclaiming 
iron from slag and scrap.

Alternative technologies have produced no substitute for 
manganese in steel making.

»•

COBALT

Cobalt is used as an alloy in aerospace and electrical prod
ucts. It resists heat and wear.

Import dependence for cobalt is 92%, with recycling pro
ducing the remainder of supplies. South Africa is not a sig
nificant supplier.

Government stockpiles are at two and a half years’ supply, 
although as much as a year’s worth is below grade.

U.S. reserves not being exploited include the Blackbird 
mine in the Blackbird National Forest in Idaho, the only mine 
in the world outside of Morocco that has been mined primar
ily for cobalt. Production may resume if the cobalt price re
sumes its 1978 high, twice the current price. Other reserves 
lie in Duluth, Minn.: Cornwall, Pa.; Madison, Mo.; and the 
Gasquet Mountains in California.

Alternative sources include the deep sea and Morocco. The 
Bureau of Mines reports that deep-sea nodules and domestic 
reserves together could someday yield “total U.S. indepen
dence in cobalt. "'Last year the Moroccan government held a 
conference aimed at interesting U.S. and other foreign in
vestors in Moroccan cobalt, and the U.S. Agency for Interna
tional Development’s Trade and Development Program has 
already sent a team of geologists to Morocco to look at the 
deposits that can be developed.

Recycling attracted increased interest in the U.S. when the 
price of cobalt rose in the late 1970s. Foreign processors al
ready recover cobalt from mixed scrap. Jet engines and spent 
petroleum catalysts are new sources of secondary material.

Alternative technologies being developed emphasize re
ducing the percentage of cobalt in alloys rather than

PLATINUM

Platinum group minerals are used as catalysts and in the 
production of nitrogenous fertilizers. A little is used for 
jewelry in the United States.

Import dependency for new platinum supplies is 84%. with 
16% supplied by recycling. In addition to the two million troy 
ounces on U.S. markets in 1980, one million troy ounces are 
constantly being recycled (referred to as “toll-refined sec
ondary").

Government stockpiles could supply almost a year’s con
sumption, and private industry holds three months’ supply.

U.S. reserves in Stillwater, Mont., between two national 
forests, are being explored and could come into production in 
two or three years. Stillwater could supply most of the U.S. 
demand for palladium and one-fourth of platinum require
ments.

Alternative sources to South Africa and the Soviet Union 
have not been found.

Recycling has great potential. The Bureau of Mines pre
dicts that during the 1980s. recycling catalytic converters 
could recover 200,000 ounces of platinum-group metals an
nually, about 10% of sales.

Alternative technologies may phase out the demand for 
platinum in catalytic converters, the biggest single use in tbe 
U.S., by the year 2000 because of improved engines and fuels 
and the manufacture of electric cars.
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Zaire's Kolwezi mines: Zaire receives substantial U.S. assistance because of Its cobalt production
■fe.

plications of American interests in Af
rica: “The first great area of mutual in
terest is economic.... A second im
portant sphere where African and U.S. 
interests intersect is in the search for 

, peace and security."
Stite Department spokesman Mike 

Wygant to\dAfrica Report that “strate- 
.,g1c minerals is one of a number of im

portant areas, along with.investment 
and humanitarian concerns." But un
less the U.S. deliberately arranges for 
flexibility in mineral supplies and pro
duction technologies, the short-term 
need for strategic minerals will outrank 
longer-term State Department objec
tives of peace, security, investment, 
and humanitarian concerns. Military, 

. indusU-ial, and South African pressures 
converge on support for the status quo. 
South Africa's minerals will be impor
tant determinants of U.S. policy as long 
as policymakers allow them to be. □

These recent decisions indicate that 
short-term mineral supplies weigh 
heavily in policy arenas. Throughout 
Africa, according to State Department 
spokesmen, mineral .supplies are a 
major consideration. Assistant Secret
ary of Slate for African Affairs Chester 
Crocker put minerals up front in a 
speech before the Council onForeign 
Relations in New York on dRober 5, 
1981. In his opening remarks, he said: 
“The countries of sub-SaharaiT Africa 
are the source of many minerals which 
are vital to our own development and 
defense. These nations supply the 
majority, and in some instances, virtu
ally all of our requirements for chrome 
in ou'ryaulomobile and defense indus
tries, manganese for the steel industry, 
cobalt/for jet engines and mining 
equipment, copper, industrial dia
monds, and mica, to cite but a few.” 
Crocker went'on to draw the policy im-

undermining Mobutu, but at the same 
time apply pressure toward a cure for 
his ‘Zairian sickness' 
committee recommends that U.S. as
sistance to Zaire emphasize mineral de
velopment." Despite opposition, aid to 
Zaire was not cut.

In the case of South Africa, the 
House Subcommittee on Mines and 
Mining recommended ■ “closer ties 
with South African mineral indus
tries," and "more carrot and less 
stick" for Pretoria in its 1980 report on 
sub-Saharan Africa. There are no indi
cations that U.S. policy has run counter 
to subcomniiltee recommendations.

Acceptance of South African re
quests for visas for military visitors. 
Coast Guard training, exchange of mil
itary attaches, and export licensing re
visions to allow high technology sales 
all indicate increasing U.S. cooperation 
with the South African government.

The sub-
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New complications threaten to set back Namibia negotiations
several months, remain vacant for a 
while. The West reportedly fears 
that South Africa will use Mishra's 
appointment as an excuse for delay.

in Namibia itself, the Pretoria- 
backed Democratic Tumhalle Alli-- 
ance tlireatened to pull out of the 
independence prdcess. after imply
ing that South Africa is now dump
ing it. The DTA leader claimed that 
a new Ovambo-based party, led by 
Peter Kalangula. who broke with 
the DTA in February, had dis
cussed party financing with South 
Africaa army officials. Kalangula

also met with Prime Minister Pieter 
Botha in Namibia.

And following South Africa's 
mid-March raid into Angola, in 
which the army said 200 SWAPO - 
guerrillas were killed, the Angolan 
government charged that Pretoria 
was preparing a massive raid aimed 
at the capital. Luanda, with the aim 
of wiping out economic targets, at
tacking Cuban troops and killing the 
country's leaders. (Economist. 
April 3. - 1982; London Times, 
March3l, 1982: Johannesburg S/nr, 
March 27, 1982.)

More complications in the pro
tracted Namibia independence ne
gotiations have once again threat
ened to jeopardize the whole proc
ess.

Chester Crocker, the U.S. assis
tant secretary of state for Africaa 
affairs, was in Angola early in April, 
along with his French counterpart, 
Jean Ausseil, for talks with repre
sentatives of the front-line African 
states and the leader of the South- 
West African People's Organiza
tion. Sam Nujoma. However, Nu- 
joma did not show up but sent a sub
stitute to receive the West's new

□
variation on the disputed double- Zimbabwe tflGS to reassutG investors
vote system for the proposed UN 
elections. The African states and 
SWAPO. had rejected the double 
vote as too complicated for Nami
bian voters.

The West's refinement calls for 
one vote,'which will be tabulated 
twice, once to choose a party and 
the second time to pick a candidate 
in the two-tier assembly. Immedi
ately afterwards, the South African 
government announced that the 
variation would cause a delay in the 
negotiations.

SWAPO. which a week earlier 
had called for face-to-face negotia
tions with South Africa (rejected by 
Pretoria) then proposed an all-par- 
ties international conference.

Another complication was the ap
pointment of a new UN commis
sioner for Namibia. Braj.esh Chan
dra Mishra of India, named by the 
new secretary-general, Javier Perez 
de Cuellar.

Mishra is seen by the Western 
contact group as a "disaster" be
cause he is anti-Western on Third 
WorlifTssues. Moreover, the con
tact group—the U.S., Britain,
France, West Germany and Can
ada—had, explained to Perez de 
Cuellar that they would like to see 
the post, which has been vacant for

cessing company, was reported 
close to a deal to buy 51 perc^.of a 
Zimbabwean food firm, with me rft- ^ 
maining 49 percent to be held by the 
government. /

Businessmen ^: 
about Zimbabw^attempts to dis
tance itself from South Africa, 
which nonetheless was negotiating 
a renewal of a preferential trade 
agreement with Salisbury (see page 
38). Some 70 percent of land-locked 
Zimbabwe's exports travel through 
South Africa and Zimbabwe has 
been trying to bolster the alternate 
trade routes through Mozambique.

Recently, David Rockefeller vis
ited Zimbabwe and other African 
nations and reported that Prime 
Minister Robert Mugabe "seemed 
to me quite prepared to accept the 
private sector." The former chair
man of Chase Manhattan Bank 
urged U.S. businessmen to look be
yond "the fact that some of these 
leaders talk in rather inflammatory 
terms" and added that "African so
cialism is no threat." (Financial 
Times. February 19. and April 8, 
1982: Wall Street Journal. April 5. * 
1982; New York Times, March 10»i^ 
1982; Business Week, March 8. 
1982.)

With only about $40 million in di
rect private investment since inde- 

'^tendence two yeai^ ago. Zinibabwe 
is trying to. attract Western capital 
and technology.

Foreign investors say they are 
reticent because of worries particu
larly about ownership, taxes and 
sending home profits. They have 
asked the Zimbabwean government 
to write an investment code which 
spells out the conditions for over
seas private investment or to sign 
agreements with a U.S. agency that 
grants political risk insurance to 
American investors.

At a conference in New York in 
March, sponsored by the African- 
Amgrican Institute and the Ameri
can Bar Association. Zimbabwe's 
Minister of Finance, Economic 
Planning and Development tried to 
assuage U.S. businessmen's fears. 
The minister, Bernard Chidzero, 
said that Zimbabwe had recently 
changed its policy to allow remit
tance of up to 50 percent of after-tax 
profits. He said the government was 
not interested in nationalization of 
companies but itr local participa- 
tfon—not control.

In April. Heinz Inc., the food-pro-

also concerned

■

/
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ies to tKe.Chad goyemment in Feb- ^penditure frozen and 13 of Gha- 
ruary, apparently in hopes of i na’s 43 embassies abroad closed to

‘ ssen massive budget deficits.
A “holy war” on corruption was.

WESTERN AFRidA
— I forcing Woddeye to negotiate. )At 
^ However, it appeared in late March

that after the .government troops i launched, and the PNDC undertook
a Cocoa evacuation exercise in Jan-

Chad
• The February 28 deadline for failed to recapture Oum Hadjer, .. . ^
ceasefire set by the OAU ad Tioc perhaps only further military set- uary, enlisting students to remove

with the two main combatants-the eign minister, said that his govern- ; major foreign exchange earner,
troops of President GoukouniWod- ment "will never sit around a ; were brought to Ghanaian ports for
deye and those of rebel leader His- conference table with Habr6 and | shipment^ ^hough the 1981-82

Habrd locked in. battle for that the only viable solution to the crop of 220,000 tons was down from
control of the oasis town of Oum conflict is a military one. the previous year's 255,000 tons.
Hadjer In late March, Robert Ouko, the To ease a looming oil crisis,

■ The OAU meeting had come up Kenyan Foreign Minister, said the ; Libya sent two tanker-loads of pe-
with a new plan to achieve peace in OAU would seek UN financing to troleum to Ghanam early March, as
Chad, calling for a ceasefire by the overcome the cash shortage for the only six weeks’ reserves were left,
■end of February, negotiations be- peacekeeping troops. The Chad Libya is negotiating a long-term
tween the rival forces to begin by government finally lent its support concessionary supply contract with
March 15, presidential elections in toVthe request, thus enabling the Ghana, promising that the finan-
May or June, and the withdrawal of propcilral to go through the proper cially strapped government will not
the 3,500-strong OAU peacekeep- channels at the UN. However, un- 1 have to pay shipping costs if the
ing force on June 30. less some progress toward a solu- deal is finalized,

Woddeye stormed out of the tion is reached, it appears unlikely And Nigeria agreed to resume oil 
OAU meeting shouting, "1 am be- that the OAU troops will remain in sales to Ghana in mid-March, sus-
trayed!". and later his spokesman Chad past June 30. (Financial pended for two months because the

' said the Chad government rejected , Times, April 5, 1982; New York ; PNDC owed $150 million,, Instead
the committee's proposals, despite ' Times, April 1, 1982; We.st Africa, [ of the $30 million Lagos was de-

■ Habra’s subsequently stated will- • March 1.15, 22, and 29, 1982.) mandingasapreconditiontoresup-
ingness to go along with the fecom- . '
mendations. What Woddeye ob- Ghana ' v'
jected to was the OAU’s tacit recog- nounced that all trade union appli-
nition of Habre's rebel group, the • Ghana marked its 25th anniver- cations for wage .increases should 
Armed Forces of the North (FAN), sary of independence in March with be wi|hdr^wn because of the state
by its calling for negotiations be- a military parade instead of the'cele- of the economy. The government
tween the two sides—a seeming re- brations which had been planned by did, however, reduce rents, trans
versal of prior policy which focused the former Limann government, port fares and the prices of some ba-
on the legitimacy of Woddeye’s overthrown by Flight Lieut. Jerry sic goods.
government. Rawlings last New Year's Eve. Tough measures to stamp out

The new OAU policy, pressing Rawlings issued a somber.mes- corruption and “kalabule." or, 
for a negotiated settlement, was ap- sage to Ghanaians, saying the “an- black-marketeering, are being em-
parently borne out of concerns that niversafy was in a spirit of national ployed. Those suspected of such
the organization’s undermanned self-appraisal and stock-taking for acts must face citizens vetting
peacekeeping force, costing an esti- the future," and that the coming committees" before which large
mated $163 million a year (beyond year would require “ensuring basic bank balances and tax payments
the OAU's meager resources) could needs through hard work.” The J must be accounted for.
be caught up in the seemingly end- chairman of the ruling Provisional ! ’ Despite Ghana's economic woes,
less conflict. National Defense Council (PNDC) i Rawlings has ruled out assistance

Woddeye was angered 4hat the ' ; said the first priority of the govern- from the IMF, because in return for
OAU force was not empowered to ment is the recovery of the econr i loans, the government would prob-
fight FAN, which has been advanc- j omy. ably have to undertake a dfastic de-
ing on the capital, Ndjamena, ever Several steps aimed -at putting ; yaluation of the currency, increase
since the withdrawal of Libyan, Ghana on a sounder economic foot- rf^e price of consumer goods, and
troops late last year, but were io , ing have been taken over the last cut back social welfare programs,
serve only as a neutral buffer. three months. One of Rawlings' | Every Ghanaian government which
fan’s military prowess and Ion- : first actions was to make the 50 cedi | has devalued the currency has paid
gevity, .along with the costs of the note, the largest currency bill in cir- ' for it by being overthrown. The pre-
peacekeeping force, apparently culation, illegal i» order to shrink | vailing opinion in Accra seems to be
convinced the OAU to reconsider | money supply to curb Ghana’s run- that once coitliption is rooted out,
its policy of recognizing the legiti- : away inflation (estimated at 120 to the currency will regain strength,
macyofthe government only. | 150 percent a year). s.The 1981-82 (Financial Times. March 3 and

France ^spended arms deliver- I budget was suspended, recurrent j April 6,1982; Vve*A’M/nc‘fl, March 8,

sene
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smelting plant. Participants are be- ! level meetings to discuss the inter- 
ing sought to invest the $2 to $3 bil- | nal situation and ordered the arrests 
lion needed for ’ the Konkourfi .; of several army officers. (Christian 
scheme. Most of the EC aid to I Science Monitor, March 30, 1982; 
Guinea under the Lom6 11 conven- : Prensa Latina. March 17, 1982; Ha- 

• The Guinean government led by tionisforagriculture. (IVes/A/'ma, | vana television, March 12 and 16. 
President Sekou Tour6 is looking i March 22, 1982; New York Times, 1982.)
increasingly to Western investment •; March 10, 1982; Le 4/onc/e, March 
in its economy,.despite its socialist j 5,1982.) 
orientation, according to David j 
Rockefeller, former Chase Manhat- | Qujnea-Blssau 
tan Bank chairman, who completed j
a ten-nation tour of Africa in March. • President Joao Bemardo^ieira i.

Rockefeller said the Guinean j paid an ofncial visit to Cuba in |
leader believed the Soviet develop- March, ironically where his prede- | teachers’ strike,
ment model had been a failure in the cessor. Luis Cabral, is currently liv- ; The unrest began after the gov- 
country and that Guinea was dissat- ing in exile. Vieira overthrew Ca- : ernment banned a scheduled uni-
isfied with arrangements whereby . bral in November 1980, and the for- |\ versity lecture on the theme,
Russian assistance was provided mer,^ieaa of state was undCT house : “Youth and Politics.” Students be- 
for a bauxite mine in return for ore .^-rtfest in Guinea-Bissau until late , gan a protest march toward the cen- 
deliveries. Another bauxite mine. last year. Vieira also visited Pan- ; terof Abidjan, but were intercepted
operated by West European and ama. . ■ by police who reportedly arrested at
American interests,- provides Gui- Accompanying the President | least 100. The students were also 

- nea with more than three-quarters were the Ministers of Natural Re- ! said to have been angered by an arti-
sources. Justice, Education. Rural j cle on exam cheating which ap-
Development, and Posts and Tele- | peared in the national daily,

use all of this socialist terminology, i communications. Vieira held talks i Frater/i/f^ in, in February, and 
1 don’t think there is any question : with the Cuban leader, Fidel Cas- | had also marched on the newspaper
that he \vould like to see massive tro. and five agreements were | offices. Police were called in to dis-
private investment froih overseas, signed; on consular affairs, trade, i perse them,
particularly from the U.S..” Rock- . reciprocal judicial assistance, cul- ; The Union for Research and 
efeller said. He had similarobserva- tural cooperation and cooperation | Higher Education (SYNARES),
tions concerning Zimbabwe and between the Cuban Communist i composed of university teachers,
Angola, which he also visited, in ad- Party and the African Party for the j launched a support strike, to which
dition to Cameroon, Gabon. Ivory Independence of Guinea-Bissau j the government reacted by ordering 
Coast, Morocco, Nigeria, Senegal and Cape Verde (PAIGC).
and Zambia. A joint communique issued at the j it as "illegal” because it did not fol-^

“African socialism is no threat,” end ofVieira’s visit stated the “firm : ,fow “the normal procedure for4he
said Rockefeller, “1 really am con- and unshakeable support, that its j settlement of conflicts.” .
vinced that socialism for most of the people . . . and the government of j When the university was re-
African leaders 1 talked with meant Cuba give to the people, the PAIGC | opened in early March, university
a very specialized thing and has lit- and the government of Guinea-Bis- | grants were re-injlituted and fac-
tle to do with Marxism.” i sau. '. .” Vieira was awarded a Cu- I ulty salaries restored. However, the

Further evidence of Tours’s in- ban decoration, the Order of Jose | ban on SYNARES was maintained
Marti, and was honored as ”a true as well as a^prohibition on political
hero of the war of liberation of j conferencesoh-campus. Alluniver-
Guinea-Bissau, one ofthe most out- • sity. clubs and the student newspa-
standing forgers of the indepen- j per, Campus-Info, remained sus

pended.
Observers indicated that unrest , 

among Abidjan’s 15.000 students is 
' uncommon, as they receive grants

funds are alsq being sought for the coup attempt v^ile Vieira was in i 20^ percent above the minimum
Mifefgqi mining scheme to get un- Cuba.The new^aper reported that I wage, accommodations at low
derway,.and the Guinean ministers a tank commander was killed in the j rents, subsidized meals and free
were investigating the possibility of barracks of Guinea-Bissau’s maifl transport.to the campus. However,
a loan from the European Invest- armored unit near the capital during longstanding problems of graduate

Vieira’s absence. Also fueling the ■ unemployment and demands for
rumors of a coup attempt was greater democracy in the political .«.
Vieira’s surprise, unannounced re- y system were said to have set the /
turn to Bissau a day/earlier than -j stage fpr the unrest. ‘

The aging Houphouet-Boigny has 
yet to name a vice president or.suc-

15 and 22, 1982; London Guardian, 
March 16, 1982; Economist, March 
13, 1982.)
Guinea

Ivory Coast
• President Felix Houphouet- 

i Boigny announced the re-opening 
I of Abidjan University in early 

i March, one month after it was ' 
I closed'over student unrest and a

of its hard currency.
“While [Tour6] may continue to

' the union dissolved, characterizing

terest in Western investment was 
demonstrated by a February visit of 
seven government ministers, led by 
Ismail Tour6. the Minister of
Mines, to the European Commis- dence of his fatherland. , 
sion in Brussels to seek European 
interest Tn developing iroa ore re
serves at Mount Nimba. Additional for, there were rumors of a foiled

But according to a late March re
port in the Christipn Science Moni-

ment Bank.
the European Commission is fi

nancing a study involving the con
struction of a hydroelectric dam on 
the Konkouri River, which could i scheduled. Upon his arrival he re
supply power for an aluminum portedly convened several high

- •4*'
■ ■-*
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cessor, and afthe last elections in | director of the Special Security Ser- | coup plot ‘hf ^““ritanian
1980, for the first time, several can- | vice, Gbaku Wright, and the gov- i
didates contested each legislative ; ernment’s. senior accountant, Gib- , Quid Heydalla, was foiled when the

son Sackor, were dismissed for al- ; plan was discovered in advance, 
leged embezzlement of public j According to Jeune Afriqiie, 
funds. Wright reportedly fled into ; Heydalla learned of h plot to arrest 
the Liberian countryside upon his or assassinate him just hours before
dismissal and Doe has taken over | he was scheduled to leave for Nai- 
supervisionofthe security system. 1 robLfor an OAU meeting on the 

And in a late development, Ga
briel Baccus Matthews, sacked in 

j November 1981 from his position as 
Foreign Minister, was named secre-

•Si^ -Eiliiri
^ m2. Keng Wea./yf.ev,V.V.Feb- ^

jibo. acting president of the Libe- - y . Bneijara; Baham Quid
nan National Students Union fHQ\\ I Laghdaf, former Minister of Inte-
(UINSU), and the union secretary" , • • ! Hnr and ntherarmv officers
general, Alaric' Tokpa, were ar- * J"' Maurhada has experienced four
rested in late January for breaking a P, successful couds d’etat since 1978
government ban on political activi- ^^Je ’’fr^shli^^^^^ ^ when Daddah was overthrown,'as
ties on campus. LINSU had peti- Bamako, to breathe Iresh lite well as five failed attempts, most re-
tioned Doe to reconsider the ban, M^li * Moussa ' cently a year ago when Mauritanian
which in the government s view cording to President Moussa alleeedlv with the complic-
wasitselfabreach of the prohibition J^’^^^I^X^fonhe iarty’S^ ity of th^ Moroccan government, at-
on political activities. the 19 members ot me pany s cen , ,j,g nresidential palace but

The students were tried by a spe- tral ex^utive ^ bureau were re- | aoorehended 
; cial military tribunal and, with Doe placed. Traore is secretary-general j indicated that the Feb-

pledging not to interfere in the of the party ^ ^ ^ by
courseofjustice. were sentenced to The UDPM was created in 19/9 ; Algerian officers who were
death. Witb tensions mounting in with the .stated aim of replacing the Lekine to increase Algiers’ influ- 
the hours before the scheduled exe- military government. However, ob- . Mauritania, particularly
cutions. Doe announced a pardon, servers indicate that its formation ; ^jj^ge the 1981 coup attempt. Mo-
citing the “gallant role that students ' has not yet resulted m a democrati- rocco and Mauritania had been al- 
played in our revolution." and said ; zation of the political system. Stu- Western Sahara war until
m them, “You have the capacity to dent dissatisfaction _ with the , “n
become future leaders, of Liberia. , political situation was manifested fmm’jhe war and signed a ceasefire 
Doe had previously accused the stu- by over a year and a half of unrest, | Polisario Morocco’s adver-
dent of “seeking to promote social- which was met by a harsh govern- . y AFebruary 24,
ist ideoloEV’’ ment crackdown. Partly in response ^ 7 11

Thousa^nds of Liberians took to ! to increasing d|content, Traore ; 982; Le Mon e, ry ,
the streets to celebrate the reprieve convened the fifst UDPM congress i
and demonstrate support for Doe’s 
measure. The released students,’
v^o were.permitted to return to fact that, at the recent congress,
school, held a press conference uig- three of the most senior party offi- ...
ing moderation by their colleagues cials—SoryCoulibaly. political sec- diplomatic relations with Libya in 

, and patience until 1985 when j.ibe- : retary; Mamadou Dembele. secre- early March, more thanone yearaf-
• :__ I__i.j_I „i.,:i:.in ' I farv of exipmal affairs; and Ama- ter they Were broken on.

Relations between the two coun
tries began deteriorating in late 1980 
and were severed in January 1981. 

the repression of the student dem- i The military intervention in Chad 
onstrations. (Wes/A/ric’fi, March 8. by Col. Muammar Qaddafy’s 
1982; Bamako Radio, February 25 troops and a statement made by the 
and 27, 1982; Afrique-Asie. Febru- Libyan leader thr.t Niger’s desert 
ary 15. 1982.) nomads, the Tuaregs, could con

sider themselves Libyan, caused 
the Niamey government to break 
diplomatic relations. N'p reason was
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seat. Only 20 of the 147 deputies 
were re-elected to the national as
sembly. all of whom must be mem
bers of the ruling Democratic Party'
of the Ivory Coast. (London G«flrd-
ian, March 6.1982; Le Mbnd^. Feb
ruary 11, 12, 15 and March 5. 1982; ■ 
West Africa, February 22, 1982.)

Western Sahara from Nouakchott 
Airport.' The aim of the coup was 
said to be to piit in power Lt. Col. 
Mustafa Ould Salek, former presi
dent of the Military Committee of 
National Salvation and author of 
the coup ,.which overthlew Presi
dent Moktar Ould Daddah in 1978. ■ 

Salek was arrested along with for- 
Prime Minister Sid Ahmed

Liberia r-'

1

in February 1981. • f ; 
Significance was attacheefto the Niger

• The government of Niger, led by 
President Seyni Kountch6, restored

t'
; retary; Mamadou Dembele. secre- 

riaTis'scheduled to return to civilian I' tary of external affairs; and Ama- 
pyle ; dou Thiam. administrative secre-

Other members of the military, ! tary—were replaced in their posts, 
however, did not fare as well as me | They were said to have been behind 
students, as four afmy officers, for
merly government ministers and 
deputy ministers, were retired from 
active'Service. Four other officers 
were executed in February for al
leged participation in an ambush of 

* a|n army payroll jeep in which three
ihen were killed. And in March, the • In early February, an alleged

Mauritania
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Riven ho>vever, for the resumption Party ofNigeria. and factions of the ket-rto preserve the cartel's pricing
of ties ■ Great Nigeria People’s Party and structure.

And in March. Kountch6 visited the People's Redemption Party— i The price differential means that
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, where he signed an agreement in Maidugun in i Nigeria is having difficulty finding
held talks with King Khalid and mid-March to "come together, stay ^ buyers, resulting in a slump in pro-
other government officials. Niger is together and move forward." ‘ duction from 1.4 million barrds ^
.cteduw ,o host .. Islamic Com ..e p.„ies will .act, Klain : ^
ference meeting of foreign ministers. identities until after rmillirbarreN per
in June, and Khahd IS current chair- next year’s election because of the | early 1981) and a concomi-
manofthe organiption. Nigerian electoral laws, they will go i ;aiitlossinforeienexchanBe.For-

Kountchig visit to Riyadh was to | under the umbrella name, Progres- j . exchanne reserves fell'by 
discuss bila^er^relations. as Saudi sive Parties’Alliance, and will co- i XtWrds to iusf over $3 billio^^^^ 
Arabia has provided ay^for an elec- I operate, not opposing each other at 
tricity supply project in Niger, and j |gyg| Maiduguri, the parties 
Afro-Arab cooperation. (Wes/ Af
rica, March 8 and 22, 1982; Le 
Monde, March 3,1982.)

i Just enough to cover six weeks of 
- . . I imports. Oil accounts for more than

did not finalize who will bejhe alli- percent of export earnings and 80
ance’s presidential candidate. It is 
believed, however, that Obafemi 
Awolowo, leader of the UPN, will 

1 contest the presidency, and

percent of government revenues.
In response to the loss in reve

nues, Nigeria’s central bank sus-'
.................... J r.. x,r.n. , pendcd all letters of credit and

Nnamdi Azikiwe, head of the N^ , jiupui-j registrations and blocked 
and another strong candidate. \ restricted the use of
be named the chairman of the alli- ngejed by importers to

remit foreign exchange, measures 
which had the effect of halting im-

Nigeria
• In mid-February, President She- j 
hu Shagari carried out the most ex- i 
tensive cabinet reshuffle since he i 
and his civilian government came to j 
power in 1979, apparently to ' 
strengthen his hand in preparation i 
for the 1983 presidential elections.

, Two cabinet ministers were fired
and the portfolios of 13 were , million votes, while the ; ident Mtehu Shagari said in late
changeu. i four opposition candidates together i March that the import ban would
ihMo^fS AdaS r^mrafor- i polled over 11 million), he faced an- ; only last until mid-April, but thtfl 

- mer PoCern^^^eMntral'ba^k ^ Other internal threat in February-a i foreign reserves would thereafter
. mer governor of the Mntra bank, foaed couo blot. ! be utilized for "essential goods.

frotn the Ministry of Industries to presaging a return to import restric-
Agriculture. exchanging posts with ^ Nigerian businessman, an ; tionsoperativeunderpreviousmili-
Alhaji Ibrahim Gusau. Gusau s re- army officer and several soldiers | tary governments,
placement by Ciroma was said to be were arrested and charged with 
because of the importance the gov-

! While Shagari is said to be seri- 
' ously concerned about the party al- i ports. The tightening of import re- 
' liance's chances in the 1983 : strictions will result in massive

shortages of consumer goods. Pres-

Meanwhile. Saudi Arabia was 
^ “conspiring to commit a felony by t threatening strong sanctions against

ernment attaches to . the ureen | the incitement ofsoldiers to commit 1 international oil companies cutting
Revolution" program, to boost a mutinous act." According to Ni- | shipments Tiom Nigeria. Failing
crop production, and its less than gerian newspaper accounts, the ' Saudi Arabia's measures, observ-
sterling performance thus far. , businessman. Alhaji Zama Man- ; ers indicated that Nigeria may have

The Minister of Communica- j jara, paid a major and several sol- no other choice than to break ranks 
tions, Isaac^Shaahu, and the Mims- ; ^ of money to ! with OPEC and unilaterally cut its
ter of Interior, lya Abubakar. were ; overthrow the government. (£(wi- oilprice.ralherlhanriskapoien- 
both sacked-ftnd replaced by Audu | j^^j-ch 20, 1982; London , tially explosive situation within the
Ogbeh and Alhaji Ah Baba, respec- I February 16 and 20. 1982; | country caused by the adoption of
tively. A new Ministry of Informa- | London Guardian. February 20. ■ further austerity measures. {Busi-
tion was created, headed by Mallam | ^^^2: Financial Times. February ness Week. Apr\\ 12, 1982; C/in.s-
Garba Wushishi. formerly the Jun- , |982; Lagos Radio. February April9, 1982;
ior Minister for Transport. /Vnd A1-. ,5 ,9^2 ) ’ Financial Timc:>, March 27 and 29.

.ln,.,.M.rch.Nl6eri. foun0i,; ^ I9«;. March-7.1982.,
Minister for the Federal Capital self at the forefront of problems i ge^egal
Territory, with responsibilities for faced by oil-producing nations be- , J , . .

cause of the international oil glut, j • Diplomatic relations between
The Organization of Petroleum Ex- ! Angola and Senegal were estab-
portingCountries (OPEC), of which lished in mid-February, to be fol-
Nigeria is a member, decided at a lowed by an exchange of ambassa-
March meeting to set the price of i dors. A process of rapprochement
the country’s oil at $35.50 per bar- i between the two countries was be-
rel—despite the fact that similar ' gun when former Senegalese Presi-
grades of North Sea oil are available j dent Leopold Senghor retired m
for up to $6 less on the spot mar- i 1980.

the construction of Nigeria’s new 
capital at Abuja. The Ministers of 
Finance, Defense, External Affairs, 
Justice and Transport remained un
changed.

With the Sbagari government 
gearing up for the 1983 elections, 
the four opposition parties—the Ni
gerian People’s .Party, the Unity

>
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newspaper is published by LIPAD 
and its circulation of 2,000 is nearly 
as large as that of the independent 
L'Observateur.

A recent issue of Le Patriate con
tained a photo of Soumana Toure, 
secretary-general of the Voltaic 
Trade Union Confederation, which 
had been suspended. Toure has re
portedly been in hiding because he 
is being sought by the authorities for 
possessing secret documents which 
could “compromise state secu
rity." He also allegedly broke the 
law by calling for an illegal strike. 
Inside Le Patriate was said to be a 
“call to arms” signed by 13 trade' 
unions. (West Africa, February 27 
and March 8,1982; A/nca Research

Senghorhad refused to recognize f buttalto the commission’s charges, 
the Angolan MPLA government be- | that the union could not have held a 
cause of his objections to the pres- 1 congress when the delegates’ terms 
ence of Soviet and Cuban troops in ' of office expired becajise many of 
the country and because neither the | its executive members, including 
FNLA nor Unita, the two opposing Kabia, were in prison at the time, 
guerrilla groups, were included in When they were released, the com- 
the government at independence in : mission to investigate them was

convened.
Senegal was the only OAU mem- Copies of Kabia’s “New Year’s 

ber state which did not recognize | Message” were also sent to various 
the Angolan government, and had i government ministries. The letter 
also offered support to Unita. It is said that the trade union situgjjgnin 
expected that'Unita’s office in Da- Africa continues to be cloudyaWOai^ 
kar will now be closed. I that there have been many viola-

Cape Verde President Aristides ; tions and suppressions of union 
Pereira initiated a meeting in Praia ; rights. , 
between Angolan President Jose ...“We have li^ intention to engage 
Eduardo dos Santos and Senegalese i& . . . illegal acts of subversion, but
President AbdouDiouf in late 1981, | we have a right to protest and to j Bw/Zerin.February 15, 1982.) 
which paved the way for rapproche- ; withhold our labor if the wages we 
ment. (West Africa, March 1, 1982; ; earn cannot help us to achieve the 
Dakar Radio, FebruaryTC,' 1982.) | standard of living expected of every

] true Sierra Leonean,” the, state- 
1 ment read.

. . . - , , It went on to condemn the deten- •• Following his dissolution of the
• Approximately 2.5 million voters : ,jonsoflabor leaders and the dispar- , preceding government in late Janu-
were eligible to Vo e in Sierra i,ies in living standards between the i ary. President Ahmed Abdallah an-
Leone s general elections, sched- , workers and the “men nounced a new ten-member cabinet
uled for some time m April. The working to- in February. The former Foreign
elections were to be the first under ^ards the “destabilization of the Si- Minister, Ali Mroudje, was named
the one-party All People s Congress . e^ra Leone economy.” Prime Minister, replacing Salim
107^ ^ I Kabia told Reuters in late March Ben Ali. who was appointed special
1978 Representat ves to the 1(W- . ,j,a, passport was confiscated by adviser to the President,
member parliament are elected for a , immigration officials at Freetown’s Legislative elections followed in
tive-yearterm. Lungi airpoft when he was prepar- late February and early March. The

Stevens has said that he plans to j i„g to depaAfor the U.S.. thus ef- new government was appointed to
step down from the presidency after i j-g^ji^giy baling him from leaving carry out the economic revival pol- ,
the general elections although 1^^ I’the country, A/nca, March 1 ! icy called for by Abdallah. %
has not committed himself to a spe- i j,? 198'’1 In addition, the’government set
cific date. His mandate does not run ^ ^ ; up the Comoran Development Bank
out until 1985. (West Africa, Febru- , Upper Volta | (CDB) to provide loans, guarantees
ary 15andMarch 1,1982.) j , February, Col. Saye | and equity, participation for small
• In mid-March, the Taju Dean | Zerbo rescinded a ban on strikes, j ®
Commission of Inquiry, set up last i imposed last November, in re-
October to investigate the “status, sponse to widespread pressure from 8°p"** agro-busi- 
activities and administration of the labor and student groups. The new "ess
Sierra Leone Labor Congress order details how labor disputes '^^2. Le Mande,
(SLLC) from 1976,” following la- should be settled, with the right to Marcn 11, ivbz.) 
bor unrest last fall, met in emer
gency session and. dissolved the 
SLLC executive and suspended its 
secretary-general, James Kabia.

According to the chairman of the 
commission, a special session was 
required because the term of office 
of the SLLC executive had expired 
last October. Also a “New Year’s 
Message,” sent by Kabia to affiliate 
unions in February, was considered 
by the commission to contain “in
flammatory and inciting remarks.” ^

Lawyers for the SLLC said, in re-

1975.

EASTERN AFRICA
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strike only "in defense of legitimate j nijhQutl 
qollective interests.” Government j '
aindT>ti''astatal administrators, the j • Of the IWeaders of the opposition 
army, police, prison services and Djiboutian People’s Party arrested 
customs are still prohibited from last September, six were freed in 
striking. ; mid-October and the remaining

In a related event, four members seven were released in January by
of the leftist Patriotic League for ordsr of President Hassan Gouled.
Development (LIPAD) were freed Amohg those released was fornier 
in February after having spent Prime Minister Ahmed Dini. Gbu- 
nearly a month in prison because of . led’s decision was reportedly in the 
“an administrative inquiry with re- interests of national unity and a 
lation to the editorial direction of more relaxed political atmosphere, 
the newspaper Le Patriate." The (A/riqi/e-As/V. February 1, 1982.)

1
?
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finds it difficult to believe that the 
South African authorities did not at 
least have knowledge of the prepa
rations in this matter."

^ that Ngugi now writes only in Ki- South Africa has denied any com- 
• ,• kuyu, not one of Kenya's two offi- plicity in the botched coup, while

Ababa s major offensive involving j languages and therefore not j acknowledging that an exile Sey-
about 100,000 troops was well un- ; meriting performance by a national ! chellois group had asked Pretoria 
derway. , i troupe. S for backing for a coup try but had •

Government forces were in com- i Th6,authorities also demolished j been turned down,
plete control ofmostofthe towns in | the open-air theater 30 miles from j Meanwhile, Seychelles’ Presi-
the secessionist province, accord- Nairobi that is closely associated j dent Albert Rene said France was
ing to two Agence France Presse 

\ journalists who toured the afea. The 
reporters found that not only was

no explanation given. Some crit
ics—the play was seen by 10,000 

, , , ^ . . . people in previews—believed the
pie s Liberation Front claimed to | work was “seditious”; others noted 
have repulsed "ferocious attacks 
by the Ethiopian army as Addis

Ethiopia
• In late March, the Eritrean Peo-

'i

with Ngugi—after canceling its reg- | sending a small team of military ex- 
istration. peils for training*the army to avoid

, Ngugi, who is the author of the similar mercenary attacks. Rene
the army in full control of Massawa, , no'Jt\s Petals of Blood and Grain of also said he had not been able to 
Asmara and Keren, but also there | ^^eat, has for years been openly j raise the money needed to replace 
were few security restrictions, indi- ; critical of the government, citing the airport’s electronic equipment
eating that the military feared no ac- j what he calls “imperialist foreign knocked out in a firefight between
tion from the guerrillas. domination of our economy, poli- the mercenaries and the islands’

Only Nafta is controlled by the | culture.” He was detained | army. (London Times. March 26,
EPLF and it is subject to frequent : without charges for 12 months in | 1982; Kenya Sunday Nation, Feb-
air attacks by the government j December 1977. (Kenya Sunday ruary 21, 1982; Johannesburg Ra-
forces. The EPLF claimed that the ! Nation. February 28 and March 21, dio, February 10,1982.)

'^Ethiopians have used poisonous gas | 1982; Econom/it, March 20. 1982;
m some of their attacks. (Gulf London T/wm. March 20. 1982.) 
agency. March 31. 1982; London 
Observer. March 28. 1982; London Madagascar 
Times. March 12. 1982.)

So'malja
• President Mohamed Siad Barre 
was in Washington in March for 
meetings with President Reagan 

part ofMadagascar in late February | and officials ofthe World Bank, the 
and March resulted in at least five 

• President Daniel arap Moi re- ; deaths and probably more when
shuffled h's caMm-t in late Febru- | troops were called out to quell the i Commerce in efforts to obtain more
ary. moving around the two most ' disturbances. : aid for Somalia.

. influential ministers in an apparent i The original demonstrations were , After his talks with President
attempt to reduce their power. j apparently staged by students an- | Reagan, Siad Barre said he was net

The two. Vice President Mwai I gered at the reinstatement of satisfied with the level of U.S. eco-
K^aki and Charles Njonjo, the : Georges Diny as the head of the : nomic and military aid. He report-
Minister for Constitutional and , northern province of Antsiranana. ediy sought a speed-up in delivery
Home Affairs, had. with Moi. domi- j Di,,y reportedly had been dismissed of promised weapons, as well as an
nated Kenyan politics. However, | Qn corruption charges. increased amount. The Reagan ad-
their intense rivalry was viewed as ,(,e violence was also linked ministration has requested some
distracting the government from re- (q Madagascar’s economic crisis. ■ $90 million in economic, military
solving the country s serious eco- j which has caused shortages of es- ; and refugee aid for Somalia,
nomic problems. i sentials such as rice, sugar and med- At the same time as Siad Barre

Kibaki. lost his finance portfolio., icine. (Le March 11. 1982.) | visited the U.S.. the opposition So-
' and was named Minister for Home I - . ! mali Salvation Democratic Front

Affairs. Njonjo retained the consti- , beycneiies ; (SSDF) mounted a publicity cam-
tulional affairs portfolio. The new j « a UN inquiry into the attempted : paign against what it called the ”ty-
Finance Minister. Arthur Magugu. coup against the Seychelles last No- ' rannical military dictatorship.” An
was formerly Minister of Health vember by white mercenaries has SSDF delegation visited the U.S.
and is not generally known as a fi- concluded that the Sodth African I and executive committee member
nance expert. (Financial Times. government probably knew about i Dr. Hassan Mirreh told African Up-
February 26, 1982.) | the plot. ! date: "People are no longer afraid of

The UN commission said: i the regime. The northern part ofthe 
"Given the tight and effective con- country is in disarray.” 
trol exercised by the security au- There has been fierce rioting in 
thorities in South Africa, and the the north, where Berbera, the air
nature of the preparations for the and naval base the U.S. has been
mercenary operation of November I granted access to, is located. At
25, 1981, in South Africa, particu- least three, mutinies by soldiers
larly the procurement and test firing have been crushed by forces flown
of the weapons, the commission in from the south.

\
• A series of riots in the northern

Kenya IMF, the Overseas Private Invest
ment Corp. and the Chamber of '

• Ngugi wa Thiong’o, the interna
tionally renowned Kenyan author, 
was in trouble with the authorities 
again in March.

His new play. Mother Sing for 
Me, performed in the Kikuyu lan
guage. was prevented by the gov
ernment from being staged at the 
National Theater in Nairobi, with
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deposits were discovered in the 
south-west part of Cameroon. It is 
not yet known whether the deposits 
are commercially viable. Cameroon 
currently produces about 95,000 
barrels of oil per day from its off
shore fields, earning the country 
$200 million last year.

And Cameroon is receiving tech
nical assistance from West Ger
many to explore the extraction of 
uranium from northern Cameroon. 
German firms will have the first op
tion on concessions. (West Africa, 
February 22 and March 22,1982; Le 
Monde, March 9, 1982.)

rested by the army by early April, 
and scores of civilians reportedly 
were murdered by the army in repri
sal for the February 23 guerrilla at
tack on Kampala’s main military 
barracks. It was the biggest clash 
since opposition groups began their 
guerrilla actions more than a year 
ago.

A week before Siad Barre visited 
Washington, he lifted the state of 
emergency imposed 16 months ago 
and reshuffled hisr^binet. (Kenya 
Sunday Nation, March 14 and 21, 
1982; SSDF radio, March 13, 1982; 
Economist, March 6, 1982.)

Tanzania
President Milton Obote denied 

that the army was carrying out re
prisals, but he did apologize to the 
Roman Catholic archbishop of 
Kampala more than two months af
ter armed soldiers stormed the ca
thedral and forced out priests and

• Tanzania’s economic problems, 
which received international atten
tion with the hijacking of an Air 
Tanzania jet in February, ha^e 
forced the suspension of develop
ment projects in the 1982-83 fiscal
year. President Julius Nyerere said . .
the country’s small amount of for- ! worshippers. The army was looking

for guerrillas who had fired mortars 
at the barracks from the vicinity of 
the cathedral. (Washington Post, 
April 8,1982; Financial Times, Feb-

Central African Republic
eign exchange earnings would in
stead be used to pay for spare parts 
and other essentials.

Observers said that shortages had 
reduced Tanzania’s small manufac- ruary 28 and March 25, 1982 ;Lon- 
turing sector to 30 percent of capac- | don Guardian, February 26, 1982.)
ity, and that there were widespread ------------------------------------------
shortages of such’essentials as CENTRAL AFRICA 
flour, sugar and cooking oil. Infla
tion is running between 40 and 60 
percent annually.

Although Nyerere had refused • According to the Minister of 
IMF demands to devalue the Tanza- i Economy and Planning, Bello 
nian shilling, the currency was in : Bouba Maigari, Cameroon is ex
fact devalued by 10 percent in i periencing improved economic 
March. The IMF had sought a 50 growth.andthefifthFour-YearNa- 
percent devaluation. I tional Development Plan covering

The hijacking was seen as an em- i 1981-1985 predicts an annual' 
barrassment for Nyerere because j growth rate of 7 percent, expected 
the young hijackers had cited Tan- j to double the gross domestic prod- 
zania’s economic plight and called uct by 1986. 
for the President’s resignation. Also 
embarrassing was the decision by a ] growth in the Cameroon econoniy 
dozen passengers on the hijacked are its agricultural sector and its 
domestic flight to seek asylum in rich endowment of natural re- 
Britain.

Shortly before the hijacking, the 
head of the semi-autonomous island 
of Zanzibar, Aboud Jumbe, who is 
also Tanzania’s Vice President, or
dered a $5 million executive jet, de
spite the scarcity of foreign ex
change. (London Times, March 1 
and 27, 1982; Kenya Sunday Na
tion, February 14, and March 14,
1?82.)

• In late March, Ange Patasse, 
leader of the opposition Central Af
rican People’s Liberation Move
ment (MPLC), and allegedly the 
mastermind behind a failed coup at
tempt against President Andre Ko- 
liagba in early March, was offered 
political asylum in Togo.

Patasse, who had been in France 
, since former President David 
Dacko surrendered power to Ko- 
lingba in September last year, re
turned to the Central African 
capital, Bangui, only four days be
fore the attempted coup. He fled to 
the French embassy in Bangui after 
the coup attempt failed, where he 
was given asylum.

Kolingba, however, issued an ul
timatum demanding that Patasse be 
turned over to the Central African 
authorities. He guaranteed Pa- 
tasse’s safety, saying “1 am not a 
killer,” but said that the rebel must 
be punished by the judicial system. 
“I do not at all implicate France in 
the coup affair,” Kolingba said, and 
he pledged that the incident would 
not mar future relations between 
the Central African Republic and 
France. Guy Penne, the French 
President’s African affairs special
ist, was dispatched to Bangui to 
work out a corhpromise between 
the respective governments.

The former French government 
of Giscard d’Estaing had be^en in
strumental in the coup by t)avid 
Dacko which overthrew Jean-Bedel 
Bokassa in 1979. French influence 
in the country is still dominant; 
French economic aid in 1980 
amounted to 80 percent of the 
budget, and in 19^, 63 percent. 
There are 65 French military advis-

Cameroon

Two of the strongest engines of

sources.
Increases in exports of coffee, co

coa, cotton and rubber since 1979 
have resulted in a 16.5 percent 
growth in the agricultural sector. 
Development of natural gas, ura
nium and oil deposits also point to 
an optimistic economic future.

In March, French and American 
companies were competing for a 
$25-30 million contract to construct 
a natural gas liquefaction plant. Ac
cording to the U.S. Secretary of 
Commerce, Malcolm Baldrige, 
“Our technology is very clearly su
perior to the French, even if their 
financing concjjtions are superior to 
ours.” ^

A subsidiary of the French Elf 
Aquitaine, Elf Serepca, announced 
in March that the first onshore oil

Uganda
• The Ugandan government un
veiled in March a $600 million in
vestment plan, to be financed by 
international donors, as the army 
was rounding up suspected dissi
dents in a drive against anti-govern
ment guerrillas.

More than 10,000 people were ar-
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Felicien Gatabazi, formerly Min
ister of Youth and Sports, was 
named to replace Andre Ntagerura 
as Minister of Social Affairs and 
Community Development. Nta
gerura becomes Minister of Higher 
Education and Scientific Research, 
replacing Maurice Ntahobari, elect
ed president of the national assem- * 
bly earlier in the year. (West Africa, 
February 15,1982.)

pay for excess baggage, soured rela
tions even further. The Spanish 
Secretary of State for Foreign Af
fairs had to be summoned to resolve 
the dispute. (West March 8
and 22,1982.)

ers in Bangui and about 1,200 com
bat troops.

Apparently as a compromise be
tween the French and Central Afri
can governments, it was agreed that 
Patasse be permitted to seek refuge 
in another African country, most 
likely Togo.

Five people reportedly died dur
ing the coup attempt and more than 
30 were wounded. Of the 60 de-/ 
tained in the wake of the foiled plot, 
20 were released in mid-March. (Le 
Monde. March 9,10,11,13, and 24, 
1982; New York Times, March 17, 
1982; London Guardian, March 11, 
1982.)

Gabon
• Gabon’s Commerce Minister, 
Etienne Moussirou, announced in 
March that Libreville will not host 
the 1983 UN Conference on Trade 
and Development (UNCTAD) sum
mit, following the government’s re
assessment of the financial costs 
involved and unsuccessful attempts 
to elicit Western financial support.

Gabon’s oil-fueled economy only 
recently emerged from a five-year 
financial crisis, stemming from its 
hosting of the 1977 OAU summit, 
which left it with a reported $1 bil
lion bill for the construction of the 
conference center, roads and other 
infrastructural««|evelopme 
cost for holding tne UNCTAD con
ference was estimated at $100 mil
lion.

Zaire
• Zaire was granted a $120 million 
loan under the IMF’s Compensa- 
top' Financing Facility (CFF) in 
mid-March, staving off an eco
nomic crisis following the Banque 
du Zaire’s announcement in Febru
ary of the country’s inability to 
meet thtperformance criteria of the 
IMF’s $I billion three-year assis
tance program, set up in June 1981.

Due to low international prices 
for Zaire’s principal mineral ex
ports—copper, cobalt and dia
monds—which earned an estimated 
$1.5 billion in export receipts in 
1981, below the projected $1.9 bil
lion, the country’s external debt re
payments are some $120 million in 
arrears. Debt service payments 
amounted to about 27 percent of ex
port revenue last year.

Zaire’s $4.5 billion in external 
' debt was rescheduled last July by its 

major Western creditors, the Paris 
Club. However, with the IMF’s ap
proval of the CFF loan further re
scheduling of Zaire’s' commercial 
bank debt is likely, as the measure is 
seen as an indication that the coun
try is still in good standing with the 
fund. (West Africa, February 22 and 
March 29, 1982; Financial Times, 
February 25 and March 19,1982.)
• Following late January student 
demonstrations at the University of 
Kinshasa and the National Teach
ing Institute for higher grants and 
improved living conditions, the two 
institutions were closed down and 
85 protesters were conscripted into 
the army to be “re-educated." 
Teachers who undertook a support 
strike and defied an order to return 
to work were sacked.

In reaction to the government’s 
measures and to alleged human 
rights violations at home, Zairian 
students in Geneva and Paris staged 
demonstrations to rally foreign gov-

Congo
• According to a late March report 
in the London Times, responsibility 
for a, bomb which exploded in a 
Brazzaville cinema, killing 15 peo
ple, was claimed by an organization 
calling itself the “Patriotic Armed 

' Group of the Congo.”
The group said they are seeking 

clarification on the murder of for
mer head of state Marien Ngouabi 
in 1977 and the imprisonment of 
President Joachim Yhombi-Opango 
in 1979. (London Times, March 25, 
1982.)

nt. The

The government has, however, 
earned praise from the IMF re
cently for adhering to the fund’s 
stringent stabilization package. The 
1981 balance of payments was ex
pected to show a $56 million sur
plus, the state budget is balanced 
and the level of public debt dropped 
20 percent from 1980’s level, to 
$1.15 billion. (West Africa, March 
22, 1982; Financial Times, Febru
ary 22 and March 8, 1982.)

Equatorial Guinea
• In early March, assets of Equato
rial Guinea’s Central Bank held in 
Spain’s Banco Exterior were frozen 
following an unspecified complaint 
by a Spanish businessman, heighten
ing tensions between the two gov
ernments.

' Earlier in the year, Spain’s $23 
million three-year plan for its for
mer colony, to provide assistance to 
keep it from the brink of bank
ruptcy, was rejected by Malabo be
cause it was conditional upon the 
inclusion of three Spanish eco
nomic consultants in the Equatorial 
Guinean ministries of finance and 
budget.

An emergency meeting of the 
joint cooperation commission was 
scheduled for late March in Malabo 
to discuss future options.

In the meantime, however, a ver
bal dispute at .Madrid airport be
tween departing Equatorial Guine
an government officials and staff of 
the Spanish airline, Iberia, over the 
refusal of the deputy chairman of 
the Supreme Military Council to

Rwanda
• In February, following the forma
tion of Rwanda’s first national as
sembly since 1973, President Juven
al Habyarimana reshuffled his cabi
net, bringing in two new ministers. 
Francois Habiyakere will head the 
Ministry of Civil Service and La
bor, and Maj. Ndindiliyimana, 
Youth and Sports.

Three ministers changed portfo
lios, including Edouard Karemera, 
formerly Civil Service and Labor 
Minister, who was named Minister 
at the Presidency of the Republic. 
He will share responsibilities for the 
departments of economic and finan
cial affairs, political and administra
tive questions, and government 
relations with the National Devel
opment Council with Simeon Ntezi- 
ryayo, who holds a similar post.
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• *
temporarily closed the border at Sa- i saster. “You, our brothers, some- 
kania. (Wesi Africa, March 8 and times make colossal mistakes, gi- 
22,1982; Le Monde, March 5,1982; | ^ntic errors of judgment, and it is a 
London r/mei, March 3,1982.) ! great pity,” he said. (Johannesburg

„ . • • . . i Star, March 20,1982.)• Zambia is running into trouble '
meeting the terms of the IMF’s $900
million economic stabilization pro- ; NORTHERN AFRICA 
gram signed last May, which may 
delay Lusaka’s drawing of the third 
tranche of funds.

Zambia is facing acute foreign ex- • Algeria’s second general elections
change problems because of low since indepiendence in 1%2 were 
world prices for its major exports, held in early March and with a 72.6 
copper and cobalt, and transporta- | percent voter turn-out,-representa
tion problems which have left tives to the National People’s As- 
100,000 tons ofcopper stranded be- ; sembly were chosen. All candidates 
tween the mines and the Tanzanian ; were selected by Algeria’s sole po

litical party, the National Libera
tion Front (FLN).

Only 68 of the 281 deputies were 
re-elected; among them, Rabah Bi- 
tat, president of the assembly, and 
two former Vice Presidents, Djel- 
loul Malaika and Abderrahmane

emments’ condemnation of Presi
dent Mobutu. Sese Seko’s actions. 
France’s ruling Socialist Party criti
cized the Zaire government’s draft
ing of students as a violation of 
human rights.

Mobutu, criticizing France for 
“interfering in sovereign affairs,” 
said all Zairians over age 18 were 
required to do military service and 
none of the “wreckers” had yet 
done so.

In a related event, a March report 
in Le Monde said that leaders of the 
Catholic Church in 2^ire have been 
the targets of violent intimidation. 
Four prelates—a bishop, cardinal 
and two archbishops—were, ac
cording to the report, attacked by 
armed men last December and 
robbed and beaten. The Catholic 
Church has been a major critic of 
the regime, and has accused Mo
butu of corruption.

Meanwhile, 11 members of the 
central committee of the ruling Peo
ple’s Revolutionary Movement 
(MPR) were expelled from the 
grou|>and “put at the disposition of 
justice” for “serious lacks of disci
pline and of commitment to the par
ty’s ideals” in late March. The 
central committee also announced 
that'all Zairian students would be 
required to undertake one year of 
military service on their campuses.

Mobutu, at an earlier meeting of 
the MPR central committee, dis
pelled rumors of permitting the for
mation of another party, saying, 
“There will never be a second party 
in Zaire as long as 1 live.” Legisla
tive elections, originally slated for 
May, were rescheduled for Septem
ber. (Le Monde, February 3, 4, and 
March 18,19 and 26,1982; West Af
rica, February 15, 22 and March 1 
and 22,1982.)

Algeria

port of Dar es Salaam.
If Zambia is not allowed to draw 

its third allotment of money from 
the IMF, due in May, because of the 
Lusaka government’s failure to stay 
within domestic credit ceilings and 
to bring arrears on external pay
ments down to agreed levels’, its j Belayat. Bitat was re-elected to the 
economic problems will be exacer- presidency of the assembly during

the legislature’s first session in 
A team of IMF officials was due March, and according to the consti-

to arrive in Lusaka in April for dis- tution, is the second-ranking gov-
cussions with the government. (Fi- emment official after President
nancial Times, March 26 and April Chadli Benjedid. replacing him in

the event of temporary or perma
nent vacancy from office. (Le

bated.

1,1982.)
• President Kenneth Kaunda of ic iost i,. -j • X. • u u . . Afonde, March9and 16, 1982.) Zambia said in March he wants to v
meet with South African Prime • The Algerian goverjpnent has 
Minister Pieter Botha to discuss the : promulgated a new investment code, 
Namibia negotiations and the “po- designed tft encourage the develop- 
tentially explosive” chance of ra- ment of the private sector, and is 
cial conflict in the white-ruled na- expected to present it to the na

tional assembly for approval.
“Catastrophe is coming in South The new code, replacing the ob- 

Africa and ifthe lid does blow off we solete 1966 version, provides gov-
will all get hurt,” Kaunda said. ernment financial assistance, both 
“When the conflict comes it will be for existing private enterprise and 
racial. There will be no good people for the promotion of new ventures, 
and bad people—only black and with conditions for access to credit 
white. ” contingent upon the extent to which

Botha, reacting to the opportu- the business’ activities merge with 
nity of ending South Africa’s almost the priorities of the national devel-
total diplomatic isolation in Africa, : opmentplan. 
said his government had “always The text of the new code is based 
been willing to discuss matters of upon recommendations made by 
common concern with leaders of the December session of the Na- 
other countries.” He added, “Judg- tional Liberation Front (FLN) cen- 

• ing from the reports of President , tral committee. The national private 
Kaunda’s remarks, he is not cor- j sector is to act as a complement to 
rectly informed on South African i the state sector’s activities. Small

1 scale enterprise will be promoted, 
contrasted against the Boume- 
dienne era’s concentration on 
h^vy. industrialization. Artisanry 
aim traditional art and handicraft

tion.

Zambia
• A mid-March meeting of the 
Zafnbia-2^ire permanent border 
commission culminated in an agree
ment to evacuate both countries’

■ troops from the border areas.
- The meeting followed a border 

clash in the disputed Copperbelt re
gion in northern Zambia in early 
March, allegedly initiated by Zair
ian soldiers, in which three Lilians 
were killed in an exchange of fire. 
The skirmish caused thousands of 
Zambians to flee their villages and

conditions.”
In the interview with the Johan

nesburg Star, Kaunda said Botha’s 
proposed “cosmetic changes”- 
were not nearly enough to avert di-
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for export will also be assisted via I nounced in mid-March that Chase schemes suspended because of the 
special credits for purchase of Manhattan is to raise the first public dispute.
equipment and other needs. (Le loan for Egypt since 1977 to fund its In Vienna in mid-March, Qad-
Monde, March 19,1982.) growing current account deficit. dafy told Austrian Chancellor

The $200 million loan is to be in the Bruno Kreisky that Libya wants to 
form of a standby revolving credit, enter into a new relationship with 
meaning Egypt can draw on the other European countries. Kreisky 
funds on demand provided repay- gave Qaddafy assurances that Aus- 
ments are made. i tria will probably approve arms de-

Chase is asking other major : liveries to Libya, provided it is not
banks to participate in the loan to conducting a war against any other
deter further deterioration of country.

Egypt
• Egypt is facing serious economic 
problems and its citizens will have 
to work harder to put the economy 
on an even footing, according to 
President Hosni Mubarak. In mid- 
March, the Egyptian President told 
members of parliament that “pros- Egypt’s external finances. Foreign , Qaddafy used his visit to Austria
perity is not within easy reach .. . debt totals about $12 billion, and the ^ to slam Reagan administration poli-
Our population is increasing at an ! balance of payments situation has i cies towards his country, warning
alarming rate, the continuation of i moved from a positive $1.5 billion in j that the “economic war” the U.S.

1980 to equilibrium in 1981 to a defi- is waging against Libya would hurt
^ cit this year. To improve the situa- others, and appealing to West Eu- 

Mubarak also noted that Egypt tion, the economic planning and rope to stand by him.
The Reagan administration, just

which will lead to an economic di
saster.”

has a huge budget deficit, estimated budget committee of the national
at $3 billion for the current fiscal , assembly recommended in Febru- ; priortoQaddafy’s Austria trip, had 
year, up from $1.2 billion in 1980- ary that only strategic and capital imposed new sanctions against 
81. Fuad Mohieddin, the Prime ! goods be imported. (London rimes, Libya for “violating accepted inter- 
Minister, added to the dismal eco- : March 20, 1982; London Guardian, national forms of behavior,” ban- 
nomic picture drawn by Mubarak, ^ March 11, 1982; Economisi, Febru- ning all future U.S. imports of 
noting that revenues from tourism, ary 27, 1982; Financial Times, Feb- ; Libyan oil and restricting sales of 
the Suez Canal, oil and remittances ruary 18 and 22, 1982; Wall Street I high technology equipment to its oil 
from Egyptians working abroad had Journal, February 17, 1982.) 
fallen off. The two leaders’ assess
ment of the state of the economy 
confirmed what had been discussed
at a February national economic ^ • The Libyan leader. Col. Muam-

mar Qaddafy, embarked on an im- 
The meeting of Egyptian econo- age-polishing campaign in February 

mists and businessmen came up and March, mending fences with 
with a series of recommendations Tunisian President Habib Bour- 
which were sent to Mubarak. guiba and Malta’s Prime Minister
Among the policies they proposed Dorn Mintoff, and paying an official everything,” Qaddafy said in 
were: state visit to Austria. March.
• retention of subsidies on basic In preparation for Tripoli’s host- American fighters shot down two
goods, despite their nearly $3 billion ing of the OAU summit in August, Libyan air force jets oyer the Gulf 
cost to the government; - Qaddafy is seeking to temper his im- of Sirte last .\ugust during U.S.
• maintenance of the open-door -age as an international trouble- val maneuvers in the Mediterra-
policy initiated by the late President maker, according to observers. A nean. The U.S. Secretary of the
Anvpir Sadat in 1974, but directing visit to Tunisia in late February to Navy, John Lehman, smd in mid-
it more towards productive projects repair relations with Bourguiba, March that the American Sixth
than consumer-oriented ones; which soured in 1974 following a ' Fleet will probably conduct ^exer-
• continuance in decreasing gov- premature announcement that Tu- cises in the disputed gulf within the
ernment dependence on foreign nisia and Libya were to form a next few months. “We will not be 
loans; union, was seen in that light. Qad- i intimidated in our intemation^
• reassessment of investment pri- dafy held discussions with the Tuni- i rights by statements by Qaddafy,
orities in industry, housing, agricul- sian head of state and other he said, 
ture and public utilities; government officials.
• more freedom to the public sector And in March, he made an unex
in the areas of administration and pected stopover in Malta where he to relations with the U.S. He said he 
finance; had brief talks with Mintoff, culmi- hopes to open contacts with other
• increase of some income taxes to nating in the two countries’ratifica- | Western nations, including the
narrow the gap between rich and tion of an agreement to take an i U.S., after his “very positive trip
poor; off-shore oil exploration dispute to i to Austria. Visits “proved that dia-
• expansion of job opportunities I the International Court of Justice. A i logue and direct contact are the best
and stemming of population i joint commission will be set up to | ways of solving international prob-
growth. I revive industrial, commercial, agri- ’ lems,” he said. “I do not rule out

In a related event, it was an- ' cultural, tourist and cultural similar visits, even to the U.S.” (Fi-

i ' and gas industry.
Relations between the U.S. and 

Libya reached a further low when 
Qaddafy warned that if the U.S. 
violated his nation’s territorial wa
ters, Libya would go to war. “If 
America enters the Bay of Sirte, 
war in the full sense of the word will 
begin between us and them, war 
with planes, navies, missiles and

Libya

conference in Cairo.

na-

Qaddafy ended his visit to Vienna 
with one positive note with regard

I
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the spreading of debt repayments 
over a ten-year period with four 
years’ grace.

Sudan’s total external debt is esti
mated at $6 billion, and the current 
account deficit for this fiscal year 
stands at $600 million. The $1 billion 
rescheduling, the first half of which 
was completed last December, is in
tended to give Nimeiry room to 
push through the rest of the IMF 
program.

In January, Sudan’s aid donors, 
including the United States and 
Saudi Arabia, put together a $350 
million aid package to ease the 
country’s balance of payments diffi
culties. The IMF is scheduled to 
pay out its first tranche of $80 mil
lion soon, and Saudi Arabia agreed 
in February to provide Sudan with 
three months’ oil supplies free of 
charge. {Financial Times, March 8 
and 19, 1982; Wall Slreet Journal, 
March 18, 1982; Christian Science 
Monitor, March 5,1982.)

share American concerns of Soviet 
expansion.

Over the past several months, a 
stream of American officials includ
ing Defense Secretary Caspar 
Weinberger, Admiral Bobby In
man, deputy director of the CIA, 
and Francis West, assistant secre
tary of defense for international se
curity affairs, has visited Morocco, 
discussing ways of assisting the 
country in its war with Polisario for 
control of the Western Sahara. 
Even former President Richard 
Nixon was in Rabat in late March 
and held talks with Moroccan offi
cials.

Observers indicate that Hassan 
has little choice but to cooperate 
with the Reagan administration to 
gain badly needed economic and 
military aid, as Morocco’s formerly 
strongest financial backer, France, 
has slowed assistance.

The Reagan administration has 
pledged to promote American pri
vate investment in Morocco and the 
U.S. ambassador there, Joseph 
Vemer Reed, said he would be a 
“salesman for America.” King 
Hassan was expected to visit 
Washington before the summer. 
{New York Times, February 12, 13

nancial Times, March 11,15 and 23. 
1982; London Guardian, March 17, 
1982; London Times, March 5 and 
15, 1982; Washington Post, March 
15,1982.)
Morocco
• King Hassan granted clemency in 
late February to Abderrahim Bou- 
abid, secretary-general of the So
cialist Union of Popular Forces; 
Mohamed El Yazghi, a USFP dep
uty from Kenitra; and Mohamed 
L^babi, an economist and USFP 
member.

All three, members of the politi
cal bureau of the USFP, were sen
tenced to one year in prison last 
September for criticizing Hassan’s 
agreement to OAU proposals for 
the holding of a referendum in the 
disputed Western Sahara. {Le 
Monde, March 1,1982.)
• American Secretary of State Al
exander Haig visited Morocco in 
early February and concluded an 
agreement with King Hassan on a 
joint military commission and on 
other measures which will, in all 
likelihood, lead to transit rights for 
American military forces.

The decision to form a joint mili
tary commission stemmed from 
“the growth in the U.S.-Moroccan and March 25, 1982; Washington

Post, February 13,1982.)

Tunisia
• To mark the 26th anniversary of 
Tunisia’s independence in late 
Marchj the country’s four principal 
oppomion groups issued a joint dec- 
-Wi^ion calling for “an improve
ment in the political climate.”

The statement was signed by the 
Movement of Democratic Social
ists, the Tunisian Cotpmunist Party, 
the Movement for Popular Unity 
and the Islamic Movement. Among 
the measures the groups recom
mended in their declaration were: 
abrogation of unconstitutional 
laws, halting of political trials, free
ing of political prisoners, promulga
tion of a general amnesty law which 
would also apply to Tunisian oppo-

military relationship to the point 
where a more formal structure is re
quired to address security matters 
of mutal interest,” ajoint statement 
read.

Haig said he and Hassan “dis
cussed the potential availability of 
transit facilities for,U.S. forces” on 
Moroccan territory, but that “no 
decisions were made.” The two ba
ses said to be under discussion are 
at Kenitra and Sidi Yahia.

Haig also expressed .sympathy 
with regard to the Moroccan posi
tion in the Western Sahara—a dan
gerous situation because of “the 
actions of Libya, the high level of 
armaments provided by the Soviej^ 
Union and the recurrence of these 
arms in various destabilizing ac
tions.”

The Reagan administration has 
taken a more active policy of coop
eration with Morocco, aimed at 
drawing the country into the “stra
tegic consensus” the U.S. is at
tempting to create throughout the 
Middle East—a series of arrange
ments with pro-Western states that

Sudan
• In mid-March, 13 Western credi
tor countries—the Paris Club— 
agreed to reschedule $500 million of 
Sudan’s official debt, as the final 
phase of a $1 billion rescheduling 
program.

The IMF approved a $225 million 
one-year standby credit for the fi
nancially strapped Sudan last Octo
ber after the government of 
President Gaafar al-Nimeiry agreed i sition members abroad, recognition

of political parties still awaiting offi
cial approval, permission to publish 
suspended or new jourijgls^d a re
vision of the press code.

While the statement represents a 
general consensus among the Tuni
sian opposition on issues of basic 
human rights and individual liber
ties, it reportedly was not to be seen 
as a common political platform. Thsf 
four diverse groups harbor funjfe- 
mental differences in their ap
proaches to social and economic 
issues, and it is unlikely that they 
could unite under a more general

to adopt a recomftiended austerity 
program', which included cutting 
government subsidies on basic 
goods and devaluing the Sudanese 
pound. While the implementation of 
the IMF measures cleared the way 
for the rescheduling of Sudan’s 
debts, it also provoked anti-govern
ment and anti-IMF riots and dem
onstrations which led to the closure 
of Sudan’s universities and second
ary schools in January.

The latest debt rescheduling, 
however, gives J^meiry an ex- 
onomic breather, as it provides for
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aggression against the Saharan Re
public,” he said.

The issue which will have to be 
resolved if the OAU’s viability is 
not to be jeopardized centers on the 
legality of Kodjo’s decision to rec
ognize the SADR under the OAU 
charter. The operative clauses are 
sufficiently vague and open to inter
pretation that resolving the thorny 
issue will require all the diplomacy 
the OAU can muster. - (London 
Guardian, March 29 and April 1, 
1982; London Times, March 27, '• 
1982; Le Monde, February 24 and 
March 17.1^82.)

pulled off a diplomatic coup by an
nouncing he would go along with or
ganization proposals for a ceasefire 
and referendum for the disputed ter
ritory, thus scuttling the issue of the 
SADR’s entry once again.

Since the Nairobi summit, how
ever, meetings of the OAU special 
committee on the Western Sahara, 
empowered to work out modalities 
for the referendum, have ended 
without progress. Morocco’s in
transigence in refusing to negotiate 
directly with Polisario frustrated 
any new initiatives on the vote.

Kodjo’s decision to seat the 
SADR at the February meeting was 
taken without consultation with the 
current OAU chairman. President 
Daniel arap Moi of Kenya, or with 
his Foreign Minister, Robert Ouko, 
who was chairing the council of 
ministers session.

More than one-third of the mem
ber states, 19, boycotted the closing 
meeting to protest the SADR’s ad
mission. Morocco, leading the pro
test, sent letters to the OAU 
chairman and the secre(ary-gen- 
eral, calling the decision ^’in fla
grant violation of all the formal and 
substantive rules governing the 
OAU,” and ’’obviously null and 
void.” The Moroccan government 

• The OAU was still reeling from ' has requested the convening of an 
the repercussions of the decision of emergency OAU meeting to resolve 
its secretary-general; Edem Kodjo. the crisis prior to the August sum- 
to seat the Saharan Arab Demo- mit. 
cratic Republic (SADR), Polisario’s
self-proclaimed government for the , ,
disputed Western Sahara, at the ! March was adjourned early because 
38th meeting of the OAU council of 13 or the 27 delegations in atten- 
ministers in Addis Ababa in Febru- dance walked out to protest that the

Senegalese government turned 
the SADR delegates when

platform. {Le Monde, March 24, 
1982.)
• Tunisia’s Prime Minister Moha- 
med Mzali announced a general sal
ary increase for workers in 
mid-February after several weeks 
of complex negotiations with labor 
groups. Workers in industry, agri
culture and the public sector bene
fited from the measure, which was 
retroactive to February 1.

Negotiations between labor and 
' government followed a series of 

strikes earlier in the year by teach
ers and agriculture, automobile in
dustry and railway workers.

The General Union of Tunisian 
Workers had appealed to the Na
tional Transport Society of Tunis to 
call off its “unlimited strike” in 
early February so as not to plunge 
“the nation into a crisis” and “to 
safeguard the national interest.”

The minimum weekly salary for 
workers in industry was raised by 
30 percent from $129 to $171, and 
the daily wage of farmers was in
creased from $4 to $4.82. All other 
minimum salaries were raised from 
$40 to $60 per week. (Le Monde, 
February 4,6 and March 1, 1982.)

SOUTHERN AFRICA
Angola
• The official visit of Portugal’s 
Foreign Minister, Andre Goncalves 
Pereira, to Luanda in March, to be 
followed by a similar trip scheduled 
for April by Portuguese President - 
Antonio Ramalho Eanes, marks a 
continuing policy of rapproche
ment between the former colonial 
power and its African ex-colonies. 
Pereira’s trip to Angola was the first 
by a Portuguese foreign minister 
since the former colony achieved 
independence in 1975. Eanes has al
ready been to Guinea-Bissau. Cape 
Verde and Mozambique.

Portugal and Angola recently 
I signed a major economic agreement 

following weeks of talks in Luanda 
between the Portuguese Finance 
Minister, Joao Salguiero. and An
golan officials. Portugal is Angola’s 
second largest supplier of non-mili
tary goods after France, and in 
t981. Angola’s imports from Portu- 

! gal rose 55 percent to nearly $200 
million.

One visible sign of increased co
operation between the two coun
tries was the recent decision by 
Portugal’s oil monopoly, Petrogal. 
to participate in a consortium to 
drill for onshore oil in Angola. Pe- 
trogal’s 10 percent stake in the part
nership, headed by Agip of Italy and 
including Elf of France and two Yu- 
goslav companies, represents its 
first involvement in exploration 
abroad. Its $8 million investment, 
although modest, is seen as a first 
step in strengthening economic ties 
between the two nations and may 

I facilitate Portugal’s purchase of An-,

Western Sahara

A meeting of OAU information 
ministers in Dakar, Senegal in

ary.
The admission of the SADR as away 

the OAU’s 51st member state re- they arrived at the airport. And Mo- 
sulted in one of the most serious cri- rocco and eight other countnes boy-
ses in the organization’s 19-year cotted a meeting of (DAU labor
history and was threatening to jetti- ministers in Salisbury, Zimbabwe,

not only this year’s heads of in early April over the presence of 
state summit scheduled for Tripoli, the SADR representatives.
Libya, in August, but possibly the The SADR Labor and Informa- 
viability of the organization itself. tion Minister, Mohamed Salem

At the 1980 OAU summit in Ould Salek, said the'19 countries
Freetown, Sierra Leone, the SADR which oppose recognition of his
gained the support of the requisite government are those under the m-
number of member states—a simple onomic influence of the U.S. He
majority—to qualify for admission said the U.S. was putting economic
to the organization. However, a and political pressure on those
compromise plan put off the states, threatening them with aid re-
SADR’s admission for another ductions if they did not support Mo-
year At the 1981 summit in Nai- rocco’s position. “It’s the U.S. that
robi. Morocco’s King Hassan encourages Morocco in its acts of

son
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bia in March, as part of a warming 
trend in relations between the gov
ernments of Malawi and Zambia.

cent of the government’s projected 
spending for 1982-83 fiscal year. In 
addition, taxes may be raised later 
this year.

In other news, a spokesman for 
the National Railways of Zimbabwe 
announced that Botswana has 
agreed to take over the railway line 
running from Botswana’s southern 
border with South Africa up to the 
Botswana-Zimbabwe frontier as of 
1986. Botswana has agreed to com-

golan oil. Portugal is heavily depen
dent on imported oil which ac
counts for 25 percent of all its im- - 
ports. During Pereira’s visit, a re
quest to purchase Angolan oil was 
reportedly made.

And a consortium of Portuguese 
builders and civil engineers agreed 
in March to assist Soviet personnel 
in building the Kapanda Dam on the 
Quanza River in Angola, the first 
such association between Portu
guese companies and an official pensate the railways for its assets 
Russian body. Technoexport. Four 
Portuguese companies will build the 
dam, substations and pov er lines, 
open access '•oads and carry out ge
ological work, wi.i'e Technoexpo.t 
will equip the dam.

One problem area in relations be
tween the two countries is the issue ' ence (SADCC). The secretariat

with a Zimbabwean secretary-gen

Relations between the two coun- 
trieS*^re traditionally stormy be
cause of Malawi’s ties to South 
Africa. However, ' a subtle rap
prochement has been developing as 
southern African states seek to 
break dependence on South Africa 
through the framework of the 
Southern African Development Co
ordination Conference (SADCC).

Mpakati entered Zambia in Janu
ary where he was said to have a 
large base of support among Mala
wians resident there. The exiled op-

and is studying a trans-Kalahari line 
linking the land-locked state to the 
port of Walvis Bay in Namibia. In 
addition, Bo'swa-" t'as been named 
as the permanent home of the »ecre- i nosition leader was previously

based in Mozambique and then 
Tanzania.

Upon Mpakati’s deportation, the 
Zambian government said tha( its 
policy “as an independent and non- 
Sligned state is not to interfere in the 
internal affairs of other countries." 
And in Deceqiber another leading 
exiled opponent of Malawian Presi
dent Kamuzu Banda, Orton Chir- 
wa, was arrested inside Malawi’s 
territory, according to the govern
ment. Chirwa’s relatives maintain
ed, however, that he did not en’er 
Malawi and had been abducted 
from a meeting in the Zambian bor
der town of Chipata.

Another exiled opposition leader, 
Kanyama Chiume, a former Mala
wian cabinet minister, now heading 
the Congress of the Second Re
public, left Zambia recently, possi
bly because he came under pressure 
from the Lusaka authorities. Zam
bian President Kenneth Kaunda 
visited Malawi in late February for 
the first time since the two countries 
became independent in 1964. (Jo
hannesburg Slur. March 20, 1982; 
Africa Research Bulletin, March 
15. 1982.)

j tariat of the Southern African De 
; velopment Coordination Confer

of compensation for Portuguese na
tionals whose assets in Angola were eral to be announced, will become

operational in July when the second 
SADCC summit is held in Botswa-

nationalized or confiscated at inde
pendence. Pereira’s plans to raise 
the issue during a scheduled meet- ■ na. {Africa Now. March 1982; Af- 
ing with President Josd Eduardo i rica Research Bulletin. February 
dos Santos reportedly caused the I 28,1982;JohannesburgRadio,Feb- 
Angolan head of state to,cancel it, 
marring an otherwise positive visit.
{Financial Times, March 29 and bury Radio. January 28, 1982.)
April 7, 1982; West Africa, March 
22 and 29, 1982, Christian Science 
MomVor, March 10, 1982.)

ruary 24 and 25. 1982; Financial 
Times, February 24, 1982; Salis-

Lesotho
• The Lesotho Liberation Army 
(LI At, the military wing of the ex
iled opposition Basotho Congress 
** <> tBCP). reportedly blew up

Bots’.rana
• The Minister of Finance. Peter 
Mmusi, .vust “an exceptionally three viectricity pylons in the north- 
bleak outlook" for the BotswandC emLeribe district of Lesotho in late 
economy as he presented his 1982-83 \. February, a few weeks after the 
budget to the national assembly in y^BCP leader, Ntsu Mokhehle, 
late February. Mmusi cited a de
pressed diamond market as respon- V and sabotage if Prime Minister 
sible for Botswana’s balance-of 
payments dropping from a $74 mil
lion surplus in 1980 to a $62 million 
deficit in 1981. Diamonds are Bo
tswana’s most important export 
product, accounting for 60 percent 
of its export earnings in 1980.

The Selebi-Pikwe copper and 
nickel mines, which account for ap
proximately 20 percent of Botswa
na’s exports, are also experiencing 
financial difficulties.. Owing to low 
world mineral prices, the mines 
have rescheduled debt payments 
and have sought funds to cover op
erating costs.

The new budget introduced a 
sweeping austerity program, in
cluding a public sector wage freeze 
and the authorization of only 80 per-

threatened more acts of violence

Leabua Jonathan didjiot accede to 
’ demands for a UN-supervised gen

eral election.
. And in mid-March, a series of ex- 
plpsions rocked the capital, Ma- 
serb, part of an attack launched 
from South Africa, according to Ra
dio Lesotho. The Lesotho govern
ment has repeatedly accused Preto
ria of harboring the BCP rebels. The 
attacks were said to have been in 
the area of the barracks of the Leso
tho paramilitary force, which re
turned fire. {Sowetan, February 22 
and March 12, 1982.)

Mozambique
• The first national party congress, 
convened by the Frelimo central 
committee in mid-March, reaf
firmed Mozambique’s socialist 
commitment to “eliminate the un
derdevelopment in which we are 
living” by calling for a “mobiliza
tion of militants and workers.” 
However, Frelimo’s fourth party 
congress, to deal with Mozam
bique’s development strategy and

Malawi
• Attati Mpakati, leader of the op- 
(tosition Socialist League of Malawi 
(Lesoma), was deported from Zam-
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tended to 12 years, at the end of 
which every white man will be liable 
for call-up as a reservist or required 
to serve in At present, the govern
ment requires every white, male to 
serve two years of full-time active 
duty followed by regular call-ups of 
30 days annually for the next eight, 
years.

Now. the call-ups will be ex
tended to 12 years, at the end of 
which every white man will be liable 
for call-up as a reservist or required 
to serve in the local guard units, the 
commandos. Currently, there are 
65.000 active duty soldiers and 
100.000 active reservists. This will 
rise to 250.000 and the commando 
and other forces subject to mobili
zation could make a total of 800.000 
men.

The Defense Minister. Gen. Mag
nus Malan. said one of the main rea
sons for the expanded call-up is the 
possibility of a conventional mili
tary attack on South Africa from 
neighboring countries.

Initially, the draft legislation had 
included a plan to conscript Col- ' 
oureds (mixed-race people) and In- 
dians. but there was strong opposi
tion to this idea and it was dropped. 
Prime Minister Pieter Botha said 

'(here could not be compulsory mili
tary service for Coloureds because 
"they have no political rights at pre
sent." (London Gi/arc/ian. March 
24 and 27. 1982; Johannesburg Ra
dio. March 24 and 25. 1982; Johan
nesburg Star. March 20.1982.)' -

• With about 25 strikes recently in. 
the metal industry in the East and 
West Rand, the region where Jo
hannesburg is located, an employ
ers’ group has circulated guidelines 
in dealing with black laboY uprcst.

The Steel and Engineering Indus
tries Federation (Seifsa) has ad
vised companies employing alto
gether some 44,000 workers against 
the “overhasty use of ultimatums" 
and instead has stressed negotia
tions.

“It may be necessary to live with 
the stoppage until a negotiating 
body has been appointed by strikers 
and the nature of the grievances is 
known,” Seifsa advises.

Black union officials suggested 
the guidelines reflected a greater 
willingness toward defusing ten
sions rather than confrontation.

20,1982; Dar es Salaam Radio, Feb
ruary 26, 1982; New York Times, 
February 23, 1982.)

specifically*its economic relations 
with the West, was postponed until 
April 1983.

The March meeting was primarily 
concerned with strengthening party 
ideology and planning for the 1983 
congress. The governmerft, mean- 
tshile. has been increasingly con-, 
cemed with the reorganizatioij of 
Mozambique’s military forces in 
the face of continuing activity by 
the South African-backed Mozam
bique Resistance Movenynt 
(MRM). In February, President Sa- 
mora Machel appointed military 
commanders for each of the coun
try’s provinces and offered to arm 
citizens of the southern Inhambane ■. 
province to counter the rebels’ ac
tivities.

In additibn, Machel arranged for 
Tanzanian military advisers to re
place some Soviet personnel to 
combat the MRM. The importation 
of 200 Tanzanian advisers does not 
indicate a shift in Mozambique-So
viet relations, according to observ
ers. Rather the advisers were 
requested in line with the long his
tory of military cooperation be
tween Mozambique and Tanzania., 
as the tatter has'assisted in the de
fense of its neighbor’s borders in the 
past.

In March, Portuguese workers on 
a hydroelectric project in central 
Mozambique asked to be repatri
ated because of (he deteriorating se
curity situation arising from MRM 
sabotage attacK?. Mozambique also 
presented further documentation of 
South Africa’s support for the ' about 200 people from all over ; 
MRM. via documents recovered j South Africa, including the home- 
from a captured resistance base at j lands made “independent by Pre- [ 
Garagua. The papers reportedly ! toria. are being detained withgut i 
confirmed that Orlando Cristina, charges. In the firstThree months of | 
the first Portuguese secret police 1982, more than 40 people were de
agent to infiltrate Frelimo in Tanza- tained. (London Guardian. March 
nia in 1964. is acting as the “link- ' 27 and 30. 1982; Sowelan. March 
man" between the MRM and South 19. 1982.)
Africa, and that Zoabostad, 75 
miles south of the Mozambique bor
der in the northern Transvaal region 
of South Africa, is an MRM training 
base.

The Mozambique government 
believes that the MRM is regroup
ing in Malawi since the destruction 
of the Garagua base last December, 
despite an agreement between the 
two countries last year. (London 

- Guardian, March 13, 24 and 30,
1982; Maputo Radio. March 5 and

South Africa
• Three black trade unionists, 
members of the Motor Assemblers j 
and Component Workers Union in 
the Port Elizabeth area, where the 
auto industry is centered, were 
banned in March for two years each j 
after being released from nine | 
months’ detention. They are Sipo 1 
Pityana, Maxwell Madlingozi and | 

'Zandile Mjuza. !
A student at the, University of the ; 

Western Cape, Ebrahim Patel, was 
detained in March for the third time 
in three years. Patel was held for 
four months in 1980 under the Inter
nal Security Act and for three 
months under Section Six of the 
Terrorisrh Act in 1982. {.Sowelan, | 
March 25 and April 1,1982.)

• Eight young whites were released ; 
in March after six months’ detention 
without charges and will appear as 
state witnesses against three other 
white detainees who will be charged 
under the Terrorism Act.

Among the freed detainees is Dr. 
Liz Floyd, the woman who lived 
with Dr. Neil Aggett. the trade un
ionist who died in police detention 
in February.

The trial defendants are Barbara 
Hogan. 30, Alan Fine, 28, and Ce
dric Mayson. .54.

According to figures compiled by 
the Institute of Race Relations,

I
y- •

• South Africa is expanding its mil
itary draft to include all white men 
aged between 17 and 60, almost 
doubling the size of the armed 
forces.

At present, the government re
quires every white male to serve 
two years of full-time active" duty 
followed by regular call-ups of 30 
days annually for the next eight 
years.

Now, the call-ups will be ex-
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budget for fiscal f983 last mo'nth 
that holds spending increases to 
11.5 percent, within the inflation 
rate of 14 percent.

As usual, the biggest chunk of 
spending is on defense, $2.7 billion, 
but that is only 8 percent over last 
year’s expenditure. Allocations for 
the police, hod'ever. jumped 38 per
cent to $482 million. Ten years ago. 
the government spent only $260 mil
lion on defense.

a background document to the 
Swazi budget, “the expansion of 
sugar production may not have 
been in the best interests of the 
country." {Financial Times. March 
10, 1982.)

According to the Metal and Allied 
Workers’ Union (Mawu), which is 
involved in many of the strikes, the 
stoppages have centered on wages 
and a reje«tion of industry-wide 
bargaining through the government 
set-up industrial councils.

A Mawu spokesman said: “Al
though some employers have 
granted increases, the majority in 
the metal industry have refused un
til after the industrial council nego
tiations.” Mawu, like all unions af
filiated to the Federation of South 
African Trade Unions, insists on 
plant-level bargaining. “The old, 
discredited system cannot just be 
imposed from above and be ex
pected to gain credibility,” said the 
spokesman. (Johannesburg Star, 
March 27, 1982; Sowetah, March 
24,1982.)

• Harvard University, which had 
been considering altering its policy 
of automatically selling off bonds 
and certificates of deposit in banks 
which lend money to the South Afri
can government, has reaffirmed the 
policy. ^

The move followed several 
weeks of student protests and a vote 
by a committee of students, faculty 
and alumni that said the-policy 
should remain. {New York Times, 
March 16. 1982.)

Zimbabwe
• South Africa has renewed a pref
erential trade agreement with Zim
babwe, but at the same time it has 
been gradually repatriating Zimbab- 

Although the budget will not hit ‘he expiration of their la-
hard at low-income whites and borcontracts. 
blacks, it followed a series of mea^ The trade agreement covep al- 
sures that already have: increase of two-thirds of Zimbabwe s ex-
the sales tax to 5 percent, higher Ir

^fce^Slin"^ “ LTiJtd%“Tnding th';
in the price of gasoline. agrefementwould-have "serious and

Spending for education was m- far-reaching effects” on industry, 
creased, with blacks share rising Western diplomats said that pres- 

,$100 million to $476 million. And Reagan administra-
pensions received an increase, with contributed to South Africa’s
blacks getting an extra $9 fer $49 | decision to renew after Pretoria had 
monthly, whitesgetting$16for^$l-38 j given notice it was terminating the 

1 monthly, and Coloureds (mixed- 
race people) and Asians receiving 
$12 more for $83 a month. (Johan
nesburg Star. March 27. 1982; So- 

1 uem/i, March 25. 1982.)

arrangement.
About 4,000 Zimbabweans have 

been repatriated since last year and 
another 16,000 are expected to be 
deported from South Africa by the 
middle of 1983. The South African 
government claims thatnhe repatri
ations are the “wish of the Zimbab
wean government” because it failed 
to renew a labor agreement.

However, the Zimbabwean gov- 
«nmeht has said it ended only the 
•agreement for recruiting Zimbab
weans to work in South Africa’s 
mines and did not take steps affect
ing workersrin commerce or indus
try or farm workers and domestics. 
South Africa has included these ca
tegories in its repatriations.

Zimbabwe’s Minister of Labor 
and Social-Welfare. Kumbirai Kan- 
gai, said, “This is part of the price 
we must be prepared to pay for the

Swaziland
• The Swazi sugar co^lexi Simu- 
nye. will receive an estimated $ 10 to 
$16 million in aid from the govern
ment under the 1982-83 budget be
cause of the precipitous drop in 
world sugar prices. ' '

Ninety-five percent of Swazi* ' 
land’s sugar is exported and the 
commodity accounts for about one- 
half of the country’s export earn
ings. Ihe two-year-old parastalSl 
faces a $5 mjllion drop in revenue 
this year, dbwn from $13 million in 
1981 to a projected $8 million.

The Swazi government has had to
provide Simunye with the working libdf^tion of Africa. It is quite clear 
capital for its economic viability— that the apartheid regime is taking

. amounting to $25 million in the last unilateral action to abrogate legal
two years—to satisfy conditions of contracts of workers." 
the company’s* 12 shareholders 
which include Coca-Cola, the Nige- Africa’s Black Sash service organi- 
ria government, Tate and Lyle, the , ?rzation, said that black Zimbab- 
Commonwealth Development Cor-, |-*eans are "being discarded” in

contrast to the" treatment of white - * 
Zimbabweans fleeing their country 
who are given permanent residence 
in South Africa. {Financial Times, 
March 19, 1982; on., March 
16.1982.)

• The Nieman Foundation at Har
vard University has awarded its 
Louis Lyons Award for conscience 
and integrity in Journalism to a 
banned black South African jour
nalist.

Joe Thioloe. 40. banned from 
working as a journalist in January 
1981. is the first foreign national to 
receive the award. Thioloe was also 
detained twice in Jhe late 1970s 
when he worked for the World, now 

** banned, and the Post, closed under 
threat of banning in 1980.

, ' ■ The black journalists’ union, the
Media Workers’ Association of 
South Africa, said in a statement: 
“Mr. Thioloe is indeed a journalist 
of international standing and it is in 
many ways a sad commentary on 
this country that it will not celebrate 
his success.” {Sowetan, March 24 
and 26, 1982.)

Sheena Duiia, an official of South

poration. as well as the Swazi gov
ernment.

Simunye has come under criti
cism for its contribution to employ
ment opportunities and its growing 

' drain on public funds. According to
• The South African government 
unveiled an $18 billion austerity
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Che International Advisory Committee of the Chase Man- • 
hattan Bank. The trip was planned by Don Palmer, Chase 
senior vice-ptgsident and director for Africa. In addition to 
Don. 1 wSs^compan^ by Frank Stankawl, Chase's, 
executive vice-president and director of the bank's Intefha- 
tional Department, as well as several other .senior officials.
Each of the tbuntries'^ visited .were ones with whom the « 
bank does business.
.While the economic situation in-each country differed 

from place to place, 1 came away with^he distinct feeling 
that all would be happy to have more private investment, 
particularly investment from the V/est? Nations like Nigeria, 
the Ivory Coast, Senegal,,and Cameroon already have sub
stantial foreign investrnem. By the same^oken, encouraging 
greater foreign participation also seemed very much on the 
minds of government leaders in Zimbabwe, Guinea, and 
Angola. .
"^'^iculture is-a key issue everywhere.. Generally speak
ing, the ability of the African nations to be self-sufticiew^in 
food production has declined since their independence^he 
area of agriculture may be a prime one where outside assis
tance from both public and private sources can be benefi-

• cial. •
li^ this conterlt, I stressed te'the leaders 1 met that if they

• ward more private investment, an essential^ first step is to 
, create a climate that would make such investment attractive.

AFRICA REPORT: One country you did not vkit was 
Zaire. How do you view its jxilitical and economic future? 
•ROCKEFELLER: Since we did not visit Zaire. 1 am less 
familiar with the current situation theft. Obviously. Zaire,

I like several other nations in Africa, is experiencing eco»

iel^AFRICA REPORT: Does Africa represent a fruitfuyie _ 
f^ American investment? In broad terms, whaff^ the 
positive and negatives aspects of such investment? 
ROCKEFELLER: The short answer is that Africa does, 
indeed, represent a fruitful field for^itfefican investment. 
Having wid that, let me add that, in many instances, 
realizing on that investment may take some time.

Clearly, many nations in Africa are rich in agricultural 
and minersl wealth. Several, such as Angola, Cameroon, 
Gabon, the Ivory Coash and Nigeria, also have oil weahh.
So for the long term, 1 am optimistic." . '

For the short term, however, African economies are suf-. .
■ fering aloi?| with the global economy. Commodity prices 

severely deprtssed. Oil prices have leveled off and are
declining. Inflation has become a global phenomenon. And 
developing countries, in general, have not sustained the •

' • growth rates of the 1960s and are burdened by growing debt 
service. _ .

I believe the key element in riding out the current de
pressed condition and expanding African economies

■ the longer term is their commitment to give as free rein as 
possible to the private sector and to establish a healthy bal- . 
ance between private and public sector development..
AFRICA REPORXt You recently completed a lO-ndtion 
tour of Africa, ilow did you determine #hic'h 10 countries 
out of^over 50 to visit? Could you comment briefly on the 
economic situation in each of thg 10 countries and prospects 
for U.S. investment?
ROCKEFELLER: Our three-week, 10-natioh tour was 
truly,eye opening. 1 made the trip in my role as chairman of
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South Africa in supporting UNITA and the presence of Cuban 
troops and Soviet advisors must be dealt with by our two gov
ernments.

As to African socialisrri, I am convinced that socialism 
for most of the African leaders 1 talked with meant a very 
specialized thing, namely social justice, which has little to 
do with Marxism. Indeed, I think,socialism in Africa is 
more labels and trappings than reality. Most of the govern
ment leaders with whom we talked are very much in favor • 
of foreign private investment.

As to the U.S. government's roJe in Angola, 1 believe 
that is an issue that should probably be addressed* by our 
government rather than by any private citizen.
AFRICA REPORT: What is your view of apartheid in 
South Africa? How cad the West help to end this system? 
What is your view on disinvestment? Should the United 
States back subversion against the Pretoria government? 
ROCKEFELLER: Apartheid in SoutlrAflriW is anathema 
to all the nations of black Africa. Unless Namibia becomes 
independent in a relatively short period of time, the risks of 
mounting tension in southern Africa seem inevitable, A 
peaceful solution in Namibia in which the United States 
plays a positive role, however, would be seen very favora
bly in the 'rest of Africa and would go some distance in 
making ouratole with South Africa more acceptable.

I think most people in the United States abhor apartheid. 
The Chase Manhattan Bank, for example, has had a policy 
fpr. a number of years not to loan money to the South Afri- , 
can government or to its parastatals. '

1 would not favor an economic boycott of South Africa or 
disinve.stment. 1 do not think this would help the non-whites 
in South Africa. Indeed, Chase Manhattan helped finance a 
private institution, established to make loans to those wish
ing to purchase homes in Soweto. This kind of investment, 
in my judgment, is in the best interests of the black people 
in South Africa. I fear that sanctions against the South Afri
can government would only encourage it to become more 
intractable in its positions.

I personally believe that the current D.S. pplicy of "con
structive engagement" with South Africa could prove to be 
effective.
AFRICA REPORT: How do you see the future of 
Namibia? Would you expect to do business there if there is 
SWAPO government?
ROCKEFELLER: Here again, I believe the United States 
wants, just as much as the African Frontlme states do. to see 
a peaceful Namibian settlement. I believe our State Depart
ment is working toward that goal.

As to doing business with whatever government ascends 
to power in Namibia, that will very much depend on the 
government's own view of the importance of foreign in
vestment in its country and the climate for investment that is 
created.

nomic difficulties—particularly due to depressed commod
ity prices. To right itself, Zaire will have to ado|JI a rigorous 
program of economic belt-tightening. Given their depen
dence on copper imports for foreign exchange, they would 
greatly benefit from an increase in the world price of cop
per.
AFRICA REPORT: How would you like political and ec
onomic relations to develop between the United States and 
Angola? How do you feel about dealing with Marxist and 
other s^^ialist states in Africa and elsewhere? Should the 

' U-S. government back subversion against the Angolan au
thorities?
ROCKEFELLER: 1 fully support the current efforts of the, 
United States government to meet with the Angolan gov
ernment toward the ultimate normalization of relations be
tween the two dountries. 1 think this would be in everyone's 
best interest. In aich a normalization of relations, the role of

V

'St'

“Agricultur* ft a key taaua avarywhara," and outalda 
aaalatanca from public a'nd privatf aourcaa can ba 
banaficlal

AFRICA REPORT: The Reagan administration is reduc
ing aid to developingTcountries and would like to see private
sector initiatives make up the difference. How do you 
that policy?

- . ROCKEFELLER: I very much agree with President Rea-.*
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David Rockefeller meeting with President Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia in Lusaka

AFRICA REPORT: Do you have any comments to make 
about your African trip that tiave nof been covered in previ
ous questions? i
ROCKEFELLER: Much has been surmised about the 
extent of communist influence in Africa; The clear impres
sion I got from speaking with leaders in places like Zim
babwe. Angola, and Guinea was that these nations increas
ingly are becoming disillusioned with the Soviet Union. In
deed. virtually all of the leaders we spoke with seek closer 
economic and commercial ties with the United States. ' 

Given the importance of Africa economically today, the 
United States—both government and business—has paid. I 
believe, too little attention to that vast continent. We know 
too little of what is going on there. Indeed, when someone 
pays African nations a visit, their leaders and their people 
respond warmly, apparently realizing that there are much 
greater opportunities in working with the West than with the 
Soviets. Accordingly, they seek mote understanding and 
support from the United States. And in my view, given the 
ttemendous. long-run potential of the nations of Africa. I 
think our country should be willing to provide the kind of 
understanding and the degree of support that will convince 
these nations of the failure of the communist system com
pared to the promise of the free enterprise system.

gan's statement,at the Canciin Summit that the economic 
freedom of the Individual is perhaps the most vital ingre
dient in economic success. 1 do not believe that America's
renewed emphasis on private investment spells an end either 
to our commitment to direct aid or our support for the great 
international lending institutions. On the ccjntrary. eco
nomic well-being, our strategic requiremenKnsitifwr ethi
cal values all continue to compel us to work to dombat pav- 
erty and hunger through multilateral and direct bilateral 
means.

1 personally believe the greatest benefits accrue when pri
vate. bilateral, and multilateral institutions offer assistance 
together—ideally in a coordinated manner.
AFRICA REPORT: Many poor African states have 
chronic deficits. Some African countries are facing debt re
payment problems. How do you see these problems being 
resolved?
ROCKEFELLER: 1 guess the short answer is that 1 see 
these problems being resolved slowly and painfully. 
Clearly, the debt problems of some nations will take a long 
time to work out. However, with the mineral and agricul
tural resources that many of these nations possess, they have 
the ability—given more favorable economic conditions—to 
work their way out of their problems.

«»•
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proof of their spirit of generosity at a 
time when aid to Africa from the rich 
industrial countries falls short of meet
ing the basic needs of the continent.

Africa in fact has emerged as a new 
dimension to Arab aid to the developing 
world. Africa has not yet completed its ■ 'j,
process of political, economic, and 
cultural renaissance. Africa suffers 
from drought, famine, malnutrition, 
disease, poverty, and illiteracy. It is 
very much in the crossfire of ideologi
cal conflicts while the forces of inter
national rapacity .gain new momentum 
a&the two superpowers compete to grab 

'the continent's rich and unexploited 
natural resources. The question must 
indeed be put as to how political stabil
ity, peace, and justice can be achieved 
as long as the Africans find themselves 
in such conditions. How can firm unity 
be brought about among the Third 
World countries, the South, if Africa 
remains a bargaining counter for the big 
powers and even for the ‘ ‘small” pow
ers?

aid. Those achievements have only 
been possible thanks-to the dedication 
shown by both patties, Arab and Afri
can, and the positive and serious com
mitment of the bilateral and multilateral 
Arab and Islamic agencies concerned, 
such as the Islamic Development Bank 
and OPEC Eund for International De
velopment. Such institutions have 
committed their human and financial 
resources for the benefit of African de
velopment.

As may be seen from a recent study 
of “Afro-Arab Cooperation Program 
for Development in Africa” (BADEA 
Khartoum, February 1981), Arab aid to 
Africa over the past six or seven years is 
estimated to have amounted to about $6 
billion. The study gives cfetails on the 
sources of this aid as well as its sectoral 
and geographical distribution. It high
lights the economic and financial ad-. 
vantages of Arab aid compared with as
sistance supplied by the rich industrial 
countries, which nonetheless bear the 
historical responsibility for helping 
Africa. The expansion of Arab aid 
commitment to Africa in 1380 to almost 
$1.5 billion provides additional evi
dence of the dynamic approach and se
rious commitment given to this cooper
ation by the Arabs, as the extent and 
rate of the aid go well beyond anything 
expected at the time of the first Afro- 
Arab Summit Conference in Cairo in 
March 1977. The role of Arab Gulf 
States deserves special mention as their 
continuous financial and moral support 
for the cooperation gives yet another

I-" couree of the past few years,
A Afro-Arab cooperation, a 
zontal” partnership of two com
munities of people belonging to the 
Third World, has witnessed unpre
cedented progress. In spite of un- 
favorable financial and monetary cir
cumstances, political conflict among 
the Arab as well as among the African 
countries and of a campaign of sabotage • 
conducted by hostile forces, Afro-Arab 
cooperation has continually drawn its 
strength fiibm the awareness shared by 
the Arab Sand African peeple of their 
common destiny as well as their being 
part of the developing world. The re
sults of this cooperation are now plain 
to see in;the international arena. 
i^The Arab and African assemblies 
have at their highest levels consistently^^ 
paid tribute to and voiced appreciatidp " 
of the progress and achievements of 
cooperation that only began very re
cently. Those assemblies of heads of 
state and;government or at the level of 
foreign ministers or other officials have 
demonstrated by their resolutions that 
Afrp-Arab cooperation is no longer a 

■ ^dream or;a prolnise, but a tangible teal- 
' ity, notably in the area of development

"hori-

For us, however, the question is 
posed differently. How can we involve 
Africans and Arabs into a common 
venture for mutual friendship and sol
idarity based on the great economic; fi
nancial, cultural, and human resources 
of the two peoples? We would not be 
ible to do so if Africa were to be left 
alone to face its dangers and chal
lenges.

If the‘capitalist West and the com- ^ 
munist East in the long rtin plan to bring 
Africans and Arabs into their camps

i

i Dr. Chedly Ayarl is president and direc
tor-general of the Arab Bank for Economic 
Development in Africa (BADEA). head
quartered in Khartoum, Sudan. This article 
is excerpted from "A New Scope for Afro- 
Arab Cooperation," published by BADEA 
in December 1981.

i
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The first Afro-Arab Summit Confer- 
held in Cairo in March 1977

in Africa. The unity we have all been 
waiting for so long, the strength and 
international influence to which we as
pire, can only be achieved by the 
Afro-Arab group with the help of a 
long-term action plan, a program thdf 
takes accounr of the true situation and 
potentialities. 'Such a plan must also 
have the Support of appropriate institu
tions and machinery and be sustained 
by vvell-coordinated policies. It is no 

, simple matter to work out and imple
ment such a plan. Tangible results will 
certainly not be achieved by turning out 
mere blueprints.

Both Arab and African groups of 
states have highly developed collective 
and regional organizations as well as 
ties with outside agencies and group
ings. They also now have specific joint 
organs designed to encourage and 
strengthen relations between the two 
communities. It stands to reason that no 
systematic or planned Afro-Arab coop
eration is possible without a full in
volvement of the political authorities 
and their respective organizations.

and try to impose on them their respec
tive political and social philosophies,- 
would it then not be logical and reason
able that the Arabs and Africans should 
jointly resist these schemes and work 
out a long-term political and economic 

: partnership? Such a question may seem 
superfluous to those who believe that 
Afro-Arab cooperation is indispensable 
and who perceive the reality of the em
ergent partnership and the imponance 
and influence, it has already been 
exerting on Arab international at
titudes, especially in fegard to the Third 
World, The idea is not that the Arab 

, countries' should replace the West or 
East or the international community as 
a whole, in ensuring development and 
security to Africa, or that Afro-Arab 
cooperation should be directed against 
other countries. In my view no group
ing of countries can achieve success 
unless it is open to others, including the 
Western and Eastern industrial coun- 

. tries that are historically, politically, 
and morally responsible for helping de
velopment and social political stability

ence
created a number of organs and a joint 
Afro-Arab consultation machinery to
implement the program of cooperation 
adopted at the conference to cover po
litical, economic, financial, social, 
cultural, and information fields. Two of 
these joint institutions are the Coordi
nation Committee and the Standing 
Commission. The Coordination Com
mittee comprises the secretary-gen
erals of the League of Arab States 
and the Organization of African Unity, 
the head of the Arab Group of Ministers 
of the 12 countries constituting the 
Arab partner in the Standing Commis
sion, and the head of the African group 
of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of 
the 12 countries constituting the Afri
can partner in the commission. Also 
participating in the deliberations of the 
Toordination Committee are Arab and 
African agencies concerned with 
AfroTArab cooperation, including the 
Arab Banjc for Economic Development 
in Africa (BADEA). The principal

President Shegerl of Nigeria {left) with King Khelld of Saudi Arabia: “Afro-Arab cooperation la a tangibla raallty, notably ,
In the area of development eld"

, >-*
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the freezing of the Standing Commis- ' 
sion, which is the main organ of coop-" 
eration between the two communities, 
has slowed down the political momen
tum needed to carry on a strong pro
gram of action.

However much we may agree with 
the importance given to cooperation for 
development as a means of achieving 
the objectives set by the two com
munities, the partnership should not be 
confined to financial transfers, no mat
ter how large or generous. While, inour 
view, good cooperation involves the 
supply of financial resources it should 
also entail close ties in the political and 
cultural fields. If the Afro-Arab 
partnership were to rely solely on Arab 
financial aid this would mean that 
mutual cooperation will decline when 
the transfers diminish, as they well 
might. The cooperation ought indeed to 
be rooted in a political commitment, 
springing from an unshakable aware
ness shared by the partners of their 
common destiny and interests. It also 
means a joint endeavor by the two 
communities, the Arab and the African, 
knowing that such cooperation will be a 
source of political, economic, and cul
tural challenges they face. Any cooper
ation would be doomed to failure if it 
were to lack the indispensable spiritual 
and human content or the political 
depth.

Furthermore, if such cooperation is 
to provide a basis for joint.Afro-Arab 
activities, it must necessarily branch 
out into the areas of joint ventures and 
trade and should bring into play the pri
vate sectors of the two sides. But this 
calls for appropriate political decisions 
made at the right time. In order that a 
comprehensive concept for such coop
eration may be implemented, activities 
ought to be launched in the two respec
tive regions to highlight the issues fac
ing each other. It would also be impor
tant to encourage mutual contacts be
tween the young people of the two sides 
as well as between African and Arab in
stitutions of higher education. This too 
requires political decisions. The re
sponsibility for carrying out these tasks 
rests with the Standing Commis
sion—this being the main political

Before suspending its activities, the

well as financial support in the present 
circumstances. Such support would 
strengthen relations between the Arab 
League and the OAU and would result 
in joint activities financed by both or
ganizations. The Afro-Arab Coordina
tion Committeo is first of all a political 
assembly. At the moment it is-the only 
joint political organ that is active in the 
field of Afro-Arab cooperation. It is 
also the only organization enabling the 
two parties to follow up joint actions 
and undertake consultations about ur
gent economic and political issues. .

The Standing Commission of Afro- 
Arab Cooperation is the main organ for 
political and economic coordination 
between the two groups. Although it 
has been possible to maintain contacts 
with the help of the Coordination 
Committee, the freezing of the Stand
ing Commission activities after the 
Arab Baghdad Summit has created a 
large political vacuum, since for over 
three years the 24 African foreign 
ministers have not had the chance to 
meet and discuss joint Afro-Arab ac
tivities in the political, cultural, and de
velopment fields. It is true that the 
conferences of the League o£ Arab 
States, those of the OAU, or of the 
United Nations or the movement of 
nonaligned countries, have been pro
viding the opportunity for the Arab and 
African representatives to meet and 
discuss matters of mutual interest. Yet

function of the Coordination Commit
tee is to follow up the progress of 
Afro-Arab cooperation. It is also 
eharged with convening the Ministerial 

■ Standing Commission. Since 1977 the 
Coordination Committee has held five 
meetings, the last in Khartoum in 
March 1981.

The importance aftd weight of the 
Coordination Committee have been 
further enhanced by the fact that other 
joint institutions for Afro-Arab cooper
ation, in particular file Afro-Arab 
Summit Conference and the Standing 
Commission, were unable to meet be
cause of political reasons. After the 
Baghdad Arab League Summit Confer- 

that decided inter alia that noence
Afro-Arab meeting be held with the 
presence of the Egyptians, the Coordi
nation Committee remained the only 
institution with the important task of 
maintaining a link between the League 
of Arab States and the Organization of • 
African Unity (OAU) in the areas of 
consultation and coordination of vari
ous political, economic, and informa- 

activities. The Coordinationtion
Committee meetings afford a good op
portunity for the representatives of the 
two groups to discuss issues of common 
interest and to reaffirm the determina
tion of the two brotherly commuftities 
to reinforce their mutual cooperation.
We strongly believe that this important 
committee should be given moral as

BADEA hai prepared a aludy for Arab action to aid the Sahel drought zone
body.
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Standing Commission had met four 
times, in certain Arab and African cap
itals. The commission did not actually 
attempt to solve any substafeial issues 
pertaining to Afro-Arab cooperation, 
but it represented an important link 
whose absence over the past three years 
must be a matter of regret. The reason 
why the commission’s activities were 
discontinued was the presence of 
Egypt, an Afro-Arab country, in the 
group of 12 Africamco 
to a boycott on thelpart of the Arab 
group of all meeting of the commis
sion as long as Egypt remained a 
member of the African delegation. 
Without debating on political consid
erations we believe it is very important, 
and indeed quite natural, that the Afri
can side should carry out a reshuffle of 
its representation, as this appears to be a 
problem standing in the way of future 
Afro-Arab cooperation. A change of 
membership in the group would give 
other African countries an opportunity 
to participate. This, incidentally, has 
been normal practice on the Arab side 
where membership in the Standing 
Commission is periodically reviewed. 
Fortunately the OAU Summit held in 
Nairobi in July 1981 accepted the re-

*
I'*ountries. This led m
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1981 OAU summit In Nairobi; The OAU wants a pledging conference of Arab states 
to help implement the Lagos Plan

The Extraordinary African Summit 
Conference held in April 1980 in Lagos 
adopted a comprehensive development 
plan for the continent, extending until 
the year 2000. The plan contains a de
tailed strategy for African economic 
and social development and represents 
an important guideline for joint Afro- 
Arab action in the political as well as in 
the economic field. In fact, the Lagos 
Plain is a very ambitious development 
program, embodying Africa’.^ dreams.
It can, it is true, be criticized for not 
being sufficiently realistic and for not 
providing a reasoned analysis of the 
avitilable resources for aid, which are 
far less th^n required, either to imple
ment the huge program for infrastruc
ture, industry, and agriculture pro
grams , or to fulfill the great design of an 
African Common Market in 2000. In 
spite of its shortcomings, however, the 
Lagos Plan of Action does represent an 
important strategy for development, in 1 
that it is the first essay of a comprehen
sive development plan for Africa, and it 
represents an important document of 
reference for Africa’s development 
needs and for the economic and social 
pfiorities of the continent for the next 
20 years. The secretary-general of the

JOINT AFRO-ARAB WORKING 
PROGRAM

We should now like to put forward 
broad principles and guidelines for 
Afro-Arab cooperation in the coming 
year. The Afro-Arab working program 
should rest on the following proposi
tions:

placement of Egypt and Algeria by 
Tunisia and Morocco as African mem
bers of the^ Standing Commission.

'chief Afro-Arab as- 
ow be reactivated and

Thus, the W 
semblies shou 
the serious 
Afro-Arab di 
sumed and strengthened. While it ap
pears to be inconceivable that an 
Afro-Arab Summit Conference could

• The "Lagos Plan of Action" for Af
rica development (April 1980) and 
the “Amman Plan" accepted by the 
11th Arab Summit Conference as re
gional development program, to be 
adopted as basic documents of refer-

in charting Afro-Arab eco
nomic cooperation.

• Joint action to be intensified with 
special emphasis on African subre
gional groupings and taking into 
consideration the degree of devel
opment (or lack of it) in the African 
countries concerned.

• Joint action to be particularly con
centrated on agriculture, energy, and 
development of African human re
sources.

ipdfecal vacuum filled; 
Stogue would then be re-

ence
be convened under the present cir
cumstances. this should not prevent an 
intensive political dialogue from taking 
place in the said two assemblies or po
litical decisions being taken to consoli
date the political, social, cultural, and 
economic cooperation between Afri
cans and Arabs. The Standing Com
mission’s role is that of a bridge be
tween the Arab League and the OAU as 
well as between Afro-Arab Summit 
Conferences, these being the supreme 
decision-making organs. For these rea
sons the Standing Commission de
serves, in our view, to be reactivated on 
a sound basis and enabled to perlorm its 
functions.

• Strengthening commercial ex
changes and studying private sector 
potential in Afro-Arab cooperation.

• Developing stronger Afro-Arab . u
links in the areas of culture and in- OAU has appealed to all Arab counmes

to convene a “pledging conference" information.
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onomic Community for West Africa 
(ECWA). There are similar organiza
tions for southern African countries and 
the Great Lakes countries. The latter 
organization comprises Zaire, Burundi, 
and Rwanda.

These subregional groupings are of 
special significance to Afro-Arab 
cooperation in two respects. First, they 
provide ready-made structures to which 
external assistance can be channeled as 
these groupings have been set up with 
the objective of achieving coordinate 
policies and development programs 
amo'ng African countries of similar ec
onomic conditions. This also means 
that joint regional development projects 
can be drawn up involving two or more 
countries in the subregion. Secondly, 
these groupings are In a better position 
to supply the aid-givers with detailed 
economic information on the countries 
concerned and act as data banks for ec
onomic and social information as well. 
Cooperation with these subregional or
ganizations will in no way replace 
bilateral relations between individual 
Arab and African countries, but will 
give such relations wider scope and a 
deeper dimension.

As an example, the Arab cooperation 
with the CILSS countries has in De
cember 1980 registered remarkable- 
progress, illustrated by the conference, 
hosted by Kuwait, of the Sahel coun
tries and Arab and non-Arab develop
ment agencies concerned with the sub- 
region. At this conference the interna
tional aid strategy to the Sahelian 
countries, including Arab-Sahelian 
cooperation, was discussed. BADEA 
was asked to prepare an economic re
port on the Sahel and a perspective plan 
for Arab action in the zone over the 
coming years. BADEA has now com
pleted the study and will shortly submit 
it for review to the Arab aid agencies. 
The aim of the study is to explore the 
development requirements in a number 
of African countries regarded as among 
the poorest and least developed in the 
world. Its purpose is also to project a 
program of cooperation between the 
Arab and Sahel countries in the coming 
years. This should help bring about 
joint development action for the benefit 
of the cdtjjitries concerned as part of an 
agreed, realistic Afro-Arab plan with a

African countries share the problems of 
poverty, low income, and underdevel
opment, they differ in the size of popu
lation, economic progress, and in the 
rate of nutritional, health, and educa-

order to help implement the Lagos 
Plan. But in our opinion this kind of 
conference would be premature as the 
plan requires a detailed and thorough 
study. It would also be necessary to re- 
lat^he plan to the present and future 
development potentials and translate it 
into workable programs that can be im
plemented in stages, in a suitable man
ner.

The 5-year Amman Plan for Arab 
Economic Integration provides an 
example of an inter-Arab economic and 
social action. In comparison with the 
African Plan it is less ambitious and less 
costly. But like the African program it 
needs more studying in order that as
pects of integration in the fields of ag
riculture. nutrition, industry, and ser
vices can be specified and analyzed in 
depth. Seeing that the Arab countries 
now have their integrated development 
plan and the African countries have 
drawn up their development strategy to 
the year 2000, it is only logical that the 
two parties should familiarize them
selves with each other's plan. We sug
gest that a symposium of African and 
Arab intellectuals and economists be 
held in order to examine the two plans 
and indicate the directions in which 
joint action and cooperation should 
proceed. This indeed is what the Afri
can group had proposed and what was 
endorsed by the Coordination Com
mittee at its meeting in Khartoum in 
March 1981. After the study has been 
completed a working paper will be 
submitted to the League of Arab States 
and to the Organization of African 
Unity. The councils of the respective 
organizations should first examine the 
proposals and then submit them to the 
Standing Commission.
DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION 
WITH REGIONAL AND 
SUBREGIONAL GROUPINGS IN 
AFRICA

According to the UN and the World 
Bank statistics the majority of the 
world's poor and needy countries are to 
be found in Africa. These countries are 
marked by extreme poverty, famine, 
illiteracy, malnutrition, and economic 
stagnation. This is also the reason why 
Africa has been attracting particular 
attention of multilateral and bilateral 
development agencies. Although all the

I
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President Diouf of Senegal arriving for 
the Islamic Conference In Saudi 
Arabia: “Afro-Arab unify can only be 
achieved by a long-term action plan"

tional standards. Indeed, the diversity 
of the problems faced by these coun
tries has led them to form regional 
groupings and organizations in order to 
tackle development problems in line 
with prevailing local conditions. Thus, 
the Inter-State Committee for the Con
trol of Drought in the Sahel (CILSS) 
was set up to group eight African coun
tries suffering from a lack of resofirces 
and recurrent drought.

A number of important subregional 
groupings have recently emerged, such 
as the Economic Community for West 
African States (ECOWAS) and the Ec-
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munities, is called upon to respond to 
this challenge. What is required is not 
only an increase in the level of the pre
sent aid effort, but also a comprehen
sive joint plan to redress the worsening 
situation. Furthermore, a strong and 
consistent Arab initiative and action 
would create the right climate for 
non-Arab aid to flow in. What is most 
important is the identification of the 
neediest countries that require a special 
approach in aid-giving and special aid 
programs.

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE, HUMAN 
RESOURCES, ENERGY

Like any other deveioping region 
Africa needs comprehensive and total 
economic development, especially in 
the fields of agriculture, industry, in
frastructure, services, and social devel
opment. Yet, there are three major de
velopment areas where action is par
ticularly urgent for the survival of Afri
can countries: food and agriculture, 
human resources, and energy.

The desperate need for improvement 
of agriculture and increase of domestic 
food supplies scarcely needs emphasis 
by us. Studies m^de by international fi
nancial organizations, especially by the 
World Bank and FAO, provide alarm
ing figures on the shortfalls in African 
food production and the resulting de
ficits in the payments of these coun
tries. Grave shortfalls in agricultural 
and food production are not confined to 
Africa; they also quite commonly occur 
in several Arab countries. But failures 
of agricultural production are particu
larly disastroiis’lin Africa where they 
affect human beihgs with a terrible in
tensity. This situation has made the

problem of food supplies for Africa the 
foremost concern of international or
ganizations for development, notably 
the UN agencies and the World Bank. 
Shipment of thousands of tons of food 
to Africa can only be a palliative and, 
while meeting part of the current re
quirements for human nutrition, is cer
tainly not the correct solution from a 
long-term point of view.

Although the Arab countries may not 
have the agricultural wealth , or 
surpluses of food to send to African 
brothers, they do have financial re
sources and agricultural land that would 
make possible the implementation of an 
integrated agricultural and food pro
duction program. But Afro-Arab ag
ricultural plans should not be viewed in 
isolation from the rest of the world. 
Western as well as Eastern countries 
ought to be associated with this en
deavour, particularly by providing 
technological and technical assistance. 
What is urgently needed in this respect 
is to start a long-term joint action in the 
area of agricultural and food production 
and take all the necessary meawres for 
the development of the sector. Arab 
countries in fact have a wide experience 
in farming and now possess individual 
and regional organizations operating in 
this field.

We suggest that an Afro-Arab con
ference be convened especially for ag
ricultural development and pro- 
duction under the aegis of the Arab Or- / 
ganization for Agricultural Develop
ment (AOAD) and the UN’s Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO). The 
meeting would discuss both short- and 
long-term solutions. In order to give the 
conference due political weight it >

long-term outlook. If such approach 
proves to be adequate, it should also be 
adopted in establishing aid programs 
for other subregional groupings-in Af
rica, however different may be their 
problems and their ability to absorb 
capital.

Our interest in African subregional 
groupings stems from the fact that we 
believe in their utility. We should en
courage these groupings by supplying 
them with financial and technical as
sistance, making this a permanent fea
ture of Afro-Arab cooperation for de
velopment. Yet, it should be recog
nized that Africa’s need for Arab aid 
varies from country to country. There 
are countries that are unable to safe
guard a minimum standard of living 
for their populations, which is the 
case, among others, of Mali, Senegal, 
Equatorial Guinea, Cape Verde, Com
oros, Madagascar, and Uganda. Hardly 
a day passes without a fresh warning 
being sounded by international organi
zations about the gravity of the situa
tion, the serious incidence of malnutri
tion, and low levels of health and 
hygiene. Stability and welfare of these 
countries spell out stability and welfare 
of the entire continent as the countries 
concerned occupy geographical posi
tions that are politically, culturally, and 
strategically important not only to the 
rest of Africa but to the world as a 
whole. These counties desperately 
need intensive aid in order to meet their 
urgent and long-term needs, although it 
is the former that Africa as a whole is 
now regarding as a priority. Afro-Arab 
cooperation, inspired by ah integral 
moral outlook and an awareness of a 
common destiny for the two com-

i

Th« “Amman Plan” waa adopted aa an Arab regional davalopmant program at the 11th Arab Summit In Jordan
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the governments, because at a time 
when Arab development agenciesliave 
been devoting billions of dollars in the 
form of soft loans or grants for im
provement of infrastructure, transport, 
communication, agriculture, and in
dustry in Africa, non-Arab interests, 
particularly Western, do profit from the 
opportunities offered by the African 
private sector. Of course, the Arab help 
for infrastructural and othe? develop
ment schelhes in Africa has itself pro
vided good prospects for foreign pri
vate Arab businessmen in Africa, with 
the aim of setting up joint projects in 
agriculture, industry, and services, al-' 
though these contacts have so far not re
sulted in any concrete business deals. 
The rea^n for lack of success so far is 
the ignorance of economic, social, and 
political environments both in Africa 
and in the Arab world. The Arabs are 
not sufficiently familiar with invest
ment codes and guarantees in Africa. 
Administrative experience too has been 
lacking, \ibreover, Arab capital is of
fered high rates of return in investment 
in the Arab countries themselves or in 
the Western countries.

The fate of any Joint Afro-Arab oper
ation will depend on the creation of the 
right atmosphere, the establishment of 
the necessary contacts between individ
uals and organizations, and the avail
ability ofthe required guarantees and the 
right technical and marketing know-, 
how. In spite of the fact that some Arab 
investment ventures in Africa have 
failed, there is scope for Joint ventures in 
the private sector, because Arabs and 
Africans together kave a large and un
exploited potential for profitable in
vestment, thanks to a good technical ex
perience, a network of efficient institu- 

. tions, and adequate financial resources, 
uur proposal, then, is that the question 
of Afro-Arab cooperation in the private 
sector should be reactivated and a con
ference convened in the near future to 
discuss the matter. The conference 
should be held under the auspices of the 
Pan-Ara() or any individual Arab 
chamber of commerce with the partici
pation of similar African institutions. 
Such a conference could itself set up an 
Afro-Arab chamber of commerce,' 
which would be given the task of or
ganizing the cooperation in the private 
sector.

eluding petroleum, is a very sensitive ^ 
one in Africa. After all, any industrial 
development needs energy supplies. 
When we talk of energy, we should ' 
have in mind all types of power — oil as 
well as alternative sources. Arab and 
African countries have large and varied 
energy potentials and considerable ex
perience in the field of energy produc
tion and trade. This calls for Afro-Arab 
cooperation in the area of energy. We 
suggest that the Organization of Arab 
Producing and Exporting Countries 
(OAPEC) convene a meeting of energy 
experts from both Arab and African 
sides to discuss the subject with the 
view of drawing up a technological, fi
nancial, economic, and commercial 
Afro-Arab cooperation program in this 
sensitive field.

STRENGTHENING COMMERCIAL 
EXCHANGES AND STUDYING 
PRIVATE SECTOR POTENTIAL IN 
AFRO-ARAB COOPERATION

should be sponsored Jointly by the 
League of Arab States and the OAU. 
Several proposals could emerge from 

■ the conference, such as:

• To devise urgent measures to stamp 
out famine in Africa. This could be 
achieved by devising a policy and a 
plan to ensure urgent shipment of 
foodstuffs, in the shortest time and 
the most efficient manner possible.

• To study large- and medium-scale 
agricultural projects in Africa, with 
the aim of achieving long- and 
medium-term food security for the 
African nations.

• To establish a policy aimed at integ
rating food and agricultural produc
tion in the Lagos and Amman plans.

Development should aim not only at 
construction of huge buildings, modem 
factories, giant dams, and up-to-date 
airports. Even more important is the 
development of African human re
sources by providing African people 
with adequate drinking water, hospi
tals, schools, healthy living conditions, 
clothes, cultural and recreational 
facilities, as well as good employment 
opportunities. In fact, aid programs 
should pay due attention to social ser
vices for which part of their assistance 
should be allocated.

We have already said that Afro-Arab 
copperation should not be confined to 
financial transfers, however large and 
generous these may be. Although the 
participation of Arab countries in Afri
can development project is an impor
tant and basic element in this coopera
tion, the economic partnership should 

We have more than once had the op- 4 concern other fie.lds as well, including
trade and private investment. Data con
cerning ■ commercial exchanges be
tween rtie Arab and African worlds are 
scant, but they spell out unmistakably 
the very narrow volume oT trade. The 
Cairo declaration and Afro-Arab coop-

.V

portunity of challenging what had been 
said or published about energy crisis in 
Africa and the teal effect of this crisis 
on the balance of payments of African 
countries. We have many times con
fronted the insidious campaigns con
ducted by the world press (and some
times even African media) regarding 
the real impact of higher petroleum 
prices on African economies. We do 
not, of course, wish to deny the adverse 
effect the oil price increases have had 
on some African countries, but a close 
look at the balance-of-payments situa
tion of the oil-importing countries will 
show that more serious, causes for the 
deficits are to be found in imports of 
foodstuffs, raw materials, industrial 
equipment, and services, as well as in 
the hold exerted by large international 
companies on external trade. We have 
also shown that Arab aid to Africa ex
ceeds any deficits in the balance' of 
payments caused by the larger 
port bill. The subjept of energy. Tip

eration program called for encourage
ment of trade. In this respect, and in re
sponse to requests made by the Stand
ing Commission, the Arab League, and 
the OAU, BADEA has drafted a work
ing paper on the terms of reference of a 
study on the ways and means to 
strengthen the commercial exchange 
between Arabs and Africans. The 
Afro-Arab Coordination Committee 
meeting in March 1981 in Khartoum 
discussed the subject and accepted the 
proposal of the Arab League that 
$250,000 should b; allocated for the 
study.

The subject of private investment is 
still under discussion between the two 
parties. Cooperation on the private 
sector should complement that between □
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well as those 3,000 registered, now 
must either apply for political asylum or 
prepare for deportation.

Ethiopian embassy officials in 
Washington also say they don't know 
how many of their countrymen will be 
affected by the new U.S. policy But a 
spokesman for the Washington-! 'sed 
Ethiopian Immigration Committee puts 
the number at 20,000-40,000.

The present situation has its roots in 
the close ties between the United States 
and Ethiopia during the reign of Em
peror Haile Selassie, overthrown by the 
military in 1974. Worsening relations 
with the dergue reached a low point in 
1977 when American arms deliveries to 
Addis Ababa were suspended because 
of the dergue’s record of human rights 
violations. Subsequently the Soviet 
Union replaced the United States as 
Ethiopia’s military supplier. With this 
support the dergue strongman, chair-

- .man Haile Mengistu, succeeded in de
feating widespread internal and exter
nal threats to his regime. The United 
States, in the meantime, has moved 
closer to President Siad Bane of Soma
lia, once a Soviet prot£g£, whoM nation 
has an historical territorial dispute with 
Ethiopia.

' Some observers see the change of

exi.sting immigration laws. Technically 
known as a "voluntary departure pro
gram," the blanket exemption for 
Ethiopian immigrants was routinely re
viewed and kept in force during the 
Ford and Carter administrations.

In August 1981, the State Depart
ment concluded that "conditions 
within, Ethiopia are not comparable to 
conditions in existence during the pre
vious seven years." Without public 
discussion or comment, the blanket 
exemption was ruled, “no longer jus
tified" and withdrawn. Suddenly, 
thousands of Ethiopians f,.v ed the pos
sibility of deportation.

Officials in Washington do not know 
how many individuals are threatened by 
the new policy, which does not affect 
Ethiopians legally ci^sified as refu
gees or those with perri^anent residency 
permits. The U.S. Immigration and. 
Naturalization Service says only 3,000 
Ethiopian immigrants were registered 
under the now defunct voluntary de
parture program. However, thousands 
more are thought to have let previous 
registration expire or not to have regis
tered at all once their student visas tan 
out, simply because it was generally 
known that Ethiopians were not being 
forced to leave. These immigrants, as

e are unsettled and we don't 
know what’s going to hap

pen in the future. Most Ethiopians in 
the United States are afraid to go back 
home. There is no security in 
Ethiopia,” says one Ethiopian refugee, 
summing up the concerns of thousands 
who have sought refuge in the United 
States. Because of a recent change in 
the U.S. immigration policy, many 
may soon be forced to leave.

The Reagan,,administration’s new 
policy appears to have sparked intense 
anxiety within the Ethiopian commu
nity in the United'States and has be
come a source of political controversy 
in Washington.

Since the mid-1970s, Ethiopians al
ready in the United States have been 
allowed to remain indefinitely because 
of widespread human rights violations, 
civil war, and political persecution in 
their own country. The 1974 Marxist 
revolution in Addis Ababa made it im
possible for those associated with the 
Haile Selassie regime to return home. 
Others feared persecution for their reli
gious and political beliefs if they re
turned. Aware of this, the State De
partment issued a "blanket.exemp
tion" for those Ethiopians who could 
not qualify to remain in the U.S. under

II
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Ethiopian immigrants affected by the 
end of the blanket exemption is to apply 
for political asylum, which the State 
Department contends is not difficult to 
obtain. A department spokesnian says: 
•‘Any Ethiopian can be given asylum if 
he can show a well-founded fear of per
secution on his return to Ethiopia.”

However, immigrants say it is ex
tremely difficult for them to prove they 
will be persecuted once they return... 
Immigrants point first to their own gov
ernment’s public denial that returning 
exiles are mistreated. Questioned on 
this point. Charge Tesfaye says typi
cally: “Not one siisgle Ethiopian has 
been arrested in recent years for politi
cal persecution.” Ethiopian immi
grants say individual persecution is also 
difficult to prove because of the low 
levd of communication between the 
governments in Addis and Washington. 
Exchange of information is limited 
even on significant bilateral issues, 
much less on the fate of individual po
litical exiles. One immigrant, whose 
story appears typical, says: “I came 
here before the revolution Broke out, 
and I've been here all along. It's very 
difficult for me to present sorrie kind of 
‘wanteMlist’ with my name on it, or a 
newspaper clip that says the govern
ment wants me for some kind of of
fense.” Another immigrant dismisses 
what he calls State Department “mis
understanding” that there is an official 
“wanted list” in Ethiopia: "They don’t 
do it openly. They don't advertise it. 
They have all sorts of quiet ways of 
getting rid of you. They just send you 
out to the countryside on sorne kind of 
work assignment and you get lost. 
There are thousands of missing pe|g>Ie 
who are not reported.”

State Department figures recently 
presented to Congress show political 
^jHum is not as easy to obtain as U.S. 
officials claim, nor is it “practically 
impossible" as immigrants suggest. In 
fiscal 1981, approximately 1,300 Ethi
opians applied for political asylum. By 
the end of the calendar year, 175 had 
been approved, 260 denied.

Reagan administration officials 
stress that the end of the blanket ex
emption simply brings U.S. immigra
tion procedures for Ethiopians in line 
with those applied to immigrants from 
other nations. U.S. officials also con-

reconstruction and development proc
ess." Tesfaye adds that his government 
is willing to take back even those Exiles 
once engaged in “counterrevolutionary 
activities." He says there will be no 
discrimination against those exiles who 
spent years in the United States or 
Western Europe.

These claims are categorically dis
missed by many Ethiopian immigrants 
as “propaganda for the consumption of 
the international community.” One 
immigrant says some of his friends took 
the government at its word and went 
home: "They were in jail, that's what I 
heard. Some of them died — were exe
cuted. Some managed to leave the 
country again. I personally lost some of 
my good friends.”

Summing up what appears to be a 
general feeling among Ethiopian immi
grants, another says: "Most of us who 
are-here, we've been opposing the 
human, rights situation in Ethiopia all 
along, the massacres, the killings. If we 
go home, we fear serious interrogations 
would follow, perhaps torture as well. 
Certainly there would be no opportu
nity to get a job. For us. the danger ex
tends from jailings and harassment, up 
to and including execution."

Duke Alston, a spokesman for the 
Immigration Service, says cancellation 
of the blanket exemption program for 
Ethiopians “does not mean that every 
Ethiopian should be automatically or 
immediately returned to Ethiopia. It 
means the overall program is with
drawn, but every case will be evaluated 
on an individual ba?is.” Alston stresses 

Iwl rights even 
J.S. citizens. He 

points out there is a long series of legal 
procedures an immigrant can use to 
contest deportation: "He could apply 
for political asylum and it would be up 
to him to establish a well-founded fear 
of persecution upon return. That would 
be one way he could stay. Another way 
would be for him to request a discon
tinuance of deponation proceedings 
and go before an immigration judge and 
plead his case. If he didn’t like the 
judge's decision, he could take his case 
to the Board of Immigration Appeals. 
Should that decision be unfavorable, he 
could even take the case to the federal 
courts.”

The most promising legal route for

policy toward Ethiopians in this coun
try as closely related to U.S. and Soviet 
jockeying for influence with the gov
ernment in Addis Ababa. Others saw
little, if any, connection.

Clearly, the Ethiopian government 
satisfied with the Reagan ad-appears

ministration’s shift on immigration 
policy. Ethiopia’s charge d’affairs in 
Washington, Tesfaye Demeke, says: 
"We are prepared to welcome with 
open arms all those who are willing to 
return, provide them with accommoda
tion, and jobs in line with their compe
tence. It is the responsibility of every 
Ethiopian to go home and assist in the
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talk is not of violence, but of peace and 
development."

Amnesty spokesman Cox points out. 
however, that Ethiopia will not allow 
international investigation of its human 
rights situation. This refusal and reports 
of continuing violations in Ethiopia, 
Cox says, led Amnesty to take the posi
tion that it is not yet safe for most exiles 
to return to Ethiopia.

The State Department’s own 1981 
human rights report does not differ 
drastically from Amnesty's view of the 
current situation in Ethiopia, although 
it opens with the assessment that "be
cause the government has consolidated 
its control over most of the country, the 
levpl of human rights abuses is now 
significantly lower." But the report 
goes on to say that "there are no en
forceable legal protections for the c'lvil 
and political rights of the individual.

In Eritrea, the report cites "a con
tinuing pattern of arbitrary arrests, re
ported torture, and summary execu

tion has also accused the government in 
Addis of murdering thousands of 
school children and the systematic use 
of torture on its political opponents.

"Our concerns for this year are not 
very different from our concerns in ear
lier years," says Larry Cox. deputy 
director of Amnesty U.S.A. "There is 
a large number of people being detained 
without trial, widespread use of torture, 
disappearances particularly of people 
whom we knew were in captivity, po
litical killings, harsh prison conditions, 
and the use of the death penalty."

Cox says there has been ‘'some im
provement” in human, rights in 
Ethiopia over the past two years, but 
that "our primary concerns remain the 
same and these cpdcems are "very seri
ous indeed.” ',
' Ethiopian charge Tesfaye labels 
these charges "absolutely ridiculous." 
Tesfaye, who denies there are ai^T 
human rights violations- in Ethiopia." 
says the situation there is “normal, the

tend, “we were finding Ethiopians who 
had only recently arrived in the U.S.. 
Some of these people clearly had the 
approval of the Addis government to 
leave. That indicated to us ?liat the 
blanket exemption for Ethiopians was 
subject to some abuse."

But the primary official justification 
for the new U.S. immigration policy is 
the contention by the Reagan adminis
tration that in Ethiopia “the.mass terror 
of the years 1974-78 no longer exists, 
and that is why we don't let the Ethio
pians stay here indefinitely. We have 
begun treating them as we treat other 
aliens."

The Reagan administration's as
sessment that human rights conditions 
have significantly improved in Ethiopia 
is vigorously contested by Amnesty 
International. Amnes'ty^as previously 
charged that tens of thousands of Ethio
pians were executed for political rea
sons during the "Red Terror" of 
1974-78. The human rights organiza-

1
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view. We had a blanket exemption. 
Ndw-we’re going back to the system 
usetf for all countries.”

• In the aftermath of the hearing, con
gressional sources say, the new policy 
will remain in effect. Apparently, there 
is not enough political opposition to in
duce the Reagan administration to re
consider. Sources say members-of the 
African and Human Rights subcom
mittees intend “to monitor the situa
tion, to make sure people really do get 
to apply for asylum’ ’ and get a fair indi
vidual hearing.

At the same time, an Ethiopian im
migrant committee has privately begun 
to press the administration to grant a 
blanket amnesty for Ethiopians now in 
the United States: A s^esman for the 
copimittee says the State Department 
has came to an “honest misunder
standing of the situation in Ethiopia."
He says his group is confident the 
United States will not continue to apply 
“one standard for Ethiopians, another

■ for Poles or Jews escaping the Soviet, 
Union.” The spokesman says that his 
group is currently trying a “low pro
file” approach, marked by quiet ap
peals to the administration. But he 
warns that if this tactic fails, “we defi
nitely will have to take our case to the 
American public.”
' State Department officials says pri
vately they have no indication a general 
amnesty will be granted for Ethiopians. 
But publicity of the Ethiopians plight 
may be forcing the department to bend 
on tb^ssue; “We are being very gen
erous in the granting of asylum. Origi
nal complaints about the new policy are • 
now unfounded,” says one official.

Nevertheless, many.Ethiopians now 
face the possibility of deportation. In
terviews with immigrants in Washing
ton indicate that few, if any, will go

■ home. Some will undoubtably find 
ways to remain illegally in the United 
States. Others will be forced to choose

■ another course, explained by one im- - 
migrant: “Well, eventually I'll have to 
apply to other countries, you know, 
look for a democratic country to live 
and work in. I'm afraid if I go back 
home, there is no guarantee for my 
rights, my independence, my political 
beliefs.”

tion.” In the rest of Ethiopia; "forture 
is still used occasionally on military and 
politi(iel prisoners.” In addition, 1981 
saw “increased repression and harass
ment directed against churches associ
ated with foreign missionaries.” Last 

. year, the report continues, there were 
“occasional disappearances,” poor 
prison conditions, and reports of forced 
labor.

The state of political freedom in 
Ethiopia . is apparently little better: 
“Government control over speech, 
nonreligious assembly, the media, 
trade unions, and other forms of ex- ^ 
pression is absolute and firmly enforced 
— many journalists have been arrested 
for political reasons over the past sev
eral years.”

Most significantly, the State De
partment's human rights report directly 
addresses the question of what happens 
to returning exiles. “The government 
has proclaimed mass limnesty decrees 
for Ethiopians living atfroad. In addi
tion, it has issued individual invitations 
to return. The decrees and invitations 
lack guarantees and are not uncondi
tional.” The State Department’s 
documentation of specific human rights 
violations in Ethiopia, along with Am
nesty’s testimony, appears to call into, 
question the Reagan administration’s 
assertion that “it is now possible for 
Ethiopians who are not on their gov
ernment’s ‘wanted list' to return with
out fear of falling victim to persecu
tion.”

The Reagan administration’s posi
tion on the issue began to arouse politi
cal controversy following a speech last 
October by United Nations Ambas
sador Jean Kirkpatrick. Citing Am
nesty International’s report, Kirkpat
rick denounced the “savagery” of the 
Addis government before the UN Gen
eral Assembly. ^ particular, Kirkpat
rick charged that 300 to 400 dUests a 
week are still being carried out in the 
Ethiopian capital and that “many of 
those arrested sinfpty disappear and are 
presumed executed.” Kirkpatrick’s 
speech prompted press accounts im
plying the Reagan administration has 
shown “policy inconsistency.” In ad
dition, both the/Vew York Times and the 
Washington Post quoted administration

officials as saying the new immigration 
policy is partly designed “to stem new 
migration” from Ethiopia to the United 
States.

These news reports led, in turn, to 
charges of racism and political oppor
tunism on the part of the Reagan ad
ministration. One nationally syndicated 
columnist speculated that the State De
partment may be seeking “an opportu
nity to improve its relation with Addis 
Ababa by cracking down on its foes in 

. this country.” Benjamin Hooks, head 
of the National Association for the Ad- - 
vancement of Colored People, told a 
news conference early this year that the 
new immigration policy “rings of na
tional hyprocrisy and international ra
cism.” Other black American leaders, 
noting the Reagan administration’s 
concern for repression in Poland, 
charged: “If you are white and fleeing 
communism, asylum is yours for the 
color of your skin. If you gre black, 
Ethiopian, and consider yourself op
pressed by communism, you are re
jected apparently because of the color 
of your skin.”

Later in February, the issue was 
taken up at a joint hearing of the Human 
Rights and African subcommittees in 
the House of Representatives. Humdh 
Rights Subcommittee Chairman Don 
Bonker (D-Wash.) challenged the ad
ministration’s position: "It’s fairly 
certain that if these people are deported 
back to Ethiopia, many of whom are 
strongly pro-American, they would be 
put to instant death or at least impris
oned.”

But Elliott Abrams, the lop U.S. of
ficial for human rights, testified: “No 
one is suggesting that the human rights 
situation in Ethiopia isn’t bad. It is bad. 
The question is whether regular immi
gration procedures should be sus
pended forever in the case of Ethiopians 
— anyone who gave the slightest proof 
he would face death or imprisonment 
would be entitled to asylum.”

“So we can be assured,” asked 
Congressman William Goodling 
(R-Pa.), “that we aren’t knowingly 
sending people back to be slaugh
tered?”

•‘That's right,” replied Abrams. 
“We have resumed a case-by-case te- D
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4fIn the Tanzanian case, the govern

ment attempted to extract a surplus 
from the peasantry diteclly, using a 
parastatal system, which is sfrnonopoly 
buyer for both food and cash crops. The 
attempt has failed, Hyden tells us, be
cause the peasantry refused to produce 
at the low prices fixed by the govem- 
TOent. The peasants exercised their 
“exit" option, i.e., went back into an 
"economy of affection" in which sub
sistence farming and family/c^ ties 
are the determining factors and riot re
lations with the state.' They were abler® 
do so because they are "powerful" 
whereas the state is "weak." In pre
capitalist economies, relations of "re
production" (of the family/clari) are 
determinant rather than “relations-of 
production" in the Marxist sense.

Goran Hyden makes an original and 
stimulating contribution to the political 
economic thought on Africa. His ap
proach has, however, its serious lim- 
itations.Tirst, peasants in Africa are far 
from being universally "uncaptured"; 
in countries such as Ivory Coast, Zim- 

, babwe, and even Kenya, they appear to 
be pretty well "captured." Secondly, 
in some countries other factors may be 
more relevant: the oil boom in Nigeria 
and the absence of an infrastructure in 

' Zaire, for example. Thirdly and even 
more significantly, even in the Tanza
nian case, the "power" of the peasan
try appears to have been exaggerated by 
Hyden. As Susanne Mueller (cf.

"tianding the Middle Peasarftry;' 
l^odisiri in Tanzania," Boston Uni
versity, 1979) points out: "Tanzania’s 
peasants are as "(Aptured" by the’ 
etatist mawgement of their syncretic 
articulation to ,the world economy as 
any other African peasantry. What 
most distinguished tKhm from the .

' peasantry of cental Kenya:... [is] by 
far the larger percentage of the wqrld ^ ; 
market price for their crops that they ^ 
have to resign to the state's marketing'': 
boards.” Mueller argues that in Kenya ** 
marketing boards were "settler- 

,oriented" and that the Kikuyu farmers 
have a legacy of MairMau rebellion 

' that translates into a more sharply 
critical political awareness.’] It is true 
that low producer prices paid to farmers 
were the primary cause of the severely 
declining agriculturaT production in 
Tanzania, as Frank Ellis clearly shows 
in his articles on pricing policy (cSr 
“Agricultural Pricing Policy in Tan
zania, 1970-7^: Implications for Ag
ricultural Output, Rural Incomes and 
Crop Marketing Costs," University of 
Dar es Salaafn, 19*0). But, and this is 
important, peasants move4 to defend 
thefi- interests and in doing so they used 
not one but many strategies as em
phasized by Ellis and also ^ Robert H.

* Bates (cf. Markets and Stales in Tropi
cal Africa: the Political Basis in Agri
cultural Policies, University of Cali^ 
fomia Press, Berkeley and Los Ange-'-. '

I les, 1981): “[Peasants] tried, as much

BEYOND UJAMAA IN TANZANIA

• ■ Goran Hyden, Beyond Ujamaa in Tan
zania: Underdevelopment and an Un
captured Peasantry, Berkeley & Los 
Angeles: University of California . 
Press, 1980, 270 pages, $8.95, pa
perback.

In a nutshell, Goran Hyden’s main 
thesis in this book is that the state or 
the rulittg class(es) in sub-Saharan Af
rica have been largely unable to 

.."capture” the peasantry and that this 
is the primary reason for the prevailing 
underdevelopment. Development, or 
modernization, as is well-known, re-- 
quires the generation of a “slifplus,” 
usually from the peasantry. In MAxist 
theory this is referred to as “primitive 
accumulation,” which may include the 
emergence in rural areas of a rich 
farmer (kou/oJt) class—which eventu
ally expands into other economic ven- 
tures such as trade, transportation, real 
estate, etc., and which can eventually 
be taxed by the government; and the 
simultaneous “proletarianization” of 
the small farmers who find themselves 
obliged to sell out and who either 
“out-migrate” to the urban areas or 

• . stay to become agricultural laborers 
' and workers.
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biguously clear is the sheer futility of 
his intellectual enterprise. Indeed at this 
level of discourse it becomes a question 
whether anything very meaningful can 
be said about the events, personalities, 
ambitions, and conflicts that together, 
form the basic ingredients.of politics in 
much of Africa.

Offered a choice between Parsonian 
reductionism and their own eclectic 
preferences, some contributors to the 
volume have happily chosen the latter 
course. The best chapters in the book 
are precisely those that are least en
cumbered by theoretical consistency. 
Thus, Kathleen Lockard’s chapter on 
“Religion and Politics in Independent 
Uganda" contains one of the best dis
cussions 1 have seen of the role of Islam 
under Idi Amin. John M. Cohen's anal
ysis of the “Green Revolution” in the 
Chilalo subprovince of Ethiopia, 
though dated, tells us a great deal about 
the capitalist dimension of rural devel- 
opmentSmder the monarchy, and by 
implication about the motives behind 
the 1975 land reform. Kevin Maguire’s 
piece on “Prospects for Reactionary 
and Revolutionary Change in Zim
babwe" offers a prophetic diagnosis of 
the limited chances of success faced by 
the Smith-Muzoiewa alliance in then- 
effort to create a viable legitimacy for
mula. While these are certainly among 
the most valuable contributions to what 
otherwise might be described as an in
tellectual grab bag, the impression one 
gets from this volume is that it does not 
add up to a very coherent whole. The 
problem in part lies with the inadequacy 
of the Parsonian apparatus developed 
by the editor, and in part in the lack of 
unifying focus among the several case 
studies explored by his-contributors. As 
the editor himself persuasively argues,' 
“the road from interpretive case studies 
to systematic hypothesis testing is long 
and difficult when dealing with a set of 
phenomena as complex as African po
litical change.” No one travelling that 
road in Scarritt’s company will take 
issue with his conclusion.

and coercive features of the African en
vironment; its emphasis on systemic 
variables (i.e., values, symbols, 
norms) entails too many reductions to 
properly convey the complexities of the 
African landscape; and its forbidding 
terminology often acts as a barrier be
tween the landscape and the observer. 
For those of us who thought the Parso
nian approach to African politics had 
long been discredited, Scarritt’s book 
stands as a stark reminder of the con
tinuing hold of structural-functionalist 
dogmas on the minds of some Af
ricanists.
.. Perhaps the principal iperit of Scar
ritt’s effort is to make plain to the un
educated reader just how little analytic 
leverage can be gained from the appli
cation of the Parsonian scheme to Afri
can phenomena. The editor’s rumina
tions range from the tautological (“the 
stronger the values and norms of in- 
riovativeness in a society or political 
system, the more likely it is that change 
will take place,” p. 19) to the obscure 
(“ideas and values relatively uncon
nected to any other structural frame
work ate mote easily transmitted, espe-' 
cially between systems, than ideational' 
elements which do have such connec
tions, or than the other structures them
selves," p. 20), yet the key properties 
of his “coiitrol arid facilitation” 
framework — the conceptual base on 
which everything else reposes — can be 
easily summarized. According to this 
framework, political change in Africa 
is reducible to intengctiorfs among four 
subsystems, i.e., the “pattern so
cialization and control subsystem [that] 
maintains or changes the pattern of val- 

jjes, norms, collectivities and roles of 
which the society if composed,” the 
“integrative subsystem [that] adjusts or 
fails to adjust relations among all 
structural units of the society,” thS 
“goal attainment subsystem,” and the 
“adaptive subsystem” (p. 6). Which in 
turn enables the author to offer the fol
lowing definition of a political system; 
“In this framejfork the political system 
of a society or a Idtal community con
sists of the goal attainment subsystem 
and its interchange relationships with 
the other three subsystems” (p. 7). One 
thing that Scarritt’s prose leaves unam-

as possible, to bypass the government 
controlled markets;... [they] alter[ed] 
their production mix to take advantage 
of shifting relative prices; ... [or] they 
left the countryside in search for em
ployment in the towns: farmers can use 
the market for labour to defend them
selves against the market for prod
ucts.”

Hyden is uneasy and somewhat 
confused in his final evaluation of the 
“economy of affq^ion"*'and his pro
posals for the devH^pment of Tan
zania: Is the “econom^of affection” 
good or bad? He seems to agree reluc
tantly that it is not all that good. If 
modernization is a necessity as it does 
so emerge in the end from his book, to 
what extent is then the “exploitation” 
or even the “coercion” of the peasan
try justified? He appears to argue that 
capitalism is unlikely to be sppcessful 
in transforming the “peasantInode of 
production,” while his book, in large 
part, is a catalog of the difficulties en
countered while trying to implement 

' socialist policies in Tanzania. Despite 
its flaws, however, Hyden’s book has 
one big merit: it stresses the centrality 
of the “peasant question” in Africa. I* 
is a cri de coeur for the mobilization of 
the enormoli•^J]ptential bf productive 
forces that the peasantry represents.

I
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Zaki Ergas
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ANALYZING |P.ITICAL CHANGE 
IN AFRICA ^

Analy^gVorJames R. Scarritt, ed., 
lilical Change in Africa: Applications 
of New Multidimensional Framework, 
Westview Press; Boulder, Colordo, 

360 pages. ‘519

Parsoniriri-sociology is hardly the 
most suitable tool for coming to grips 
with conflict situations: its functionalist 
framework offers a rather.weak handle 
for grasping the highly peiaenslized

Rene Lemarchand 
University of Florida, 

Gainesville
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Ellis. David and James Walvin. editors. The Abolition of the Atlantic Slave r 

Trade. Madison. University of Wisconsin Press. 1981, $22.50, 'sh 
314pp.

Maynard, Olga. Judith Jamison, New York, Doubleday and Co.. 1982,
$17.95. 294pp.

Pa.steur, Alfred B. and Ivory L. Toldson. Roots of Soul. New York, 
Doubleday and Co.. 1982. $14.95. 324pp.

Smith. Dwight L.. editor, Afro-American History: A Bibliography. Volume 
11. Santa Barbara. Clio Press, 1981, 394pp.
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Special card for gift subscriptions
(no institutional ordars on this card, plaasa)

—Regular Mail to Canada/Overseas: Add $3 per year. 
—Air Rate Overseas: Add $24 per year.
—First-class within USA: Add $7 per ye

INDIVIDUALS 
$18/1 year 
$34/2 years 
$48/3 years

NAME___
ADDRESS 
CITY____ .ZIPSTATE _
Send a gift subscription in my name to the following address (a card will be 
sent notifying recipient of your gift):'

NAME -----------------
ADDRESS-------- ^----
CITY____________

Message to recipient

ZIP.STATE

The total amount of my order is $___^^--------------------
□ My check is enclosed (Make checks payable to Transaction Periodicals Consortium).
□ Please bill my: □ MasterCard DVISA

M H
Inteebank No-----------Expiration Date 

Signature--------
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No Postage Stamp 
Necessary if Mailed 
in the United States

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 1129 NEW BRUNSWICK NJ

mr
Transaction Periodicals Consortium
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

V .



_______ ;

c/Hlen & ^nwin Hnc. **.; i-

New... Important... Books on Politics... Economics... History... Development
V

ESSAYS ON NIGERIAN FOREIGN POUCY 
Olajide Aluko
"...An intelligent, judicious analysis of the factors ... that have determined Nigeria's 
role in international affairs ... contains valuable information on domestic politics and 
decision-making, public opinion, and the bureaucratic system ... This well-written 
book will appeal to both specialists and interested students of Africa."
Cloth-$28.50
PERSPECTIVES ON DROUGHT AND FAMINE IN NIGERIA 
G. Jan van Apeldoorn
"The first integrated account of the largely unpublicized crisis conditions of the early 
1970's and their ramifications in northern Nigeria ... A thorough review of relevant 
published and unpublished documentation..."
Cloth-$22.50
MIDDLE CLASS AFRICAN MARRIAGE 
Christine Oppong
A significant contribution to the comparative sociology of the third world family, 
where migration, paid employment, and urban living have brought dramatic changes 
in domestic economies, in decision making in households, and in the sexual division 
of labor and power.
Paper-$9.95
EDUCATION IN AFRICA 
A Comparative Survey 
A. Babs Fafunwa and J.U. Aisiku, Eds.
A collection of unified studies on major trends in educational development in Africa, 
by eleven renowned African educationists, who for the first time offer a comprehen
sive treatment from an African viewpoint.
Paper-$12.95
GHANA 1957-1966 
Politics of Institutional Dualism 
Ben Amonoo
A study of the period when the Convention People's Party (CPP) ruled Ghana under a 
one party system and the intricate relationship which grew up between the CPP and 
the Civil Service at the national, regional, district, and local levels.
Cloth-$35.00
A THIRD WORLD PROLETARIAT?
Peter Lloyd
An examination of Western class terminology and its applicability to the s^ial strati
fication new elite groups, and urban poor found in the countries of the Third World. 
Cloth-$19.50 Paper-$6.95 . .

Revised and Updated 3rd Edition now available:
RICH AND POOR COUNTRIK 

I Hans Singer and Javed Ansari
\ " A timely informative, well written book on economic relations between nch and

poor countries... it will be widely read and deservedly so." The Economic lournal 
Paper-$11.95
KENYATTA, 2nd Ed.
Jeremy Murray-Brown
"An important book which no one interested in Africa ... can afford to miss." Spectator 
Cloth-$17.95
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Available at Good Bookstores or Prepaid Directly From:

Allen & Unwin Inc.
9 Winchester Terrace, Winchester, Massachusetts 01890



If you’re into beaches, the longest, purest beach on the face of the globe isn’t Fire Island, Malibu or some Caribbean 
island. It’s the Atlantic coast of Mauritania. Four hundred and fifty miles of uninterrupted sea, sand and sky. 4r
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If Icwn^ng by the pool under the tropical sun, or by 

i ’ the ocean under a swaying palm gets to be too much of a
good thing, you can always cool off with a refreshing round 
of ice skating at the Hotel I voire in Abidjan, Ivory Coast.
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inArica?
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If game fishing is your game, head for 
the Island of Goree just off the coast from 
Dakar. Although twenty species of fish recog
nized by the International Game Fishing As
sociation can be found here, the record 

. ' belongs to a swordfish caught in 1963. It ja 
weighed in at 1,100 pounds!

Mention Africa and some people get an idea of mud huts 
and watering holes. Well, be assured that some of the finest 
hotels in the world are located in West Africa. Air-conditioned 
rooms, swimming pools, friendly bars and fine restaurants. It’s 
just like home...only better.

The best way to get to and around West Africa is to fly Air 
Afrique. We have the most complete schedule of interconnecting

flights between African 
cities. New York and 
Europe.

One of the most 
beautiful Club Mediterra- 
nee facilities is located 
in Cape Skirring, just an 

» hour from Dakar. (It even 
has a sauna!)
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' i’ Africa begins at JFK 

with luxurioM Air Afrique 
jet service non-stop to 
Dakar, Senegal. If you’re 
flying to Africa, it’s the 

,, only way to fly.
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Now what are you waiting for? Isn’t it time you 

discovered West Africa? Just call your Travel Agent or 
your nearest Air Afrique/Air France office today. 
Hurry!

Africa begins with Air Afrique.
And it’s just seven hours to the New Sun... 

West Africa.


